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ABSTRACT
Radiolysis of tryptophane was studied in shrimp Penaeus
setiferus, caught off the Georgia Coast, and subjected to
ionizing radiation in a Cobalt-60 irradiator at Louisiana
State University in Baton Rouge, La.
Conditions investigated were:

(1 ) temperature during

irradiation (80°, 39°, and -2°F), (2) moisture content of
shrimp (fresh and freeze-dried), and (3) both pasteurizing
and sterilizing radiation dose levels (0.2, 1 .0 , and 4.5
Mrad).
Special care was taken to control the factors that
could affect the experimental results, such as the varia
tions due to sampling, processing and chemical analysis.
Freeze-drying the shrimp prior to radiation had no
significant effect on the tryptophane-protein ratio after
radiolysis.

The results obtained on both fresh and freeze-

dried shrimp show significant statistical differences
(p<0.05) due to irradiation dose levels, and to the temper
ature applied during radiation.

However, the observed

decreases in the tryptophane-protein ratios were slights
-1 .55# and -1 .86#, and could be considered as essentially
negligible when compared with the many known advantages of
preserving shrimp by ionizing radiation.

Analytical data verified that the shrimp studied in
this project (both irradiated and non-irradiated) were
excellent sources of tryptophane, and were comparable in
content of this essential amino acid to the common animal
protein foods utilized in the USA such as beef, pork and
chicken.

vii

INTRODUCTION
This investigation was designed to study amino acid
radiolysis of shrimp muscle,,

Such information is necessary

for the successful application of processing shrimp by
irradiation.

Previous experiments have shown that low dose

gamma radiation results in quality and flavor retention of
many fish and shellfish.
Shrimp was selected because of its economic importance.
This shellfish has more than twice the value of any other
U.S. fishery product, and previous research has indicated
the commercial feasibility of preserving it by irradiation,
providing that the process is approved by regulatory agencies
(Claflin, 1969).
Radiolysis of amino acids was considered for investiga
tion, because of the need to ascertain changes in nutrients
during gamma radiation, and to evaluate the role of chemical
reactions in the formation of undesirable odors during
radiation.
To evaluate these reactions it was necessary to study
the influence of the irradiation dose, the water content of
shrimp meat, and the temperature during the irradiation
process.
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The amino acid selected for this project was tryptopane
because of its importance as an essential amino acid and the
dearth of knowledge concerning its occurrence in raw and
processed shrimp.

REVIEW OP LITERATURE
Amino Acid Content of Shrimp:
A comprehensive review of the literature confirms that
shrimp meat has 23 different amino acids, and all of the
data observed

present the shrimp aminogram with the same

extremes: the major amino acid is glutamic acid; whereas
the amino acid having the least concentration is tryptophane.
These conclusions resulted from comparisons of shrimp from
different genera and species, from different environments,
and analyzed by different laboratories.

The other 21 amino

acids do not present the same relative constancy as that
observed with glutamic acid and tryptophane, and were re
ported as variable in the publications.

In general the

positions between the 2nd and 5th amino acids in shrimp
were occupied by: arginine, aspartic acid, lysine, leucine
and isoleucine in different orders (Jones, Moeller and
Gersdorff, 1925; Baernestein, 1932; Beach, Munks and
Robinson, 1943; Pottinger and Baldwin, 1946; Matuura, Kogure
and Fukui, 1952; Torre, 1952; Airan and Thomas, 1953; Master
and Magar, 1954; Sarkar and Roha, 1954; Chari and
Venkataraman, 1957; Teery, Longhlin and Josselyn, 1957;
Konosu at al., 1958; Burkholder, Burkholder and Centeno,
1966; Dabrowski, Kolakowski and Kamicka, 1969; Antunes,
Tenuta and Novak, 1971)*
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The shrimp aminogram is similar to that obtained from
land animals occupying the top positions in the evolutionary
scale, and normally used as human food (Beach, Munks and
Robinson, 1945); it is similar also to those of other crus
taceans and fish (Konosu et al., 1958; Master and Magar,
1954).

The shrimp protein could be compared favorably, in

relation to the concentration of arginine, histidine, lysine,
tryptophane and cysteine, with casein, beef and egg albumin
(Pottinger and Baldwin, 1946).

The nutritive value of shrimp

protein was also confirmed by the research of Jones (1926)
and Valanju and Sohonie (1957).
Published values of the tryptophane content of shrimp
are presented in Table 1•
According to Neilands et al.(1949)» among the amino
acids that are essential to man, the tryptophane and lysine
content are the most important for evaluating the nutri
tional quality of a protein.

This lends importance to the

evaluation of changes that could occur in the amino acids
during processing procedures employed for preservation.
This investigation was planned to study the radiolysis of
tryptophane during radiation preservation of shrimp and
ascertain its relative importance in relation to the im
provements that this method could yield to shrimp preserva
tion.

TABLE 1 : Tryptophane Content Reported in the Literature for
Shrimp Meat (grams per 100 grams of protein).
Year

Authors

Species

Source

Tryptophane

1925

Jones, Moeller
and Gersdorff

Penaeus setiferus

Washington

1.21

1943

Beach, Munks
and Robinson
Pottinger and
Baldwin
Master and
Magar
Chari and
Venkataraman
Konosu
al.
Dabrowski,
Kolakowski and
Karnicka
Antunes, Tenuta
and Novak

Shrimp

USA

1.24

P. brasiliensis

Maryland

0.96

Prawn

Bombay,
India
Madras,
India
Japan
Georges
Bank

0.4

1946
1954
1957
1958
1969

1971

P. monodon
P. japonicus
Parapenaeus spp.

P. brasiliensis

Southern
Brazil

1.82
1.0
0.98

1.5
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Radiation Preservation of Shrimp:
The high demand for shrimp is based on the consumer
appeal characteristics of this product, and all of the
methods used to preserve shrimp must have the final goal of
quality retention from the time of catch until it reaches
the consumer.
Shrimp quality is lost by the action of two general
biological mechanisms: autoenzymatic and microbiological,
with the latter determined mainly by bacterial activity.
Autoenzymatic action produces, among other effects,
the formation of black spot or melanins in the shrimp.
These spots are localized mainly in the cephalathorax, and
between the segments that form the exoskeleton of the shrimp.
The non-microbiologieal nature of black spot formation was
demonstrated by Alford and Pieger (1952), and the mechanism
was presented by Bailey (1958).

Shrimp blackening is

caused by the action of phenolases existing naturally in
the shrimp, and enzymatic oxidation on the natural substrate
tyrosine produces black spot through a sequence of biochem
ical reactions.

These mechanisms involve dependence on

oxygen availability, presence of copper, and the normal
factors that affect enzymatic catalyzed reactions, such as
enzyme and substrate concentration, temperature, pH and
other factors.

Control of shrimp blackening was developed

classically through the action of these variables existing
during the melanin formation.

Previously, blackening was
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temporarily controlled by "heading11 as soon as the shrimp
were removed from the water, which decrease the initial
content of enzyme/substrate of the shrimp,.

Another control

was through the use of an oxygen competitive substance, such
as sodium bisulfite, which makes the oxygen unavailable
for enzymatic activity.

Other methods of black spot pre

vention were by: (1 ) good processing and storage practices
in which the shrimp washing eliminates activator substances
that occur in mud and marshes, and could accelerate the
enzymatic reaction, and (2) by lowering the shrimp tempera
ture immediately after the catch with the use of crushed
ice or mechanical refrigeration.

The shrimp must be kept

moist.
The possibility of black spot control in shrimp was
greatly improved with the use of gamma irradiation, and was
described in a publication by Kopfler (1964).

Irradiating

shrimp at a dose of 0.2 Mrad as soon as they were removed
from the water and before contact with ice, significantly
decreased the degree and number of black spots in the
shrimp, and also resulted in retention of the quality
attributes of the product.

The use of gamma rays induces

radiolysis of water and oxygen in shrimp; subsequently
their radiolysis products inhibit phenolase activity which
prevents black spot formation.
Kopfler (1964) also reported that when the irradia
tion is applied after the black spot process has been
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initiated, the radiolytic products tend to prevent the
inhibitory activity, and as a consequence black spot for
mation is increased.
gamma

The phenolases are "protected” from

radiation by these end products.

Also, the gamma

rays inactivate the natural inhibitors of these reactions.
Therefore, it has been established that irradiation of
shrimp could be successful in black spot control if the
gamma rays are applied before the reactions are initiated.
After the onset of this process, the reactions will accel
erate and black spot on the treated product will be greater
than on non-irradiated shrimp.
Microbiological decomposition of shrimp involves some
rapid reactions which differentiate this product from many
other less perishable foods.

This must be kept in mind

when considering preservation, processes for this product.
Shrimp meat has, like that of other crustaceans, high con
centrations of free amino acids that may be rapidly utilized
by bacteria, and consequently cause a rapid bacteriological
deterioration of the product (Velankar and Govindan, 1957,
1958).

Green (1949) reported that the initial microorganisms

on the shrimp are located mainly on the head.

Therefore,

rapid heading and washing after catching, and immediate
refrigeration increases the shelf life of shrimp.

The use

of these simple practices results in a decrease in the
initial bacteria count and a maintenance of good quality.
Additional care in shipboard handling also contributes to
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the final quality of the product received hy the consumer
(Antunes, Castro and Novak, 1971).

In this manner the fast

handling of the product, and immediate refrigeration will
produce a better "fresh" shrimp.

Also, it is necessary to

handle the product in a manner which will avoid secondary
contamination.

This can be accomplished by good cleaning

of all surfaces that come in contact with the product.
Pieger, Bailey and Novak (1956) presented that some addi
tional control of microorganisms can be obtained with the
use of antibiotics, resulting in a two-to four-day increase
in the iced storage keeping time through the use of chlortetracycline (CTC) in the shrimp preservation.
Use of ionizing radiation proved to be a good method
for shrimp preservation by its energy action on microorga
nisms.

Such action caused a destruction of over 99 percent

of the bacteria present in the shrimp prior to irradiation.
It is necessary to recall that irradiation must be used in
conjunction with other preservation practices and should be
designed specifically for the product to be preserved.

As

an example, shrimp should be irradiated after heading, wash
ing, with sanitary handling and holding at proper stogage
temperature before treatment.

A dose of 0.50 to 0.75 Mrad

could extend the storage life (38°P) of fresh shrimp three
fold (Scholz et al., 1962).

Champion (1970) observed that

the initial, bacteria concentration on the shrimp has a great
effect on the ultimate success of processing by radiation.
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Shrimp with low bacterial number irradiated on shipboard
immediately after the catch had a longer storage life and
higher acceptability than shrimp with a higher initial
bacterial load which were irradiated after 4 days in iced
storage.

The best dose of ionizing radiation for shrimp

irradiated on shipboard was 0.2 Mrad.
Application of gamma radiation in pasteurizing doses
such as 0.2 Mrad, definitely contributes to preserving the
fresh quality of shrimp.

However, the practical application

of radiation depends on the elimination of two possible
health hazard problems: (1 ) a change in the nature of the
microorganisms existing in the shrimp, and (2) the possi
bility of Clostridium botulinum and other pathogens growing
in the shrimp and producing dangerous toxins.
The first problem arises out of differences in resis
tance to radiation by the bacteria and this leads to the
creation of a new microbial population in the shrimp with
radiation resistant bacteria predominating.

Also, these

bacteria can have their initial physiological reactions
altered by treatment (Liuzzo, Novak and Ortego, 1965).
These changes will result in different responses in the
bacteria during storage.

Consequently it is necessary to

have new parameters to measure shrimp decomposition, be
cause the total bacterial population during the onset of
shrimp organoleptical spoilage is higher than in the nonirradiated shrimp (Learson, Schwartz and Ronsivalli, 1970).
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The products of bacterial metabolism will be different, and
can be detected while making an evaluation of the organ
oleptic attributes of the product.

The necessity of new

tests for measurement of these parameters is evident.
The second problem in shrimp irradiation pasteurization
is the possibility of the development of Cl. botulinum on
the pasteurized shrimp if a favorable storage temperature,
time and anaerobic condition of the product are combined
with the presence of viable Cl. botulinum spores in the
material.

In the normal iced stored shrimp, this combina

tion is improbable because of a lack of anaerobic con
ditions, and the time that such shrimp can be stored.

If

spores are present they do not produce toxin under the com
petitive presence of other bacteria, before the onset of
spoilage odors and natural rejection of the product occurs.
The introduction of changes in packaging procedures for
radiation pasteurized shrimp has created a potential hazard
because of anaerobic or near anaerobic conditions, along
with the increase in the number of storage days during which
the products are held.

These conditions are favorable for

the growth of Cl. botulinum and the synthesis of its toxin.
Commercial success of radiation pasteurization is dependent
upon the elimination of this possibility.
The work of Grodner and Novak (1967) has shown the
absence of Cl. botulinum spores in more than 2,000 lb. of
fresh and frozen shrimp from commercial shrimp caught in
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the Gulf of Mexico.

These researchers also observed that

shrimp inoculated with a heavy concentration of Cl.
botulinum spores (type E : 10^ and 10^ spores/gram of
shrimp; individual Beluga

and 8E strain : 10^ spores/gram)

and irradiated with doses from 0.15 to 0.50 Mrad, did not
form toxin at 32°F during the first 30 days of storage.
Toxin was produced when the shrimp were stored at 42°F<>
This problem was also investigated by other workers, and
it was observed that during storage temperatures of 38°,
42° and 50°F, consumer rejection occurs before toxin is pro
duced in heavy spore-inoculated shrimp subjected to gamma
irradiation.

With a storage temperature of 72°F, toxin

production was coincident with consumer rejection (Ward and
Pace, 1969)•

The problem of maximum shelf-life (X-values)

and the hazard of toxin production was studied with "probit"
analysis (X-50), with the conclusion that the odor detected
is an acceptable indication for rejection of shrimp after
irradiation at levels of : 0.10 and 0.20 Mrad.

However,

when the storage temperature is below 42°F, there is a risk
that 10 to 15# of the consumers cannot detect the spoilage
odors before the toxin is produced (Learson, Schwartz and
Ronsivalli, 1970).
The existence of Cl. botulinum spores on shrimp is a
matter of concern, and particular importance must be placed
on the origin of the shrimp and the analytical process
utilized.

Some spores were isolated from mud of Galveston
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Bay, Texas (Ward and Carroll, 1965) and Mobile Bay (Presnell,
Miescier and Hill, 1967)« A possibility exists that Cl.
botulinum toxin type A and C, was produced in shrimp caught
off the Gulf of Mexico, and in shrimp from tropical waters
of Latin America (Ward and Pace, 1969).
Diehl (1973) presented the following statement in rela
tion to the importance and limitation of Cl. botulinum
problem in the irradiation of fisheries product:

"a petition

has been filed with the German authorities to request per
mission to irradiate fresh ocean fish destined for human
consumption.

The purpose of irradiation is to prolong the

storage life of iced fish and the petition foresees irradia
tion on board with a dose of 100 Krad.

There is ample

experimental evidence that this dose, applied soon after
catch, will double the useful storage life of fish without
adverse effect on organoleptic acceptability", and he
observed also that:

"although spores of Clostridium

botulinum could survive the process, the hazard from the
presence of this organism would not be increased because
(i) fish caught on the high seas rarely harbor Cl.
botulinum. (ii) normal spoilage flora, which compete with
the growth of Cl. botulinum. are not completely eliminated
with the low dose (100 Krad) that is proposed, and (iii)
the fish will be stored in melting ice (at a temperature
that is too low to permit toxin production)".

This author

also has called attention to the following statement bjr-an---
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FAO/IAEA/WHO Expert Committee report, namely, "there is
evidence to suggest that the concentration of radiolytic
products may increase with increasing dose until a certain
level is attained and that the concentration may then remain
at this plateau or even decrease as the radiation dose is
increased" (WHO, 1970).

This statement points out the

importance of investigations in radiolysis that could occur
in food due to irradiation dose levels.
Another application of low level gamma irradiation on
shrimp was its use in association with antibiotics with a
resulting improvement in the final product (Lerke, Farber
and Huber, 1961;

Awad , Sinnhuber and Anderson, 1965), and

also in association with heat treatment.

The heat-

irradiation combination process offers a good possibility
for markets that are not as selective as those in the USA.
Some countries can market a heat-treated product instead of
the "fresh" quality products preferred by consumers in the
United States.

Shrimp canned in flexible containers and

submitted to heat treatment (8 minutes at 250°F), and then
irradiated (0.1 Mrad) can be stored up to two months at 83°
to 86°F

with an assurance of safe 01. botulinum control

(Savagaon et al., 1972).
Irradiation sterilization of shrimp can be obtained
with 4.5 Mrad (Novak, 1967), which is the same dose con
sidered to be the minimum requirement for sterilization of
canned bacon (EL-Bisi, 1964).

However, the irradiated
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product has active enzymes capable of causing shrimp de
gradation during the storage period, resulting in a mod
ification of color, taste and odor, which limits practical
use of the process at present.

It is essential to expand

the knowledge of the radiation process responsible for bio
chemical changes in the irradiated shrimp, especially for
the amino acids, and to develop an acceptable process of
ionizing radiation of shrimp without losing its desirable
characteristics•
Effect of Radiation on Amino Acids:
The success of radiation for food preservation is
dependent on several factors directly related to : (1 ) the
process, (2) the food that is irradiated, and (3) the con
ditions existing during radiation.

These factors are:

Source

Factors

Radiation

type of radiation
dose absorbed by the food
rate of the applied dose

Food

Chemical composition: water
content, pH, "protector”,
enzymes, etc.

Condition During
Irradiation

atmosphere : presence or absence
of oxygen, nitrogen, etc.
temperature of the system.

Since so many variables are involved, it is necessary
to study radiation preservation of every food on an individ
ual basis, even though similar enzyme and microorganisms
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might be present, or even though a number of foods have
relatively similar chemical compositions.

This was observed

when amino acid radiolysis of foods was reviewed in the
literature:

results reported are contradictory, and usually

comparisons are made between foods irradiated under diverse
conditions without the variables existing in the process
being taken into consideration.

Inadequate information is

available on amino acid radiolysis in shrimp.
Metta and Johnson (1959) in a study of beef and milk
radiation sterilization (3.0 Mrad) presented the following
statement, namely,

"the biological value of milk protein

was reduced by 8# by irradiation as compared to a reduction
of 6io resulting from heat sterilization of milk.

The bio

logical value of beef protein was unaffected by irradiation."
They also stated:

"since radiation and heat processing of

milk do not affect the digestibility but do affect the bio
logical value of its protein this means most probably that
some essential amino acid has been partially destroyed or
bound so as not to be available in the animal and that this
amino acid is or has become the limiting amino acid of this
treated protein".

Tsien and Johnson (1959) reported for the

same foods the following statement, namely,

"glutamic acid,

aspartic acid, serine and glycine were most seriously
reduced by irradiation in both milk and beef".
levels used were 2.8, 5.6 and 9.3 Mrad.

The dose
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These results on meat were not confirmed by Rhodes
(1966) who used treatments of 5 to 20 Mrad, and reached the
final conclusion that no variation occurred on any ninhydrin positive amino acid after acid hydrolysis.

This

investigator believed that energy introduced in the Tsien
and Johnson (1959) work was insufficient to cause the radiolytical change on the amino acids.

Rhodes did not present

results for tryptophane, cysteine and cystine in this paper.
He controlled the temperature of the radiation at 32°F, but
Tsien and Johnson did not give data on the temperature con
trol of their process.
Johnson and Moser (1967) in an investigation with elec
tron beam and gamma ray irradiation (2.0, 4.5 and 10.0 Mrad)
of ground beef packed under vacuum conditions present the
following statement, namely,

"the most sensitive acid to

irradiation was cystine, followed by tryptophan and
histidine", and

"approximately 50# of cystine is destroyed

under the most damaging conditions used.

Under the same

conditions tryptophan shows about 10# destruction while
arginine, phenylalanine, and tyrosine showed no destruction,
and the rest of the amino acids show little destruction".
They also observed that:

"from the cystine and tryptophan

data, it appears that for electron beajn irradiation the
extent of destruction is not related primary to total dose
but to dose rate and particularly to energy level or
irradiating dose."

The results presented for gamma radio

lysis of tryptophane were:
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Source
Dose
___________ (Mrad)
Gamma Rays

Tryptophane
(grams/100 grams prot.)

2.0
4.5
10.0

Percent of
Destruction

1.477

-13.3

1.475
1.475

-13.4
-13.4

The tryptophane content decreased slightly from 2.0 Mrad to
4.5 Mrad, and with no subsequent disappearance at 10 Mrad
level.

The investigators also stated that the result

obtained in this investigation:

"is somewhat in contrast

to the earlier report of Tsien and Johnson (1959).

The

rather extensive losses of glutamate reported in the
earlier work may have been caused by incomplete recoveries
from the analytical columns or by differences in irradiation
procedure."

The final statement of this paper was:

"in

general, little damage to amino acids and thus to the
nutritive value of beef was produced by irradition".
Preventing development of off=odors during irradiation
processing of foods is very important for practical utili
zation of the process.

Results of several studies are

available which list the components causing undesirable
odors in animal protein foods, and suggests some possibil
ities for quality control.

First of all, it is necessary

to identify these compounds and to understand how they are
produced.

The increase of several carbonyl compounds, HgS,

mercaptans, and other volatile compounds are involved in
off-odors production.

Carbonyl formation in irradiated

shrimp was studied by Ismail (1971), who observed that the
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concentration of several of these compounds increased from
initial values at a dose of 0.15 Mrad, with a correspondingly
greater increase when shrimp were irradiated with a 0.8 Mrad
dose.

Volatile compounds responsible for the formation of

undesirable odors on irradiated shrimp increased with doses
greater than 0.2 Mrad.

The carbonyl compounds in the 0.8

Mrad treated shrimp continue to increase during the first
seven days storage in crushed ice, and then decreased.
Ismail did not detect any variation in the fatty acids
observed in the irradiated shrimp (0.2 and 0.8 Mrad doses).
The carbonyl compounds are important components in the
irradiated flavor of precooked beef, pork and veal, and
were statistically related to the organoleptic evaluation
of all three foods at the 0.01# level of significance.

It

was also observed that the irradiation treatment has a
different effect on these three foods in relation to the
other odor producing compounds, HgS and mercaptan, and in
relation to the decrease of glutathione.

It was observed

that beef was more susceptible to radiation.

Simple and

multilinear correlation coefficients indicated that hydrogen
sulfide, methyl mercaptan and carbonyls were responsible for
a considerable part of the poor acceptability of irradiated
beef, pork and veal.

The combination effects of hydrogen

sulfide, methyl mercaptan and carbonyls accounted for 86,
42 and 37# of the variability in panel scores for irradiated
beef, pork and veal, respectively.

This interaction was
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observed in beef (multilinear correlation coefficient:
-0.93); with pork and veal there was little or no added
advantage in combining hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan
and carbonyls correlation coefficients, which indicated
different responses for these three foods when subjected
to irradiation treatment.

(Pearson et al., 1959).

Off-odors developed during the irradiation of high
protein foods suggested the presence of sulfur, which was
confirmed by several authors, including Batzer and Doty
(1955) in a study of the soluble protein portion of the
beef.

These workers also found a decrease of glutathione

with a simultaneous increase of hydrogen sulfide and methyl
mercaptan in the meat.

They theorized that the mercaptan

could have been formed from the methionine of this food,
but did not present any analytical data to support this
hypothesis.

The glutathione content was considered by

Coleby et al., (1961) to be a chemical index for use in the
study of the radiation damage on food, off-odors formation,
and protective action of low temperatures on radiation
processing.

Glutathione, a peptide containing three amino

acids, glutamic acid, cysteine and glycine, could represent
an interesting model for peptide and amino acid radiolysis
in foods.

The chemical formula of glutathione is:

OH

OH

II I
II I
H00C-(jJH-CH2-CH2-C-N-CH-C-N-CH2-C00H
mh2
£h 2
SH
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Temperature control during irradiation processing is
important in influencing off-odors formation and glutathione
radiolysis, by limiting the amount of free water existing
in the food which could participate in reactions during
radiolysis, and also by influencing free radical formation
and their reactions on the food (Coleby et al., 1961).

The

critical temperature interval related to the protective
action against glutathione radiolysis, and off-odors for
mation in raw pork and beef was between 32°F and -4°F» in
which the major increase in protective action was obtained.
If the temperature was lowered from -4°F until a cryogenic
(liquid nitrogen) temperature was reached, some additional
improvement was obtained, but it was small in relation to
what could be obtained during the critical interval.

No

improvement was obtained during the decrease of temperature
between 65°F to 32°F.

It is important to observe that the

free water content of this food was 75# and 98# respectively,
for the temperatures 26°F and -4°F, and the free water con
tent of the food during the irradiation process was affected
also by the low temperature existing before irradiation.
Protection in a frozen product was observed by lack of offodors formation in chicken meat, irradiated at 2.0 and 3.5
Mrad, but not at 5.0 Mrad (Hannan and Shepherd, 1959).
An increase of other off-odor components was found with
an increase of irradiation dose:
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Meat:

(1)

the content of HgS increases 1 to 4 micrograms
per gram of meat with 2 to 4 Mrad radiation,
with an inverse relation to the fat content
of the meat (Marbach and Doty, 1956);

(2 ) the methyl mercaptan (CH^-SH) increases with
the radiation
Beef:

(l)

dose (Sliwinski and Doty, 1958);

the carbonyl compounds increased with an increase
in the irradiation dose, and were different in
the fat and muscle materials (Batzer et al.♦
1957).

Chemical changes induced by irradiation in meats, in
separate meat fractions (protein, fat and lipoprotein), in
haddock flesh, and in amino acids solutions were studied by
Merrit (1966).

This investigator observed that the produc

tion of irradiation odor in raw meat is a characteristic
property,

and is the same for beef, pork, lamb, and the

other meats, and does not
intensity.

vary in type but only in

The odor is reproducible, and given radiation

doses can produce approximately the same odor.

Merrit also

reported that irradiation odor is the direct result of
changes due to irradiation impact, and does not depend on
the type of irradiation employed, or on the environment.

He

also found that between the three meat fractions irradiated,
only the lipoprotein had a characteristic irradiation odor.
He also confirmed that amino acids with aromatic rings or
with sulfur groups tend to be the most radio-sensitive.
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Durand and Tappel (1958) observed odor formation during
amino acid irradiation.

In this process occurred together

with the formation of mercaptan, HgS, carbonyl and

The

carbonyl formed apparently has a relationship with the offodors only with the amino acids serine and glycine, and the
highest yield of carbonyl formed was found on the hydroxyl
amino acids.
•3 5

Labeled S

35

methionine and S

glutathione were added to

ground beef and irradiated (6 Mrad) by Martin
and showed the following results:

al. (1962),

the methyl mercaptan

formed during irradiation came primarily from the labeled
■313

otc

S m e t h i o n i n e existing in a free state in the meat.

The

glutathione also contributed to part of the methyl mercaptan
which developed in the meat, and has a secondary position in
relation to the labeled methionine.

Hydrogen sulfide formed

during irradiation of the ground beef came primarily from the
natural sulfur compound existing in the meat, and not from
35
the added S
labeled methionine and glutathione.
The
radiation dose had an influence on the methyl mercaptan and
H^S production, and the HgS predominance was observed with
doses over 6 Mrad.

It is possible to expect changes in the

other natural sulfur-containing compounds existing in meat
under high irradiation doses.

Their results were con

firmed by Gruenwald (1969) through cysteine and cystine
polarographic determination in irradiated meat and
pork.

This analytical method was more sensitive than the
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others used by earlier workers, and could detect indepeddently the radiolysis of each amino acid analyzed, as
cysteine and cystine.

The cysteine content was decreased

partially through the transformation to cystine and par
tially through decomposition, when fresh meat was irradiated
at room temperature at a level higher than 1.0 Mrad.
Less degradation was obtained with cystine which was
compensated by the cystine formation from cysteine.

The

'•protector effect" of irradiation in a frozen product was
observed in relation to cysteine and cystine radiolysis,
when beef and pork of normal moisture content were
irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperature, but this "screen
ing factor", as the author named it, was not observed when
these foods were freeze-dried before irradiation.

This

indicates a possible interaction between frozen foods and
their water content, in relation to protection against
radiation damage.

An irradiation dose of less than 1,0 Mrad'

did not cause any changes in pork and beef when they were
irradiated under Griinewald (1969) experimental conditions.
During radiation of eggs and gluten, in a nitrogen
atmosphere, and dose level of 1.5 Mrad/h, tryptophane and
methionine radiolysis were observed at doses of 5 Mrad in
eggs and 10 Mrad in gluten.

Serine also decreased signif

icantly in gluten at 10 Mrad (Chaudhry and Evans, 1971).
Several authors have reported that the amino acids do
not change during the irradiation of several aquatic
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products (clams, oyster, and fish) with doses from 0.2 to
5.7 Mrad, and these various studies were done under differ
ent conditions (Proctor and Bhatia, 1950; Slavin, 1962;
Brooke et al., 1964, 1966; Reddy, 1969).

Recently it was

reported that the free amino acids of shrimp treated with a
combination of heat and irradiation undergo certain changes,
with a decrease in percentage of free amino acids: lysine
(50$), histidine (40$), glycine (38%), arginine (38%), and
leucine (33%).

This change occurs during storage at a

temperature of 83° to 101°P, and one of the authors, (Kumpta,
personal communication) considered heat treatment to be the
cause of these changes (Savagaon et al., 1972 a).
No reference is available which presents a detailed
study of amino acid radiolysis in shrimp.

However, Southern

and Rhodes (1967) have reviewed the radiation chemistry of
polyamino acids in aqueous solution, and tryptophane radio
lysis in solution was reported by Stenstrom and Lohmann
(1931), Proctor and Bhatia (1952)and Jayson, Scholes and
W eiss (1954).

The last paper also presents a mechanism to

explain the tryptophane radiolysis.

Generally the amino

acid radiolytic mechanisms assumed are those developed from
knowledge of protein and/or amino acids in solutions.

The

possibilities of differences and similarities between the
radiation action on components irradiated in foods, and those
irradiated in solutions create the need for a review of this
subject.
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Radiolysis of amino acid solutions shows the occurrence
of deamination, decarboxylation, oxidation and rupture of
-SH groups, and rupture of the ring existing in some amino
acids.

These several processes are dependent on the

irradiation dose, rate of administering the dose, pH,
temperature, and oxygen content existing during the radia
tion processing.
General observations of these processes indicate that
the amino acid interaction with the irradiation energy is
mainly an indirect mechanism through the water radiolysis
and atmospheric oxygen.

If it is present in the solution,

it produces reactions with the amino acids.

The amino acids

in these reactions act with dependence on their own chemical
characteristics as stereochemical configuration, chemical
components existing in the amino acid molecule, ionic dis
sociation conditions, and physical properties such as
solubility.

The pH of the solution will act on the free

radicals formed and on the ionic condition of the amino acid,
with emphasis on the radiolysis action.

The similarity of

the final radiolytic products suggests that the similarity
of amino acids is important in these reactions.
The first step of this process starts with the water
break down from radiation energy, as presented by Al-Thannon

(1968):
HgO — v w ~ > H20+ +

e"

O)
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The electron liberated in this process (e“ ), is a secondary
electron, and will act on dissociated water.

If this elec

tron reacts with the H20+ formed (reaction 1) it will be
*

neutralized, and a very excited molecule, HgQ , will be
formed, and posteriorly dissociated into a hydrogen atom
and a hydroxyl radical (Samuel and Magee, 1953)*
H20+ + e”

^ H 20*---5>H + OH

(2)

The components formed in reactions 1 and 2 are the same as
the one obtained with optical dissociation of the water.
The secondary electron, equation 1, lost its energy and
has its movement restricted until a final orientation with
the water, and becomes a hydrated electron, eaq
” , with properties of a normal univalent ion and reacts with water
liberating a hydrogen atoms
eaq

+

H2° -------^ H

+ OH

(3)

The electron deficient water originates on the first
impact of the radiation, equation 1, and can react with the
water and liberate a hydroxyl radical:
H20+

+ H 20 ---> H 50+ +

OH

(4)

or
H30+

+ e“---- > H 30

(5)

and
H30

:> H20

+

H

(6 )
H,0+
3

+

eort
aq
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In a general manner the species formed with water
radiolysis which will act on the amino acids ares
e~
: H : OH
(Al-Thannon, 1968)
aq
The amino acid deamination during radiation action in
solution was observed by several authors working with X-rays
(Dale, Davies and Gilbert, 1949; Dale and Davies, 1950;
Johnson, Scholes and Weiss, 1951), with the action of HighVoltage Cathode Rays (Proctor and Bhatia, 1953), and also
with the action of gamma irradiation (Markakis and Tappel,

I960).
The deamination was measured in this research by deter
mination of ammonia liberated from the amino acid solution.
The amino acid that liberated the highest quantity of ammonia
was histidine, probably because this amino acid has two
positions

the alpha amino group, and in the constitution

of the imidazole ring from which the nitrogen could arise
during the irradiation action.

The amino acids that liber

ated regular quantities of ammonia were: glycine, alanine,
and arginine.

The importance of the structure of the amino

acid on the radiolysis was observed also by the condition
that the alpha amino nitrogen was more easily removed from
the amino acid under irradiation treatment than one localized
on beta-amino group position (Dale, Davies and Gilbert,
1949).

It was observed that the deamination process in

creases with the increase of amino acid concentration in
the solution, and that this process is very similar for
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glycine and L-serine solutions with the only difference
being in the greater solubility of L-serine, which gives
it the possibility of forming more concentrated solutions,
and under irradiation treatment the curve of NH^ formation
levels off with the increase of concentration of amino acid
in the solution (Dale, Davies and Gilbert, 1949, Dale and
Davies, 1950).
Proctor and Bhatia (1953) presented the classification
of amino acid radiolytic susceptibility (deamination) in
aqueous solutions as follows: histidine> cystine> phenyl
alanine

tyrosine>

tryptophane.

They observed that the

nitrogen liberation from the histidine ring was in concor
dance with other authors, along with the rupture of the ring
of phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophane.

These same

authors, publishing in three papers (1951,1952,1953), con
sidered the irradiation action on amino acids existing in
solutions to be an indirect mechanism through the formation
of free radicals on water radiolysis, and a posterior re
action on the amino acids.

These reactions of the free

radicals cause not only the deamination, but also the attack
on the disulfide bonds of the cystine (-S-S-) with the for
mation of HgS.

Proctor and Bhatia considered that the amino

acid decomposition which occurs in solution is a function
of the radiation dose applied to the system.
Braams (1966) showed that the pH of the solution has an
important influence on amino acid radiolysis through ionic
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dissociation of these compounds, and consequently on amino
acid reactions with the free radicals (hydrated electron)
The hydrated electron ( e~ ) reacts
aq
more favorably at neutral pH with the amino acids cysteine,
formed by irradiation.

histidine and cystine, and moderately active at this pH
with arginine, asparagine and with the three aromatic amino
acids including tryptophane.

There is very little reac

tivity at this pH with other amino acids (Braams).

The

action of pH on alanine radiolysis causes the least libera
tion of NH^, which occurs at the amino acid isoelectric
point.

However, there is an increase of NH^ liberation

with an increase in alkalinity.

Pyruvic acid formed during

alanine radiolysis is not influenced by the pH of the
solution compared with NH^ formation (Johnson, Scholes and
Weiss, 1951).
The radiolysis of sulphur-containing amino acids,
cystine, cysteine and methionine, was throughly investigated,
because of their high susceptibility to irradiation.

This

has important implications and applications to medicine and
biology.

These radiolytical mechanisms are very important

in food science because of their relation with the "irradia
tion odors" formed during the irradiation processing of
foods.

It was observed that the sulfur position on these

molecules is the point of activity with free radicals, and
is the reason for their weakness during radiation treatment.
The thiol group (-SH) of cysteine is attached more readily
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than the amino group in this particular amino acid, and the
main product of cysteine radiolysis in solution is the for
mation of HgS (Dale and Davies, 1951).

The peculiarity of

irradiation sensitivity of these sulfur compounds was
applied in medicine and biology, as receptors of the free
radicals formed during the irradiation process.

However,

the greater fragility of these sulfur compounds under radia
tion is undesirable for food processing because of formation
of undesirable odors and also for the rupture of -S-S- bonds
of protein, and consequently disruption of its threedimensional protein structure.

Other mechanisms such as

deamination and decarboxylation were observed in the radio
lysis of these amino acids together with the attack on
sulfur (Markakis and Tappel, i960).
The irradiation of cysteine causes the formation of
cystine, HgS, ion sulfate (SO?” ), ammonia and alanine, with
quantitative differences between them, according to whether
the radiation occurs in the presence or absence of oxygen.
The presence of oxygen increases the production of cystine
and ion sulfate, because oxidation is more likely under this
condition (Markakis and Tappel, I960).

The removal of one

thiol group from the cysteine will cause the formation of
alanine, and this process does not involve NH^ as a pre
cursor.

Cystine will be formed through the oxidation of

two molecules of cysteine, which can be observed by the
similarity of these substances:
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CH0 - CH -COOH
i *
i
SH
NH2

Cysteine

CH,- CH -COOH
j
»
nh2

Alanine

CH -COOH
5
NH2
S
CH2 - CH -COOH

Cystine

c h 3-s - c h 2- c h 2-c h

-COOH
nh2

methionine
Cystine radiolysis differs from that of cysteine,
because the sulfur is on the disulfide position instead of
the thiol group.

The radiolytic mechanism of action for

cystine yields major quantities of SO"]j”, ammonia and alanine,
while cysteine yields more HgS during radiolysis.

The pro

duction of free sulfur is more common from cystine than
cysteine, and the production occurs in the first step of
the radiolysis together with deamination and sulfate ion
formation.

The second step of cystine radiolysis is depen

dent on the irradiation dose applied, resulting in the pro
duction of cysteine, alanine and finally cystine.

The

introduction of oxygen during cystine production increases
the sulfate ion formation, and a progressive oxidation to
free sulfur (Markakis and Tappel, I960).

Major reviews on

the radiolysis of sulfur amino acids in water solution are
given by Rotheram, Todd and Whitcher (1952); Whitcher,
Rotheram and Todd (1953); Purdie (1967); Owen and Brown
(1969); Lai, Armstrong and Weiser (1969) and Al-Thannon

(1968).
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The ultra violet (U.V.) spectra of the solution con
taining amino acids submitted to irradiation treatment
changes with the dose.

A solution of cysteine, pH 4.5,

results in a decrease in U.V. (255mp) absorption during the
irradiation, with a subsequent increase in the absorption
steadily, albeit slowly, when the solution is kept stored
after the irradiation.

It is possible that some modifica

tion leads to the formation of cysteic acid and cysteic
sulfonic acid that are more transparent than the initial
compound during the irradiation (Owen and Brown, 1969).

A

change was observed in U.V. absorption in the radiolysis of
aromatic amino acids (Proctor and Bhatia, 1953) and on
histidine in solution (Bhatia and Proctor, 1951).

These

findings were noted also on the irradiation of proteins
suspended in water, and as an example there was a decrease
of albumin U.V. absorption, which was considered by Arnow
(1935) to be dependent on the disruption of the benzene
ring of some amino acids existing in the material.

This

was observed by changes in the colors of solutions of
tyrosine (to brownish) and tryptophane (to yellow).

Carroll,

Mitchell and Callanan (1952) observed an increase in the
absorption at 280 mp in serum albumin solution and suggested
that this is caused by the substitution of hydroxyl for one
hydrogen on the phenylalanine and tyrosine rings.

Barron

and Finkelstein (1952) postulated that the changes observed
on U.V. absorption spectra of X-irradiation of aqueous
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solutions of serum albumin, serum globulin, and egg albumin
were due to the oxidation of tyrosine residues, and of the
oxidizable groups.

A general increase in optical density

was directly proportional to the X-ray dose, but greater in
the region of shorter wavelengths from 220 to 250 mp.

There

is some evidence that the light absorption at 200 to 220 mp
is due to the peptide bonds.

It is probable that oxidation

by the radicals increases the number of double bonds in the
protein molecule.

The increase in optical density around

280 mp was due only to oxidation of the tyrosine residues.
The other aromatic amino acids which absorb light in the
neighborhood of 280 mp, phenylalanine and tryptophane, did
not increase this absorption because: (1) the phenylalanine
has a maximum absorption at 252 mp away from the tyrosine
point; (2) the tryptophane optical density at 279 mp was
lower in the irradiated solution than that of the control.
Also, an inverse relation was found between protein concen
tration and percentage increase of optical density on
X-irradiation, which indicates that the effect is due to
the products of water irradiation and not to the direct
action of the X-rays on the protein.
Garrison, Jayko and Bennett (1962) demonstrated that
the N-C bond of gelatin (Eastman, lime-processed) could be
oxidized during the radiation of gelatin solution with the
formation of ammonia, peroxides and carbonyls as alpha-keto
acids and alpha-ketoglutaric acids.

This observation is in
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agreement with the results obtained by Johnson, Scholes and
Weiss (1951) during the irradiation of solution of amino
acids and the formation of alpha-keto acids.
A great number of other scientific papers have been
reviewed, but these do not contain pertinent data on the
radiolysis of amino acids in shrimp, and therefore, were
not included in this literature review.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The shrimp, Penaeus setiferus, utilized in this research
project were caught off the Georgia Coast.

Specimen were

washed, headed and iced-stored on shipboard under normal
commercial fishing conditions.

They were again washed,

frozen, stored in dry ice and transported by air to Baton
Rouge and immediately delivered to the Louisiana State
University.

Here the shrimp (9.5 Kg of shrimp) were

visually selected and only specimens that had an entire
exoskeleton were used.

The shrimp were peeled, deveined

and cut transversely into 4-cm pieces, put in a stainless
steel bowl, and thoroughly mixed by manual stirring.

Prom

the resulting 4*8 Kg batch of chopped shrimp were pre
pared 60 samples of 76 grams each which were used for the
experiments and were processed as follows:
Thirty-three samples were each placed separately in
a Pyrex Petri plate (100 x 20 mm), put individually inside
a polyethylene bag (10" x 12", Bel-Art, P-2176), and frozen
in a blast freezer at 0°P for 24 hours.

These thirty-three

samples were then removed from the air blast freezer, taken
from the polyethylene bags and freeze-dried in a USM-15
model Virtis Freeze-dryer consisting of two fixed black
anodized aluminum shelves.

The heating system was adjusted

to low temperature, 104°P, to avoid modifications in the
56
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sample, and the drying time was 19 hours.

The freeze-dried

samples were packed in polyester film, heat-sealed with a
Thermal Impulse Heat Sealing Machinery (model 140, Vertrop
Cop.), placed inside two Nasco Whirl-Pak plastic bags and
closed.

Of these thirty-three freeze-dried samples, twenty-

seven were used for irradiation treatment under conditions
Of low moisture content, and the other six were subjected
to tryptophane analysis as non-irradiated freeze-dried
samples.

All the freeze-dried samples were stored at 0°P

until used.
The other twenty-seven samples were packed in the same
type of polyester film used for the freeze-dried samples,
heat-sealed with the same machinery, placed inside two
Nasco Whirl-Pak plastic bags and closed.

Of these twenty-

seven normal moisture samples (fresh shrimp), nine samples
were stored at 32°P for 48 hours and then irradiated at 80°P,
together with nine freeze-dried samples.

The other eighteen

samples with normal moisture content were frozen in the
same air-blast freezer at 0°P, and stored at that tempera
ture until they were irradiated.

Before being irradiated,

the appropriate samples were adjusted overnight to the proper
temperature - either 39°P or -2°P.
After being irradiated, the samples with normal moisture
content were placed in Petri plates.

Bach plate was put

individually inside of a polyethylene bag, frozen in a
blast freezer at 0°P for 24 hours, and freeze-dried under
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same conditions as previously described.

After the freeze-

drying operation, the samples were transferred from the
Petri plates, placed in polyester bags, heat-sealed, placed
inside of two Nasco Whirl-Pak plastic bags, closed and
stored at 0°P together the other samples.
The polyester film used in the package was an uncoated
"Scotchbak" Brand Heat Sealable Polyester Pilm # 48 of 4.5
mm thickness previously shown to be suitable for shrimp
irradiation (Khan, 1972).

An uncoated film, resistant to

low temperatures, was used to avoid the possibility of
interaction between the shrimp and the coating material.
A 40 x 20 mm piece of moisture-sensitive paper was placed
between the two polyester bags.

The paper was always dry

after the irradiation operation was completed.

This in

dicated that the shrimp had not been contaminated by the
cooling mixture of water and ethylene glycol.
The shrimp were irradiated in 4-cm pieces to minimize
variations among individual samples of the original material.
This procedure also tended to preserve the original texture
of the shrimp, which might have been changed if a blending
operation were introduced to prepare homogeneous samples.
If the initial texture were changed this might affect the
results of the irradiation.
The elementary chemical composition of the shrimp used
in these experiments was: moisture, 81.1%; ash, 0.93%; fat,
0.32%; and protein, 17.65%.
tained 5.4% moisture.

The freeze-dried material con
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Irradiation Apparatus:
The radiation source was a 4419 curie Cobalt-60
irradiator located in the Nuclear Science Center, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge (Rao and Novak, 1969).

For

irradiation, the shrimp samples were placed in a cylinder
which is described below.

The entire assembly was then

placed in a tank of water which also contained the energy
source.

Shrimp are acted upon continually by gamma rays

emitted from the source, and thus the irradiation dose can
be calculated in terms of energy absorbed per interval of
time.
A cooling system was developed during this work for
controlling the temperature of the sample within the irradia
tion field.

A water bath cooler (Sargent - Welch S-84890)

filled with a water/ethylene glycol mixture (50/50) was the
refrigeration unit of the system.

A stainless steel vacuum

chamber, originally developed by Rhee (1969)» was used as
the sample cooling cell.

A copper refrigeration tube (3/8"

x .032") inside this chamber replaced the liquid nitrogen
system described by Rhee.

The copper tube was connected to

the water bath cooler through a Tygon flexible plastic tubing
(3/16" x 1/16"), insulated by I.D. Armstrong (5/8" x 1/2")
hollow cylindrical tubing.

The insulated system was surround

ed by a Blue Nile flexible plastic tube (2 1/2") which
effectively isolated this system from the water in the
irradiator pool.

The latter isolation proved to be
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necessary since water penetration of the Armstrong insulation
tube eliminated the thermal insulation properties of this
tube.
The flexible plastic tubing was then passed through an
air-tight diving bell lid, and the two insulated tubings
were attached to the bell by stainless steel belts.
An on-off temperature control Model J. L. type (West
Instrument Co.), a solenoid valve and a copper-constantan
thermocouple were connected to the cooling system.

The

valve was placed between the cooling bath apparatus and the
vacuum chamber, and connected to the temperature control.
The thermocouple line was isolated from the pool water by a
Tygon tubing (3/16" x 1/16").

All the connections were

covered with epoxy (Elmer's) to prevent moisture attack.
A bath of the same water/ethylene glycol cooling mix
ture was placed inside the stainless steel vacuum chamber
and was cooled by circulation through the copper refrigera
tion tube.

The samples were placed inside a copper coil,

added to the chamber and immersed in the cooling solution.
The chamber was then placed inside the air-tight diving bell,
closed, refrigerated, and lowered to the Cobalt-60 source by
means of a winch. (Figures 1 and 2).
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B: Solenoid Valve
A: Water Bath Cooldr

C: On-Off
Temp.
Controllet
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Water Pool

F: Air-Tight
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Lid.
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D: Stainless Steel
Vacuum Chamber.
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Figure

1.

Schematic Diagram of The Temperature Controlled
System Used for Shrimp Irradiation.
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Figure 2 - Temperature Controlled System Used for Shrimp
Irradiation:
......................

I

A: Water Bath Cooler.
B: Solenoid Valve.
C: On-Off Temperature
Controller.
D: Stainless Steel Vacuum
Chamber.
E: Cover with Samples.
F: Air-Tight Diving Bell.
G: Blue Nile Tube.
H: Air-Tight Diving Bell
Lid.

JAN

•

73
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Factors Studied and Experimental Design:
The following factors were studied in the present work:
Notation Factors
A
Temperature During Irradiation
B
Moisture Content of Shrimp
C

Irradiation Dose levels

Quantities
80°, 39°, -2°F;
Normal,
Freeze-dried;
0.2, 1.0, 4.5
Mrad.

Other factors that could affect the amino acid radio
lysis and the shrimp sample in general were kept constant
to minimize their interference with the final results.

Thus

the experimental work was conducted with peeled, deveined
shrimp that had been cut and homogenized before irradiation.
The tryptophane data were evaluated according to a
3 x 2 x 3

factorial arrangement of treatments (3 levels of

temperature during irradiation operation x 2 levels of
moisture in shrimp x 3 dose levels of ionizing radiation)
in a completely randomized design with 3 replicates.

All

replicates and treatments were obtained from aliquots of the
same original sample.

The determination of tryptophane

in the non-irradiated material was carried out with a total
of 6 samples which were analyzed in duplicate.
The degrees of freedom (d.f.) of the factors studied
in relation to the 54 observations obtained for irradiated
shrimp were:
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d.f

Source of Variation

2
2
1
2
2

R- Replicate
A- Temperature
B- Moisture
C- Irradiation
A x B- Temp, x Moist.
A x C- Temp, x Irrad.
B x C- Moist, x Irrad.
A x B x C - T x M x I
Error

4
34

Total

53

4
2

Analytical Methods:
The 60 samples analyzed in the present research were:
a) 27 irradiated after being freeze-dried (three radiation
dose levels; three temperatures);
b) 27 irradiated with normal moisture content and freezedried after the irradiation (three radiation dose
levels; three temperatures);
c) 6 non-irradiated freeze-dried samples;
After being subjected to the irradiation and/or freezedrying treatments, the shrimp pieces were blended in a
Sorvall Omni-Mixer at 4,800 r.p.m. for 10 minutes.

The

blending operation was carried out without the addition of
any solvent to the freeze-dried shrimp.

The samples # 1 , 6,

and 9 were blended for four additional minutes to get the
finely powdered condition.

This powdered material was

analyzed for protein by the Kjeldahl method (AOAC, 1970)
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and for tryptophane by a modification of the procedure of
Miller (1967).
The method used for the tryptophane determination was
selected to analyze for its presence in the free state after
hydrolysis.

When p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde (DM/LB) is used

as the chromogen,

the

color yield is different depending

on whether the reaction is obtained with free as opposed to
bound tryptophane.

Consequently, erroneous results can be

obtained when the experimental determinations are made with
intact protein and the standard is prepared with free
tryptophane (Horn and Jones, 1945; Konosu and Matsuura,
I960; Miller, 1967).

Previous experimental work has shown

that better hydrolysis of the material occurred when sodium
hydroxide was substituted for barium hydroxide, with or
without the addition of gelatin (Warner, 1942; Holler, 1958;
Konosu and Matsuura, I960).

Barium hydroxide produces a

faster and more efficient hydrolysis of the material with
less damage to tryptophane than sodium hydroxide.

The

hydrolysis was processed according to Greene and Black
(1944): 0.2 grams of the dried powdered material was weighed
into a 125-ml Pyrex Erlenmeyer flask; 15.4 grams of Ba(0H)2
fresh ground in a mortar to pass a 20-mesh sieve (E. H.
Sargent & Co.) was weighed in a 50-ml Pyrex beaker and trans
ferred to the Erlenmeyer flask containing the sample.

The

Ba(0H)2 and the sample were carefully mixed by gentle manual
shaking, and 9 ml of distilled water was added with a pipette.
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The flask was capped with cotton and kept at room temper
ature until the sample was hydrolyzed by being autoclaved
in an American Sterilizer for 7 hours at 15 psio

Usually

fourteen samples of shrimp and two controls were autoclaved
at the same time.

Each control was prepared by pipetting

a 2-ml aliquot of a one-percent (w/v) aqueous tryptophane
solution into a 125-ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 15.4
grams of powdered barium hydroxide, to which was then added
7 ml of distilled water by means of a pipette.

The contents

of the flask were thoroughly mixed by gentle manual shaking;
the flask was capped with cotton before being autoclaved.
The hydrolysates were neutralized by titration with 6N
hydrochloric acid until colorless to phenolphthalein.

The

solution was then transferred to a 250-ml centrifuge bottle
(Nalge) and the Erlenmeyer flask was washed three times with
small amounts of distilled water; the washings were added
to the centrifuge bottle.
To each centrifuge bottle containing neutralized hydro
lysate was then added 40 ml of a 17.5% (w/v) aqueous Na2S0^
solution with gentle shaking.

The bottles were capped and

centrifuged at 2700 x g for 10 minutes at 3°C in an automated
refrigerated centrifuge (Sorvall Superspeed RC-2-B).

The

supernatants from the shrimp samples were decanted into
100-ml volumetric flasks, whereas the supernatants from the
controls were decanted into 200-ml volumetric flasks.

The

residue in each centrifuge bottle was re-suspended by the
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addition of 10 ml of distilled water.

The bottles were

again centrifuged under the same conditions, after which
the supernatants were transferred to the appropriate
volumetric flasks.

The centrifuge bottles were washed

three times with distilled water and the washings were
added to the proper volumetric flasks.
The method of Miller (1967) was used for color develop
ment with sodium nitrite serving as the oxidizing agent.
A strict time schedule was maintained to control the re
action, the quantities of reactants, light and temperature
in order to obtain reproducible results.
From each hydrolysate, 2-ml aliquots were transferred
to stoppered test tubes (Pyrex # 9820).

To the tube, 5 ml

of 0.5% (w/v) p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde (DMAB) in concen
trated hydrochloric acid was delivered by volumetric pipette.
The tube was capped and the contents were mixed by rotating
the tube (20 times) between the hands.
in a support.

The tube was placed

This process was repeated at half-minute

intervals until a maximum of sixteen samples had been
treated.

Twenty minutes after the DMAB addition, 0.2 ml

of aqueous 0.2% (w/v) sodium nitrate solution was added to
each tube by means of a 0.5-ml tuberculin syringe.

The

tubes were capped, hand mixed (20 times), and put in the
support.

Fourteen minutes after the sodium nitrite addition

the solution was filtered and the color intensity was deter
mined at 590 mp in a spectrophotometer (Spectronic 20,
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Bausch and Lorab).

The blank was prepared as follows: to

5 ml concentrated hydrochloric acid was added 0.2 ml of 0.2$
sodium nitrite solution and 2 ml of distilled water.
solution was filtered
timing of the blanks.
Whatman # 4

The

here was no need to standardize the
The filter paper used was a 9.0 cm

filter paper that was effective in retaining the

fine crystalline precipitate from the solution.

The stand

ard curve was prepared by determining the color which result
ed from the 2-ml aliquots of tryptophane solutions that con
tained 1.0 to 4.0 mg/100 ml.

Color development was done

under artificial light in a laboratory at a temperature of
67°F to avoid interference of these factors on the reactions
(Boyd, 1929; Horn and Jones, 1945; Spies and Chamber, 1948,
1949).

The use of a tuberculin syringe solved the critical

problem of sodium nitrite measurement and delivery (Boyd,
1929; Horn and Jones, 1945; Spies and Chambers, 1948,1949).
All the tryptophane analyses were performed between March 3 17, 1973 and the recovery obtained was 81$.
The moisture, fat and ash determinations were performed
as follows:
Moisture- two grams of material was weighed into a
weighing bottle (Exax 24/12, 12-ml capacity), heated for 20
hours at 176°F under 30 inches vacuum (mercury) in a Freas
vacuum dryer model 524-A, placed into a desiccator with
silica gel for 30 minutes, and then weighed.
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Ash- two grams of material was weighed into a crucible
(Coors porcelain crucible, 10-ml capacity, Sargent S-23685G), incinerated at 540°C in a Lab-Heat Muffle furnace
(model 30A- C, Blue M Electric Co.), dried and weighed as
for moisture determination;
Eat- ten grams of material was weighed and placed in
extraction thimbles (25 x 80 mm, W. & R. Balston Ltd.) and
extracted with ethyl ether for six hours in Goldfisch fat
extractors.
Dosimetry:
The absorbed gamma radiation dose was measured by the
Fricke Dosimetry Method (ASTM, 1959) involving the oxidation
of ferrous ammonium sulfate solution, and the spectrophotometric determination of the ferric ion measured at the wave
length of 305 m;i with a Beckman type DB spectrophotometer.
A portion of the non-irradiated ferrous solution was used
as a blank and dose rates were obtained through the empirical
equation:
D = 2.94 x 104 (^1 - 0.007 (t-20)^] (A/T)
used before by Rhee (1966) and Rao and Novak (1969), where:
D = Dose rate, rad./min.
t = Ambient room temperature, °C.
A = Absorbance
T = Time of irradiation, min.
The empirical equation was used as stated by Rao and
Novak (1969), namely,
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"The temperature of irradiation, t, the absorbancy, A, and
the time of irradiation, T, necessary to give an absorbancy
of 1.0 were the necessary factors inserted into the
empirical formula of the Fricke dosimetry method.

The

length of time required to give an absorbancy of 1.0 was
obtained by extrapolation of the absorbancy vs. time curve
to the 1.0 absorbancy line."

By inserting the extrapolated

values for the time and using the absorbance of 1.0 and an
ambient temperature of 24.4°C in the formula, three different
dose rates for the five different positions of the Fricke
dosimetry solutions were obtained and a mean value calculated
to be 820 rad./min. (Figure 3).
The irradiationtime used

was:

0.24 Mrad=

4 hours and

4 minutes;

1.0

Mrad=

20 hours and 19 minutes;

4.5

Mrad=

91 hours and 18 minutes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The tryptophane-protein ratios (grains of tryptophane in
100 grams of protein) for each of the 54 irradiated samples
of shrimp are given in Table A (Appendix).

These data were

subjected to a standard analysis of variance which examined
the effects on the mean values of the ratios of 3 replicate
experiments, 3 levels of temperature of the shrimp during
irradiation, 2 levels of moisture content of shrimp during
irradiation, and 3 dose levels

of gamma ray irradiation.

The results of the analysis of variance are given in Table
2.
The mean values for tryptophane-protein ratios of
headed shrimp for: A, temperature of the shrimp while being
irradiated; B, moisture content of shrimp, i. e., fresh or
freeze-dried; C, dose levels or irradiation; the three
bivariate interactions, A x B, A x C, and B x C; and the
trivariate interaction, A x B x C, together with the over
all mean are given in Table 3.
Among the 54 individual samples of headed shrimp, the
tryptophane-protein ratios ranged from 1.21 to 1.34, with
the overall mean being 1.28.

The mean values associated

with Replicates I, II and III were 1.274, 1.280 and 1.278,
respectively.

The slight differences among these values

were not significant (p>0.05); this indicates that
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replication of the experimental operations did not affect the
observed tryptophane-protein ratios.
The temperature of the shrimp during irradiation had a
significant effect (p<0.05) on the ratio of tryptophane to
protein.

Mean values of 1.265, 1.289 and 1.278 were asso

ciated with irradiation temperatures of -2°F, 39°, and 80°F,
respectively.

These values indicate that the tryptophane-

protein ratio is significantly smaller when shrimp are
irradiated at -2°F than when they are irradiated at 39°F.
Freeze-drying the shrimp prior to irradiation had no
significant (p>0.05) effect on the tryptophane-protein ratio.
A mean value of 1.272 was associated with freeze-dried
samples, whereas 1.283 was associated with the samples that
had not been freeze-dried.
Increasing the dose level for the irradiation of shrimp
from 0.2 Mrad to 1.0 Mrad was significantly (p<0.05) related
to a reduction in tryptophane-protein ratio:

increasing the

dose level further to 4.5 Mrad was not accompanied by a
futher reduction of the tryptophane-protein ratio.

The

mean values obtained with the three dose levels of irradia
tion, namely 0.2, 1.0 and 4.5 Mrad, were 1.292, 1.268 and
1.272 respectively.
None of the three bivariate interactions, A x B, A x C,
and B x C, for mean tryptophane-protein ratios of headed
shrimp were significant (p>0.05).
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In the A x B interaction, the values ranged from 1.257
to 1.297; the smaller value was associated with shrimp
samples which had been freeze-dried prior to being irradiated
at -2°P, whereas the larger value was obtained with shrimp
samples which had not been freeze-dried and were irradiated
at 39°F.

Statistically, the A x B interaction was not

significant (p>0.05).

This indicates that, with respect

to mean tryptophane-protein ratios, the relationship between
levels of moisture in shrimp x temperature of shrimp during
the irradiation operation was consistently maintained for
all samples of shrimp.
In the A x C interaction, the mean ratios ranged from
1.260 to 1.303.

The smaller value was associated with

samples of shrimp that had been irradiated at -2°I* with
dose levels of either 1.0 or 4.5 Mrad, whereas the larger
value was associated with samples that had been irradiated
at 30°P with a dose of 0.2 Mrad.

Statistically, the A x C

interaction was not significant (p>0.05).

This indicates

that, with respect to mean tryptophane-protein ratios, the
relationship between temperature of shrimp during the
irradiation operation x dose levels of irradiation was con
sistently maintained for all samples of shrimp.
In the B x C interaction, the mean values ranged from
1.260 to 1.297.

The smaller value was associated with

samples of shrimp that had been freeze-dried prior to being
irradiated with a dose level of 4.5 Mrad; the larger value
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was associated with samples of shrimp that had not been
freeze-dried and were irradiated at a dose level of 0.2
Mrad.

Statistically, the B x C interaction was not signif

icant (p^0.05).

This indicates that, with respect to mean

tryptophane-protein ratios, the relationship between levels
of moisture in shrimp x dose levels of irradiation was con
sistently maintained for all samples of shrimp.
In the trivariate interaction, A x B x C, for both
moisture levels the largest mean tryptophane-protein ratios
were associated with the lowest dose level of irradiation,
namely, 0.2 Mrad.

The smallest mean ratios for samples

that had not been freeze-dried were associated with a dose
level of 1.0 Mrad, whereas the smallest values for freezedried samples, with one exception, were associated with a
dose level of 4.5 Mrad.

The 39°]? temperature of irradia

tion was associated with the largest mean values of the
samples that had not been freeze-dried, whereas, with one
exception, the 80°P temperature of irradiation was asso
ciated with the largest mean values of the freeze-dried
samples.

Statistically, the trivariate interaction was

not significant (p>0.05).

This indicates that, with respect

to mean tryptophane-protein ratios, the relationships among
levels of temperature at which shrimp were irradiated x levels
of moisture in shrimp x dose levels of irradiation were con
sistently maintained for all samples of shrimp.

TABLE 2 : Analysis of Variance for Tryptophane-Protein Ratios of Shrimp,
(grams of tryptophane in 100 grams of protein)
Critical Values
Source of Variation
Total

d.f.______SS

-6
1 xlO____ MS

53

42437

-

Replicate

2

281

140

-

Temperature

2

-

Moisture

1

5159
1667

-

Irradiation

2

A B - Temp, x Moist.

-6
1 x 10

P

d.f.___________
2/34

3.28

5.29

2580

3.79* 2/34

3.28

5.29

1667

2.45

1/34

4.13

7.44

6026

3013

3.28

5.29

2

678

3.28

5.29

A C - Temp, x Irrad.

4

910

339
230

4.43* 2/34
0.50 2/34
0.34

4/34

2.65

3.93

B C - Moist, x Irrad.

2

1144

572

0.84

2/34

3.28

5.29

A B C - T x M x I

4

3452

863

1.27

4/34

2.65

3.93

34

23111

680

R
A
B
C

Error

0.21

** p<0.01
* p<0.0‘
5

U1

C'
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TABLE 3 : Means for Tryptophane-Protein Ratios
of Shrimp, (gram of tryptophane in
100 grams of protein)
Bivariate
B x C
(Moist, x Irrad.)

o
O
00

Trivariate Interaction, A x B x C
Moist.
Irrad. Temp.° F
Mrad
Levels
-2°
39°
M
0.2
1.293 1.283 1.313
1.0
1.263 1.267 1.277
1.280 1.270 1.300
4.5
D

0.2
1.0
4.5

1.303
1.277
1.253

1.267
1.253
1.250

1.293
1.273
1.277

1.288
1.268
1.260

1.303
1.275
1.288

Irrad. Means
C
1.292
1.268
1.272

Bivariate
A x C
0.2
1.0

1.298
1.270

4.5

1.267

1.275
1.260
1.260

1.297
1.269
1.283

Bivariate
A x B

Moist Means
B
Moist.
M
D

Temp. Means

M: Normal Moisture

1.279
1.278

1.273
1.257

1.297
1.281

1.283
1.272

1.278

1.265

1.289

Overall Mean
1.277

D: Freeze-Dried

TABLE 4 : Analysis of Variance for Tryptophane-Protein Ratios
in the Non-Irradiated Freeze-Dried Shrimp.
(grams of tryptophane in 100 grams of protein)
Critical Values
-6
Source of Variance
Total
D-Duplicates

d.f.
11
1

S.S(lxlO
11492

-6
)

M.S. (1x10

)_____F

d.f.

F.05

F.Q1

9

9

0.018

1/5

6.65

16.25

3c520

5/5

5.05

10.97

S-Samples

5

8942

1788

D x S

5

2541

508

** p<0.01
* p<0.05

Ul

co
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The individual tryptophane-protein ratios of the non
irradiated samples ranged from 1.22 to 1.34 (see Table B
in Appendix).

The results of the analysis of variance of

these data are presented in Table 4.

The P values indicate

that neither the difference between duplicates nor the
differences among the samples were statistically signif
icant (p>0.05).

These findings indicate that the sampling

techniques and methods of chemical analysis did not
significantly affect the observed tryptophane-protein ratios
of the non-irradiated freeze-dried shrimp samples.

These

results are in agreement with the previously mentioned
finding for the three replicates of irradiated samples
that replication of the experimental operations did not
affect the mean tryptophane-protein ratios.
A comparison of the overall mean value (1.277) of the
irradiated samples with that (1.271) of the non-irradiated
samples by means of the t test (see Table C in Appendix)
indicated that the difference between these two values was
not significant (p>0.05).

This is not to be interpreted

that the irradiation operation had no effect on the
tryptophane-protein ratios, but rather, that the effects
of irradiation on the ratios were not linearly proportional
to the levels or irradiation.
The decrease due to irradiation of tryptophane-protein
ratios in the shrimp samples of this investigation agree
with the results observed by Chaudhry and Evans (1971) and
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by Johnson and Moser (1967).

Chaudhry and Evans observed

tryptophane destruction during irradiation treatment of
egg and gluten, while Johnson and Moser detected tryptophane
radiolysis in vacuum packed ground beef irradiated at 2.0,
4.5 and 10 Mrad.

The tryptophane decrease in the Johnson

and Moser investigation was around 10# of the original value,
with no subsequent disappearance at 10 Mrad level.
statement of this paper was:

The final

"in general, little damage to

amino acids and thus to the nutritive value of beef was pro
duced by irradiation."
The possibility of tryptophane radiolysis in foods was
also presented by Merrit (1966) on chemical changes in the
irradiation treatments of meat and meat products.
stated that:

They

"the amino acids with aromatic ring or with

sulphur groups tend to be most radio-sensitive", and that:
"sulphur and aromatic moities seem to be more subject to
radiation cleavage."

These statements agree with the find

ings of the present investigations and with the results
obtained by Chaudhry and Evans (1971) and by Johnson and
Moser (1967).

Braams (1966) also observed that the trypto

phane was moderately active in relation to the reactions
between tryptophane and the hydrated electron formed through
irradiation of the water in which the tryptophane was
dissolved.
Research with irradiation of aqueous solutions of
tryptophane suggests its decomposition through the indirect
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action of the radiation energy, which first acts on the
water with the formation of free radicals, and then these
radicals act on the tryptophane (Stenstrom and Lohmann,
1931; Proctor and Bhatia, 1952; Jayson, Scholes and Weiss,
1954)o

Similar effects were observed with other amino

acids,

it is possible that the mechanism presented by

Jayson, Scholes and Weiss (1954) to explain tryptophane
radiolysis in aqueous solutions, could have occurred in the
present investigation, because the shrimp were irradiated
in the presence of oxygen, which is required for this
mechanism, and also because the products formed under these
modifications are not detected by the method utilized in
determining tryptophane in the shrimp samples. __The reactions
are;
c h 2c h (n h 2)c o 2h

^

tCh 2c h (n h 2)c o 2h

->

N H
H

N
(a) H

CH2CH(NH2)C02H

02

<3H2CH(NH2)C02H-^
/fOH

TfH
H
COCHgCH(NHg)COgH
NHCHO
(b)

(a): tryptophane
(b): formylkynurenine
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The decrease of tryptophane in shrimp due to increasing
the irradiation dose levels (54 samples) was statistically
significant (p<’
0.05), but it was very small in percentage:
-1.86# and -1.55# respectivally for 1.0 and 4.5 Mrad when
compared to the initial value of the sample which was
irradiated at 0.2 Mrad.

This indicates that the damage

caused by irradiation treatment on shrimp was very small
when the irradiation dose was increased from 0.2 Mrad to
4.5 Mrad.
The influence of low temperature on the decrease of
the tryptophane-protein ratios of irradiated shrimp (54
samples) was also very small.

There was a -1.86# decrease

between the extreme values obtained in the analysis.

Brooke

et al. (1966) also found a decrease in the content of four
amino acids of haddock fillets during frozen storage at -5°P
(in the present study the decrease was at -2°F), with a sta
tistical significance of more than two standard deviations
(or p<0.05).

This change must be explored specifically to

separate the possible influences attributable to frozen
storage and to irradiation in the frozen state.

However,

the differences observed under both experimental conditions
are very small, and the conclusion can be that this decrease
could be considered as essentially negligible when compared
with the benefits that radiation preservation could yield
to the shrimp preservation.

This method could control the

microbial degradation of the shrimp and the iced storage

life of fresh shrimp extended up threefold (Scholz et a l . ,
1962) with a low dose.

The radiation sterilization of the

shrimp could be obtained with 4.5 Mrad (Novak, 1967) and
the potential problem of Cl. botulinum (Ward and Carroll^
1965; Presnell, Miescier and Hill, 1967; Ward and Pace,
1969) in irradiated shrimp could be controlled with minor
loss in terms of tryptophane-protein ratios.

Also, this

method controls the autoenzymatic blackening of shrimp as
was shown by Kopfler (1964).
Under the conditions of this research the moisture con
tent of shrimp does not significantly influence irradiation
damage of the tryptophane, but the yellow color developed
in all freeze-dried irradiated shrimp might limit its
practical application.
The mean tryptophane-protein ratio of the nonirradiated freeze-dried shrimp was 1.271, which agrees with
the values reported by Beach, Munks and Robinson (1943),
1.24; with that reported for the same species by Jones,
Moeller and Gerdorff (1925), 1.21; higher than that obtained
by Master and Magar (1954), 0.4; by Dabrowski, Kolakowski
and Karnicka (1969), 0.98; and by Konosu et al., (1958),
1.0.

It is smaller than the values detected by Chari and

Venkataraman (1957), 1.82; and Antunes, Tenuta and Novak
(1971), 1.5.

In general, the values found for tryptophane

in the present investigation are comparable to those of beef,
pork and chicken (1.28, 1.25 and 1.23) presented by Konosu
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and Matsuura (i960) with the determination effectuated after
8 hours of hydrolysis with BaCOH^.

This condition was

similar-to the experimental method used in the present
research.

Neilands £t al. (1949) also presented values

for tryptophane content in beef and port that are very
close to those stated by Konosu and Matsuura (I960) and
to those obtained with both irradiated and non-irradiated
shrimp samples in this work.

All of these results show

the importance of shrimp as a source of tryptophane in the
human diet.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present investigation of the radiolysis of
tryptophane in shrimp Penaeus setiferas caught off the
Georgia Coast and irradiated at the Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, three major factors were studied,
namely,
a) temperature during irradiation (80°, 39°» and -2°P),
b) moisture content of shrimp (normal and freeze-dried),
c) irradiation dose levels (0.2, 1.0, and 4.5 Mrad).
A temperature controlled system was developed to de
crease the temperature inside of the Cobalt-60 irradiator
diving bell, and a temperature of -2°P was obtained through
mechanical refrigeration processes.

The cooling system was

constructed with a water bath cooler, water/ethylene glycol
(50/50) as cooling medium, one on-off temperature controller,
a solenoid valve, a copper-constantan thermocouple, a stain
less steel vacuum chamber, and a copper coil located inside
of the vacuum chamber and connected with the water bath
cooler by insulated and isolated tubulations.

This system

controlled the shrimp temperature by immersion in water/
ethylene glycol bath kept inside of the vacuum chamber and
refrigerated by the cooling medium that passed through the
copper coil.
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The possibility of influence of the variations on the
experimental data was controlled through:
a) careful sampling, using all samples prepared from the
same original material;
b) only shrimp without defects in the body and exoskeleton
were used in sample preparation;
c) sample homogenization was obtained through manual mixing
of all the original shrimp after they were cut in 4-cm
pieces;
d) all the 60 samples utilized in the present investiga
tions were prepared and packed under similar conditions;
e) the chemical analysis of the tryptophane was effectuated
under controlled conditions of temperature, light, amount of
chemical reagents, and reaction time.
Of the 60 samples, 27 were freeze-dried and irradiated
in groups of three replicates for each irradiation dose
level (0.2, 1.0, and 4.5 Mrad) and each temperature (80°,
39°, and -2°F); 27 were processed in the same way but under
normal moisture (fresh) condition, and then, after the
irradiation treatment, they were freeze-dried in the usual
manner.

The last 6 samples were freeze-dried and analyzed

to evaluate the sampling and analytical operations.
The tryptophane-protein ratio data were evaluated
according to a 3 x 2 x 3 factorial arrangement with 3
replicates.

Also an analysis of variance was applied to

the results obtained from the 6 non-irradiated shrimp
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samples, and a t test was used to compare the overall mean
values from the irradiated and non-irradiated shrimp
samples.
Although significant statistical differences (p<0.05)
were found, due to irradiation dose levels and to the
temperatures applied during the irradiation operations,
the actual decreases, however, in the tryptophane-protein
ratios were very small, between -1.55$ and -1.86$, which
could be considered as essentially negligible when com
pared with the benefits that this method could yield in
controlling bacterial activity and blackening in shrimp
preservation.
The small decrease observed in the tryptophane-protein
ratios of the shrimp due to irradiation level (1.0 and 4.5
Mrad) agree with the occurrence of tryptophane radiolysis on
eggs and gluten presented by Chaudhry and Evans (1971) and
in vacuum packed ground beef investigated by Johnson and
Moser (1967), with the indications of radio-sensitivity of
aromatic ring amino acids in irradiated processed meat and
meat products (Merrit, 1966).

Also these observations

have the same trend of tryptophane radiolysis in aqueous
solution (Stenstrom and Lohmann, 1931; Proctor and Bhatia,
1952; Jayson, Scholes and Weiss, 1954) in an indirect
action of the radiation energy on the tryptophane through
the free radicals formed with water radiolysis.

The trypto

phane was observed to be moderately active in the reactions
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with the hydrated electron which is one of the specimens
formed in the water radiolysis (Braams, 1966).

A radio-

lytical mechanism that was previously presented by Jayson,
Scholes and Weiss (1954) was reported as a possible explana
tion of the present results.
The influence of temperature during the irradiation
of shrimp samples on the tryptophane-protein ratios was
similar to that observed by Brooke et &L. (1966) for four
amino acids in frozen haddock fillets.

This problem must

be explored to separate the possible influences attribut
able to frozen storage and to irradiation in the frozen
state.
No effect was observed in the tryptophane-protein
ratios of the irradiated shrimp due to the moisture levels
studied in the present investigations.
Finally, it was observed that the mean tryptophaneprotein ratios of both irradiated and non-irradiated shrimp
was very close to the values reported for beef, pork and
chicken.

This indicates that irradiated and non-irradiated

shrimp were excellent sources of tryptophane in relation
to their content of protein, which is comparable to the
common animal protein foods available in the USA.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A
Tryptophane-Protein Ratios in Irradiated Shrimp Samples,
(grams per 100 grams of protein)

Sample
Factors Studied
Tryptophane
Number Irrad. (Mrad) Moist. Levels Temp.(°F) (g/lOOg prot.
M
80
0.2
1.30
7
M
8
80
1.28
0.2
M
80
0.2
1.30
9
10
0.2
I)
80
1.31
D
11
0.2
80
1.32
D
80
12
0.2
1.28
M
1.0
80
13
1.27
M
80
1.0
14
1.27
M
1.0
80
15
1.25
16
D
1.0
80
1.30
D
1.0
80
1.28
17
18
D
80
1.0
1.25
M
80
1.32
19
4.5
20
M
80
1.25
4.5
M
80
21
1.27
4.5
I)
22
80
1.21
4.5
D
1.26
80
23
4.5
D
80
24
4.5
1.29
M
- 2
0.2
1.30
25
M
26
- 2
0.2
1.25
M
- 2
0.2
1.30
27
D
28
- 2
0.2
1.23
D
- 2
1.32
0.2
29
D
- 2
0.2
30
1.25
M
1.0
- 2
1.28
31
M
1.0
- 2
32
1.27
M
- 2
1.0
1.25
33
M; Normal Moisture

D: Freeze-dried
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TABLE A (continued)

Tryptophane-Protein Ratios in Irradiated Shrimp Samples,
(grams per 100 grams of protein)
Sample
Factors Studied
Tryptophane
Number Irrad. (Mrad) Moist. Levels Temp.(®F) (g/lOOg prot.
D
1.0
- 2
1.26
34
1.0
D
- 2
1.26
35
D
1.0
- 2
36
1.24
M
- 2
37
4.5
1.27
M
- 2
38
4.5
1.27
M
- 2
39
4.5
1.27
D
40
- 2
4.5
1.25
D
- 2
41
4.5
1.23
D
- 2
42
1.27
4.5
M
0.2
1.30
39
43
M
0.2
1.32
39
44
M
0.2
1.32
39
45
D
46
0.2
1.30
39
D
1.28
0.2
47
39
1)
48
0.2
1.30
39
M
1.0
39
1.27
49
M
50
1.0
1.28
39
M
1.0
1.28
39
51
D
1.0
52
39
1.23
1.0
D
39
53
1.34
jD
1.0
1.25
54
39
M
4.5
39
55
1.29
M
56
4.5
39
1.29
M
1.32
57
4.5
39
D
58
39
4.5
1.25
D
4.5
39
1.27
59
D
60
39
4.5
1.31
M: Normal Moisture

D: Freeze-dried
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TABLE B
Tryptophane-Protein Ratios in the
Non-irradiated Freeze-Lried Shrimp
(grams per 100 grams of protein)

Sample
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Tryptophane (g/100 g of protein)
B
A
1.30
lo34
1.22
1.27
1.24
1.23
1.29
1.27
1.28
1.27
1.26
1.28

A and B: Independent chemical analysis.

Means:

A: 1.272

B: 1.270
Overall: 1.271

)
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TABLE C

Example of Computation for t-Test for Comparison
of Overall Mean Values of Irradiated and
Non-irradiated Sample of Shrimp.
n m

(Ref. : Yonden, W. J., 1951)

t=n+m

x = overall mean of irradiated samples
(54 observations) = 1.277
y = overall mean of non-irradiated samples
(12 observations) = 1.271
n = number of observations (irradiated samples) = 54
m = number of observations (non-irradiated samples) = 12
s = standard deviation of individual measurement, or
total SS for x + total SS for y

s=
(n-1) + (m-1)
0.042437 + 0.011492
Thus,

53 + 11
0.0008426
Then:

0.053929

s=
64

= s= 0.029

1.277 - 1.27i

54 x 12

0.029

54 + 12

t=

=
where d.f.

0.2069 x 3«1334 = t= 0.65
/
\
(n+m)-2 = 64, the critical values of t are:
\
/
t
= 2.00 and t g-^ = 2.66

The difference between the two overall mean values, 1.277
and 1.271 is not significant.
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to the one dollar both groups demanded for picking one hundred
pounds of cotton.®11' Early in 1936 a SCU official offered
support for various STFU proposals.

He announced that the

SCU was organizing in Louisiana and that its locals, which met
C C

in churches and school houses, planned to get a state charter.
That summer the FU of Louisiana submitted to the Department of
Agriculture over one hundred complaints made by farmers in
Pointe Coupee Parish who failed to receive their AAA benefit
payments.

Organizer Clyde Johnson told members that a citizensT

petition in West Bellvue, Louisiana, ultimately secured a new
bus for the black school.

The FU newspaper, pointing out that

the STFU and the SCU operated outside areas of AFL or FU juris
diction, expressed hope that all agricultural groups would grow
in strength.®® Johnson invited STFU leaders to attend the SCU’s
New Orleans convention in 1936.

67

But MitchellTs union, expressing

concern that some of the proposed conferences to deal with
drought relief and other ills were plots to destroy the STFU,
responded politely but non-committally to most suggestions. 68

®^

Albert Jackson to J. R. Butler, July 4, 1935, STFU,

®®

Tom /Burke/ to H. L. Mitchell, January 31, /1936/,

66

The Southern Farm Leader. July, 1936, STFU, Roll 58.

Roll 1.
ibid.

®^ Clyde Johnson to J. R. Butler, July 19, /L936/,
STFU, Roll 3.
H. L. Mitchell to Clyde Johnson, September 3, 1936,
STFU, Roll 3.

When Gordon Mclntire of the Farmers’ Union wrote to
Mitchell about the prospects of organizing the sugar industry in
Louisiana, the STFU paid more attention than it had to earlier
SCU proposals.

In September, 1937, Mclntire said his group

planned to move into sugar organizing soon.

According to

Mclntire, the AFL was then in the process of organizing the
Godchaux refinery workers at Reserve, Louisiana, under a federal
union contract, 69 and Mclntire wondered how the STFU felt about
moving into the cane country.^

Mitchell replied that his

group would organize "practically everything remotely connected
with agriculture, including gins, mills, and dairies."

The

STFU had not worked with the FU in Arkansas, he added, because
there were very few small landowners.

Mitchell acknowledged

the pleasant STFU-FU relationship but pointed out that the
two groups had little in common.

He agreed that Mclntire’s

membership was eligible to join the STFU, "small farmers and
all," but emphasized that the CIO, which the STFU had joined,
expected results and membership dues.

He pointed out that real

support had to come from organized labor and that agricultural

A federal union contract is negotiated where there
is no national or international union having jurisdiction in
the particular area involved.
Gordon Mclntire to H. L. Mitchell, September 7,
1937, STFU, Roll 5.

unions could not depend on the backing of liberals and religious
groups indefinitely.71
Since Mitchell expressed some interest in sugar cane
workers, Mclntire formed a small delegation to meet with him.
Mclntire inquired about the prospects of getting someone from
the STFU to Louisiana and pointed out that the AFL had signed
up 700 sugar refinery workers but no field workers.

Essentially

he felt that the AFL had botched things in sugar cane by organ
izing only mill workers rather than the whole industry, as the
CIO would have done.

72

Later Mclntirefs friends on the New

Orleans Industrial Union Council requested STFU participation
in sugar cane and suggested that the Louisiana Farmers1 Union
leader would be a good man to do the job for the STFU.

They

pointed out that the AFL had received a call to organize the
sugar factory workers only because the National Maritime Union
(CIO) demurred.

They, too, felt the AFL had done only half a

job in organizing only one facet of the industry. 73
Against MitchellTs advice, the STFU membership voted at
its 1937 convention to join the United Cannery, Agricultural,

71 H. L. Mitchell to Gordon Mclntire, September 8,
1937, ibid.
72 Gordon Mclntire to H. L. Mitchell, September 14,
1937, ibid.
7^ N. B. Maxwell to H. L. Mitchell, September 23,
1937, ibid.

Packing and Allied Workers of America, an affiliate of the CIO.
That same year the Farmers1 Union of Louisiana joined UCAPAWA
to form the Southern Cotton Council.

74.

Donald Henderson,

suspected Communist and president of the UCAPAWA, expanded
operations into the Gulf South.

His shrimp peelers' union

of Aransas Pass, Texas, failed when Christopher Clarich, the
local president, was sentenced to a twenty-year prison term for
killing a strikebreaker in 1938.^

Mitchell's charges that

Henderson's UCAPAWA was plotting to destroy the STFU for
Communist propaganda purposes came out in the open during the
Missouri Roadside Demonstrations of 1939.

Each group accused

the other of misusing funds collected to aid the evicted
sharecroppers in Missouri who had camped along the highway to
dramatize their plight.

7 fi

Extremely active during World War

II, the UCAPAWA, after undergoing a name change, was expelled
from the CIO in 19MD as a Communist-dominated union.^
In September of 1937 Mclntire laid matters concerning
Louisiana on the line to the recently formed UCAPAWA.

He

requested an active organizing campaign along many fronts in

71* Jamieson, Labor Unions in Agriculture. 317, 322.
7^

Marshall, Labor in the South, 238.

^
Louis Cantor, "A Prologue to the Protest Movement:
The Missouri Sharecroppers Roadside Demonstration of 1939,"
Journal of American History, LV (March, 1969), passim.
77

Marshall, Labor in the South, 237.

the state.

Pointing out that in a forty-mile square of the

cane country 6,000 cane field workers had been neglected when
the AFL organized factory workers only, he asked for local
French-speaking organizers to unionize not only the cane
industry but shrimp and oyster canneries and cottonseed oil
plants, as well.

The Godchaux sugar refinery alone, he said,

hired 3,500 men during the grinding season.

78

Many spokesmen appeared to champion the cause of sugar
cane plantation workers at the annual wage hearings conducted
by the Department of Agriculture in New Orleans in 1938.
Planters suggested a wage scale lower than that recommended by
the USDA; worker representatives requested one considerably
higher.

Clyde Johnson of the UCAPAWA advocated higher wages

paid in cash and an end to the commissary system.

Asserting

that workers feared attending the annual hearings, he demanded
overtime pay, free housing, garden space for workers, medical
care, and prosecution of landowners who mistreated their
employees.

79

Cane planters, fearful that many labor represen

tatives would appear, objected to having the hearings in New
Orleans.

Union leaders complained that in the past growers

produced dishonest Uncle Tom witnesses who expressed satisfaction

78 Gordon Mclntire to First Annual Convention, District
4 of UCAPAWA, September 24, 1937, STFU, Roll 5.
^

The Times Picayune, August 6, 1938.

with the system.

Other planters claimed they could not pay

higher rates and denied having commissary stores that used
script.

One Houma grower announced that the two AAA repre

sentatives should ”. . .

stay in Washington and leave us alone

to work out our business problems."

Dillard University

Professor L. D. Reddick asserted that planters could afford
to pay higher wages.

Reverend H. H. Dunn, a missionary repre

senting the Association Congregational Churches in Thibodaux,
spoke of the success of the Resettlement Administration's
on

collective sugar cane farms.
But the most thorough and sensible efforts in behalf
of the workers came from Louisiana Farmers1 Union Leader
Gordon Mclntire, whose judicious reports no doubt influenced
later approaches used by Mitchell and his union.

Mclntire

explained that, because many FU cotton tenants also cut cane
during the harvest season, his union had a stake in the pro
ceedings.

Pointing out that plantation owners received large

AAA subsidies, Mclntire emphasized that they must pay in full
the rates agreed upon at the hearings.

Mclntire prepared a

simple questionnaire for workers to indicate how they were
being paid, what deductions came from their pay, and whether

80 Louisiana Farmers1 Union News, March 1, 1938, STFU
Roll 58; for a less optimistic report on the collective sugar
cane farm see Donald Holley, "Old and New Worlds in the New
Deal Resettlement Program: Two Louisiana Projects," Louisiana
History, XI (Spring, 1970), 137-65.

they had been fired by the WPA and forced to cut cane.

Mclntire,

referring to pressure tactics to break up a union meeting, said:
"We fought and risked our lives to get the wage raised.

Now

let’s see that

it is paid."

The FU newspaper detailed MclntireTs

account of how

deputies the year before broke up a meeting

called by the UCAPAWA in LaPlace, Louisiana, by preventing black
cane cutters from using public roads after dark.

After Mclntire

and W. C. Irby

attempted to post bail bond for two arrested

union members,

gunmen firedat them from ambush as the two men

drove through town.

The bullets missed the men but struck their

car. ftl Anti-union vandals poisoned one local organizer's cow
.,
82
and hog.
More important than Mclntire's heroics of the previous
year was the report on sugar cane he submitted at the annual
wage hearing on February 25, 1938.

Without rancor or emotion

he discussed the ramifications of the various methods of paying
workers for hoeing or cutting cane and pointed out glaring
inequities, such as the practice of paying "water boys" (usually
old men or cripples) about thirty-five cents per day.

Growers,

he said, should pay wages in cash and maintain duplicate sets
of records so workers would know what they were entitled to.

Louisiana Farmers' Union News, March 1, 1938, STFU,
Roll 58.
^

The Times Picayune, August 6, 1938.

Mclntire spoke of the shortage of busses, the abbreviated school
terms, and the absence of mandatory attendance policies, and
spotlighted problems that extended far beyond the responsibility
of cane growers alone.

He concluded by asking for a minimum pay

rate of about $1.50 per day, a ten-hour work day, and the removal
of loopholes in the wage system.

"Translate all these so-called

’free1 paternalistic concessions," he said, "into tangible,
cash terms."

83

The Farmers’ Union grew in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas,
and Alabama during the 1930Ts.

It stressed agricultural unity

and favored farm subsidies and minimum wage laws for agricul84
tural workers.
At the time the Missouri Roadside Demonstra
tions threatened STFU-UCAPAWA relations, Mclntire reported on
developments in Louisiana that, he said, might produce road
side demonstrations on plantations along the Red and Mississippi
rivers.

Here planters, demanding higher rents, threatened to

evict tenants who voted for acreage reductions.

Some tenants,

who already paid rent equal to one-third the value of their
cotton yield, had to add one-third of their AAA checks, as
well.

In other areas planters demanded a flat rate of one

dollar to two dollars per acre in rent.

Though the state

OO

Louisiana Farmers’ Union News, March 1, 1938,
STFU, Roll 58.
84

Ibid., March 15, 1938.

administrator of the Farm Security Administration helped to
correct abuses, he complained because the AAA committees,
dominated by big planter groups, approved the rent hikes.

OC

Even though Farmers’ Union officials had consistently
urged cooperation and unity among all farm labor groups,
Mclntire vented his feeling about the STFU after a third party
intimated that his union had encouraged the UCAPAWA effort to
wreck the STFU by undermining Sharecroppers Week, the STFU’s
annual fund-raising spectacle.

Denying that the FU had

participated in any schemes against the STFU, Mclntire said
that the greatly weakened STFU had refused to invite FU people
to its conventions, put them on its mailing lists, or split
Sharecroppers Week revenues with them.

They had, he charged,

never made any attempt to organize in Louisiana.

OC

STFU pres

ident J. R. Butler, who disclaimed any rift between his organi
zation and the CIO, replied that the STFU shied away from
Louisiana because of the successful FU efforts.

He insisted

that the STFU was virile and had placed the Louisiana FU on its
mailing list.

The STFU, he added, had earlier prevented FU

collaboration in Sharecroppers Week, but had explained the

Gordon Mclntire to J. R. Butler, January 16, 1939,
STFU, Roll 10.
Gordon Mclntire to Roger Baldwin, March 7, 1949,
STFU, Roll 14.

circumstance at the time.

87

Before long the FU was once again

communicating with the STFU about wage rates and the use of
questionnaires for checking on the AAA acreage reduction
elections.
In 1938 the FU newspaper discussed in some detail the
progress of the Louisiana Farmers’ Protective Union, a strawberry-growers’ organization in the Florida parishes led by
James Morrison.

The union, claiming 6,000 to 7,000 members,

proposed marketing its berries under a single auction arrangement.

oq

Following a period of tension, picketing, and some

friction, the strawberry union won a significant victory when
independent growers, selling companies, and shippers agreed to
the union’s six-point program, namely to conduct a single
auction, ship only number one grade berries, draw lots to
determine shipping order, insist that all growers become union
members, halt street buying of berries, and ship only berries
bearing the union label.

90

J. R. Butler to Gordon Mclntire, March 25, 1940,
ibid.; on the Sharecroppers’ Week embroglio, see Gordon Mclntire
to Evelyn Smith, February 14, 1938, STFU, Roll 7 and Harriet
Young to Evelyn Smith, February 9, 1938, ibid.
Ronald Peterson to Blaine Treadaway, /July 19,
19407, STFU, Roll 15; Ibid., December 16, 1940.
^
Louisiana Farmers’ Union News, February 1, 1938,
STFU, Roll 58.
90

Ibid., March 15, 1938.

Several agricultural unions flirted with farm operations
in Louisiana in the 1930's, but none of them conducted concen
trated organizational campaigns of real significance.

Factional

rivalries contributed to their problems no doubt, but the lack
of institutionalized local support of some kind was an even
bigger disadvantage.

Even a small minority group, if tightly

organized and unified, would have provided invaluable assis
tance to agricultural unionists who faced even bigger problems
than their brethren in industrial unions.

CHAPTER I
THE CHURCH AND THE CANE CURTAIN
Archbishop Joseph Francis Rummel of the Archdiocese of
New Orleans established himself in the early 1950Ts as an
innovator in the field of social justice for his strong leader
ship in matters of race and labor relations.

When he first took

office in 1935, he no doubt experienced a period of adjustment
to a new environment and did not initiate sweeping programs of
social action that reached down to the lower echelons of the
church hierarchy.

Perhaps conservative advisers and chancery

personnel contributed to making the early years of the Rummel
administration less spectacular than the later years.*•
In the 1930fs, Catholic Church support for social action
in Louisiana was sporadic and isolated rather than a central
archdiocesan policy.

In the Lafayette area, the Reverend

Wilton Labbe had organized a potato-growersT union that failed
when the group became associated with the Farmers’ Union which
was suspected of Communist influence.

In the parishes along

1 Discussion of this topic with the Reverend Wilbur
Todd, Pastor of St. Thomas Aquinas Parish in Thibodaux,
Louisiana, has produced more speculation than documentation.
As a student at Notre Dame Seminary during the 1950’s, Father
Todd was neither privy to high-level policy discussions nor
cloistered from the seminarian gossip mill.
-34-

the Mississippi River north of New Orleans, the Reverend
Joseph Coulombe criticized the sugar industry openly at a time
when doing so was considered extremely unwise and unpopular.
From the pulpit of St. Peter’s in Reserve, Louisiana, in the
heart of the cane country, he, according to the local
parishioners and inhabitants,

p

once called Etienne Caire, a

prominent grower and a Knight of Saint Gregory,
enemy number one."

■3

"public

F. A. Graugnard, also a man of importance

in the sugar industry, complained to Archbishop Rummel about
Father Coulombe’s public statements, but the prelate refused
to remove Coulombe from St. Peter’s.

u.

Monsignor Charles J.

Plauche, Chancellor of the Archdiocese under Archbishop
Rummel, compares Father Coulombe to the outspoken Father
Jerome Drolet, who became active in labor relations later.
Coulombe, as Plauche recalls, did not possess the intimate
knowledge of labor problems that Drolet did, and he sometimes
jeopardized a good cause when he took an extreme position.^

^

Mrs. E. Becnel, Jr., interview on April 2, 1972.

a

Baudier, Roger (comp.), The Eighth National Eucharistic Congress, New Orleans, Louisiana, October 17, 18, 19,
and 20, 1938 (n.p.: The Hope Haven Press, 19^1), 25, lists
Etienne Caire as a honorary member of the general committee
of the Eighth National Eucharistic Congress, a singular honor
reserved to few laymen,
n
Joseph Vath, tape-recorded interview on April 4,
1972, with the Bishop, Monsignor Charles Plauche, and Reverend
Vincent O ’Connell in New Orleans. Hereinafter cited as Vath,
VPO interview, April 4, 1972.
^

Charles J. Plauche, ibid.

In 1940

Archbishop Rummel became an active leader

recently formed

Catholic Committee of the South, a social

ofthe
action

group of clergy and lay leaders from eleven southern states
extending from Louisiana to Virginia.

Thirteen bishops served

on an

episcopal committee comprised of two lay people for

every

cleric in membership.

Though the prelates exerted

considerable spiritual influence, they did not dominate the
proceedings of the committee, which were conducted by parlia
mentary procedure.

The two outstanding liberal spokesmen on

the Catholic Committee of the South in the mid-19S0Ts, Rummel
and Bishop Gerald P. O ’Hara of Savannah-Atlanta, Georgia,
failed to persuade their more conservative colleagues to take
a bold and imaginative stand against racism.

Bishop O ’Hara

said later that the Committee, in following public opinion
rather than in taking a forceful stand against racial segre
gation, had missed a golden opportunity.

Instead of being

completely honest and poor, O ’Hara said, the committee decided
to be relatively honest and fairly affluent.

Even in the 1940’s

labor problems evoked more spiritual responses from politicians
and businessmen than did racial matters.®
Shortly before the United States entered World War II,
Archbishop Rummel convened a Catholic conference on industrial
problems in New Orleans.

6

To implement the policies formulated

O ’Connell, ibid.

at the conference and to serve as a liaison between industry
and the church, he created the Archdiocesan Social Action
Committee.

Then, after searching about the New Orleans area

for priests with suitable temperament and training to serve
on the committee, he found a number of young activists who were
to play an important role in labor relations for many years
to come.7

He appointed the Reverend Vincent O ’Connell chair

man of the Social Action Committee that included also the

O
Reverend Jerome Drolet and the Reverend Charles C. Chapman.
Among Vincent O ’Connell’s earliest recollections are
those of heated labor-management disputes between his mother,
the daughter of a Philadelphia dock worker killed in a labor
dispute before she was born, and his father, a Massachusetts
hosiery manufacturer.

The elder O ’Connell, a man with kindly

paternalistic instincts, never understood why workers found
it necessary to join unions and engage in strikes.

The younger

O ’Connell’s training for the priesthood provided further
exposure to worldly conflicts.

In Europe, where he studied

social philosophy in the 1930’s, he observed at close range
the Spanish Civil War, the Abssinian War, the Austrian Anchluss,
and the rise of fascism in Italy and Germany.

7

His first

Ibid.

^ The New Orleans Item, January 31, 1946, clipping
in the Reverend Jerome Drolet’s scrapbook loaned to the author.

assignment Following his European training was in the Arch
diocese of New Orleans, where he was appointed to the Social
Action Committee.

□

The Social Action Committee met on several occasions
with representatives of labor and management but experienced
no startling success.

Several times the Reverend William H.

Reintjes of St. Alphonsus Parish in the Irish Channel section
of New Orleans hosted meetings that featured a willingness on
the part of businessmen to recognize company unions but not
national or international unions.

The group enjoyed some

success in helping to organize garbage workers, domestics,
carpenters, and communications workers.^
An incident involving service employees of a New
Orleans office building illustrates Archbishop Rummel’s feeling
in regard to labor.

Not realizing that the Jesuit community

owned the Pere Marquette Building, O ’Connell’s committee
assisted in organizing its service employees, who earned only
$.35 per hour at the time.

An attorney for the Archdiocese

informed O ’Connell that he was organizing workers employed
by the church and demanded that he desist.

The priest replied

that only a direct order from his superior would cause him to

^ O ’Connell, tape-recorded interview on September 11,
1970 in Lafayette, Louisiana; ibid., VPO interview, April M-,
1972.
10

Ibid.

halt his efforts.

The attorney soon found himself attempting

to justify the wage rates to the Archbishop.

The employees

all received wage increases a short time later.^
The mysterious and talented A. Jackson played an
important part in publicizing the liberal labor and racial
doctrines of the Catholic Committee of the South and the
Archdiocesan Social Action Committee.

Because this bearded,

eccentric narcotic addict and former newspaperman who had taken
the third order making him a lay priest in the Franciscan Order
pledged his colleagues to secrecy, little is known about his
early career.

Blacklisted as a newspaperman for his leader

ship in a strike against the Hearst newspaper chain, the scion
of a prominent St. Paul, Minnesota, family took on his assumed
name A. Jackson and lived in the French Quarter.

Even after he

moved to the batture of the Mississippi River, he continued to
bake his own whole-wheat bread.

When funds ran short, A. Jackson

assumed his stage name Ojeseib and struck out on the road-show
circuit, where he performed his magic act until he had accumu
lated enough money to return to his normal abnormal life in
New Orleans.

Sometimes he performed magic tricks in Jackson

Square to attract crowds for the Catholic Evidence Guild talks
that priests gave in the l^O's.

But mostly he wrote radio

scripts and news releases for 0 ,Connellrs committee.

11

Ibid.

He

collaborated with O ’Connell on the ’’Our Stand” column in the
Catholic Action of the South. the conservatively managed offi
cial journal of the Archdiocese.

Later he moved to Hammond

and edited the Union Farmer, the journal published by the
strawberry local of H. L. Mitchell’s union.
In 1942, while O ’Connell served on temporary duty
assisting at St. Peter’s in Reserve, Louisiana, the Irish
priest heard from Monsignor Jean Eyraud, the pastor, and others
of worker discontent in the nearby Godchaux sugar refinery.
On learning from E. H. ”Lige" Williams, Louisiana Federation
of Labor president, that the AFL had no one to organize sugar
mills and refineries, O ’Connell assisted workers in getting a
federal union contract as a local independent union (LIU) of
the CIO,

1^ With the assistance of District Director Fred

Pieper and Organizer Bob Stearns, the CIO formed sugar worker
LIU’s in Chalmette (No. 1101), Reserve (No. 1124), Grammercy
(No. 1167), Mathews (No. 1420), Labadieville (No. 1422), and
Raceland (No. 1474).

1u

Later, when the Reserve LIU faced the

dilemma of deciding which international union to join, its
members asked O ’Connell to decide for them.

I**

He refused but

Ibid.; Plauche, VPO interview, April 4, 1972.
O'Connell, VPO interview, ibid.

14

Henry Pelet, tape-recorded interview on February
29, 1972, in Thibodaux, Louisiana.

called attention to the racist, all-white policy of the Brewery
Workers’ Union and the strong Communist influence in the top
echelons of the United Packinghouse Workers of America.^

In

1948 many of the locals with large black membership affiliated
with Packinghouse.-*-®
Father O ’ConnellTs colleague on the Social Action
Committee, the Reverend Jerome Drolet, soon made his presence
felt in Archdiocesan labor relations.

Father Drolet plunged

into the issue of Communist influence in labor unions with a
characteristic gusto and single-mindedness that later ranked
him with such labor clergymen as Charles Rice in Pittsburgh,
William Smith in Brooklyn, and George Higgins of Washington,
D. C.

17

Drolet, who studied under Bishop Francis J. Haas at

Catholic University before becoming leader of the New Orleans
Association of Catholic Trade Unionists, was called the ”CIO
Padre.”18
Jerome Drolet grew up in Kankakee, Illinois, where he
knew Father John Maguire, an early labor priest who often
experienced forceful anti-union pressures. 19

Ordained by

■*•5 O ’Connell, VPO interview, April 4, 1972.
1®

Pelet interview, February 29, 1972.

^

Look. Alarch 1, 1949/, in Drolet Scrapbook.

18 ’’The C. I. 0. Padre,” Business Week. July 1, 1944,
in Drolet Scrapbook.
Murray Kempton, "The Beginning," /The New York
Post. September 25, 1954/ in Drolet Scrapbook.

Archbishop Rummel on June 16, 1936, Drolet lost little time in
getting into labor activity.

In 1937 he actively supported

the Lane Mill hosiery strike on Tchoupitoulas Street in New
Orleans.

The following year he opposed the proposed Louisiana

law banning sit-down s t r i k e s . T h a t same year he made head
lines by supporting Willie Dorsey, the black leader of Local
207 of the International Longshoremen and Warehousemen’s Union
(ILWU), against J. R. Robertson of the ILWU, who charged
Dorsey with misusing union funds.

Drolet said that the ILWU

attempted to impose the Communist line on Local 207; and when
Dorsey refused to go along, it brought charges to discredit
him.

Negro newspapers in New Orleans supported Drolet and
21

Dorsey, whom the courts later exonerated of any wrongdoing. x
During World War II, when the United States was allied with
the Soviet Union against Germany and Italy, Drolet said that
Communists were no better than fascists and openly criticized
Harry Bridges, suspected Communist and leader of the rival
International Longshoremen’s Association (ILA).22

Bridges

complained to CIO president Philip Murray that Drolet supported

Unidentified New Orleans newspaper article by Paul
Schuler, n. d., in Drolet Scrapbook.
^
F. Ray Marshall, Labor in the South (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1967), 206, 209-10.
__ ^
Several unidentified newspaper clippings, /^ovember,
1943/ in Drolet Scrapbook.

Dorsey against the national organization that spent $1,500 a
month to subsidize the New Orleans News Digest. which ran
Drolet's weekly column. 23
In his eagerness to solve social problems Father Drolet
often used bombastic language and advocated an immediate
frontal assault on anyone or anything that stood in the way.
Though he was personally quiet and shy by nature, his writing
was fiery and uncompromising.

On several occasions Archbishop

Rummel restrained Drolet from making shocking yet injudicious

u
disclosures of conditions in New Orleans. ?^
The ,TCI0 Padre” understood his role in labor matters
and did not hesitate to defend himself against public charges.
He once justified himself as a friend of labor by recounting
his past accomplishments:

reading anti-segregation material

from the pulpit, assisting seamen and textile workers to organ
ize, publicly challenging Senator Allen Ellender’s anti-lynch
bill filibuster at St, Francis de Sales church in Houma,

23 Harry Bridges to Philip Murray, June 17, 19M-3,
file copy in Drolet Scrapbook.
^
Vincent O ’Connell interview, September 11, 1970.
Once Archbishop Rummel called Drolet in for an explanation
of an alteration he made in a statement by several members
of the Catholic Committee of the South, and Father O'Connell
accompanied him. While the session with Drolet and O'Connell
was in progress, one of the local shipbuilders in a telephone
conversation with the Archbishop called Father O ’Connell a
”son-of-a-bitch," an outburst which caused the prelate momen
tarily at least to assume a more paternalistic attitude toward
the rambunctious priest.

Louisiana, assisting shrimp and oyster fishermen to organize,
arbitrating union disputes, preventing Communists from taking
over labor unions, and helping to kill the freedom-to-work bill
in the Louisiana legislature in 1944.

P£

Archbishop Rummelfs response to outside criticism of
controversial priests such as Father Drolet offers a strong
hint of his future position in matters of race and labor.

In

1944 Father Drolet distributed to textile workers he was
attempting to organize a mimeographed sheet with instructions
to prospective union members.

Quoting Bishop Haas on the God-

given right of workers to join unions, Drolet pointed out that
the Wagner Act protected workers1 rights to organize; and he
promised personally to relay union application blanks of those
too timid to hand them in.

P fi

The New Orleans Association of

Commerce, apparently thinking that the prelate would want to
take disciplinary action, forwarded to Archbishop Rummel copies
p7
of the material Drolet had distributed. 7 In a letter that
left no doubt about his feelings, the Archbishop acknowledged
that Drolet had been " . . .

unusually zealous, but who will

pc

Jerome Drolet to J. Don Davis, unidentified clipping
in Drolet Scrapbook.
Mimeographed letter, February 23, 1944, in Drolet
Scrapbook.
P7

George H. Gardner to Joseph Francis Rummel, March
21, 1944, file copy in Drolet Scrapbook.

deny him the right to present to them the benefits and advan
tages of such organization? . . . /S/urely there can be no
objection to the presentation of the right and even the duty
of employees in industry to safeguard their common interests
through legitimate organizations.”28
Because industrialists in the New Orleans area took
advantage of the AFL-CIO rivalry and played one union against
the other, labor priests such as 0 TConnell and Drolet had to
maintain strict neutrality in dealing with the rival unions
or face alienating one group or the other.

But occasionally

the presence of a common foe produced a unified labor front
of surprising vitality.

P9

In 1944- Father Drolet took the

lead in uniting Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish religious
leaders, together with both AFL and CIO representatives, to
fight a freedom-to-work bill in the Louisiana legislature.
Opposing the clergymen and labor leaders was a group called
the Christian American Association that Drolet labeled a
"sweatshop front" bent on outlawing union shop agreements in
the state.

30

Despite efforts to keep Drolet "from mixing

labor and religion," the priest persisted and on one occasion

28

Joseph Francis Rummel to George Gardner, April 6,
1944, file copy in Drolet Scrapbook.
29
30

Vincent O ’Connell interview, September 11, 1970.

Unidentified newspaper clipping, June 17, 1944,
in Drolet Scrapbook.

stated that where there was a company union, " . . .

ai

company makes a contract with itself.”

the

The legislature

acquiesced to the strong church-labor opposition and failed to
pass the measure.
Again in 1946 when anti-union business forces in
Louisiana pressured for the passage of a right-to-work law,
a church-labor coalition opposed their efforts.

0 TConnell of

the Social Action Committee spoke for Archbishop Rummel against
the anti-labor legislation.

Op

A group of Catholic laymen

denounced the stand of the Social Action Committee and asserted
that it did not express the feelings of all Catholics.^
Another group called Informed Catholic Laymen countered with
an endorsement of the original position of the Social Action
Committee.

34

Despite these efforts, as well as that of E. H.

Williams of the Louisiana Federation of Labor,

35

and O ’Connell^

reiteration of the God-given right of man to form unions, 36
House Bill 105, introduced by W. B. Cleveland, found smooth

^

CIO Oil Facts. April 16, 1945, in Drolet Scrapbook.

^
33

0 TConnell, VPO interview, April 4, 1972.

34
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Ibid.. June 9, 1946.
Baton Rouge State Times. May 29, 1946.
Tbe Times Picayune. May 31, 1946.

sailing through the legislature.37

Cleveland, an automobile

dealer in Crowley, Louisiana, complained that union leaders
practiced "racketeering dictatorship" against him by threatno

ening economic boycotts.

The Social Action group countered

with an anti-right-to-work advertisement covering nearly an
entire page of a local newspaper.3®
In the summer of 1946 E. H. Williams, Father O'Connell,
and others welded warring unions and labor leaders into a
unified labor movement.

In several meetings in the Heidelberg

Hotel in Baton Rouge union leaders met again and again until
they had decided on a common course of action against rightto-work.

After House Bill 105 passed both houses of the

legislature, E. H. Williams asked for a meeting with Governor
James Davis.

On the appointed meeting date the Governor came

down the stairs of the governorTs mansion and was greeted by
representatives of many labor factions who promised an allout campaign against those responsible for HB 105 unless Davis
vetoed the measure.

The Governor called in his legal adviser,

George Wallace, and asked him to prepare a justification for

O7

Calendar of the House of Representatives of the
State of Louisiana at the Thirteenth Regular Session of the
Legislature (n.p., 71946/), 78.
38

Baton Rouge State Times, June 8, 1946.
Ibid.. /June, 1946/, in Drolet Scrapbook.

rejecting HB 105. ^

On July 8, 1996, Governor Davis vetoed

the right-to-work bill on the grounds that it "impedes collective
bargaining and imposes criminal sanctions on labor, forbids
activities which in themselves are functions of collective
bargaining," contradicts acts of Congress and decisions of the
Supreme Court, and is unnecessary and more drastic than similar
measures passed in other states.^

The following day attempts

to override the veto failed by a 90 to 97 margin.1*^
Labor matters of a global nature also came to the
attention of the Social Action Committee.

During this post

war period conditions in devastated eastern Europe became
oppressive.

Displaced persons from central and eastern Europe,

who suffered dire hardships in their war-torn countries,
troubled Americans such as Father Luigi Ligutti of the influ
ential National Catholic Rural Life Conference.

He recommended

sending them to work the agricultural lands of the United States
rather than allowing them to suffer privation in their homelands.

93 After plans to use DP's in the United States became

a reality, Archbishop Rummel appointed Clergymen William Castel

^0

O'Connell, VPO interview, April 9, 1972.

***■ Official Journal of the Proceedings of the House
of Representatives of the State of Louisiana at the Thirteenth
Regular Session of the Legislature, Starting May 13, 1996
(Baton Rouge: Thomas J. MoranTs Sons, 1996), 1813-819.
42
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and Hubert Lersehen to direct the Archdiocesan Resettlement
Bureau that acted as a clearinghouse for processing applica
tions for DP laborers.
Soon complaints poured in from Polish and Hungarian
workers on sugar plantations, and Father Castel came to realize
that placing DP’s in plantation positions previously filled
almost exclusively by black workers was not doing a great deal
for the DP’s.

When the director of the Resettlement Bureau

voiced this opinion, some conservative upper clergy took
exception and pointed out that DP’s fared better than their
countrymen living in concentration camp-like conditions in
their homelands.

Before long those DP's who had contact with

relatives and friends in Chicago and other cities left the
plantations for better paying jobs in the North.

Because the

program at least provided the refugees a toehold in the United
States, Castel felt the resettlement scheme had not been a
complete failure.^
Soon the press publicized the failures of resettlement
schemes involving displaced persons.

The Reverend Joseph B.

Koncius, President of the United Lithuanian Relief Fund in
America, reported deplorable situations in some sections of
the South.

At a New Orleans disembarkation point he spoke to

Latvians and Lithuanians who were unaware even of the salary

^

Plauche, ibid.

they would receive or of the fact that Negroes on some planta
tions had averaged only $890.00 in income the previous year.
The DP’s, Koncius concluded, were entitled to something better
than jobs nobody else wanted.^

Colliers ran a feature showing

the sugar cane lands of Louisiana to be less than a promised
land.^
The predominantly Roman Catholic Polish DP's in the
cane country often appealed to the parish priests with their
problems concerning living conditions and low pay, and pastors
in turn consulted the Social Action Committee of the Archdio
cese for solutions to these problems.

Father O'Connell, aware

that many impoverished Poles who did not even speak English
had left the plantations on foot, replied that he could do
little for them because they were isolated and out of his
reach— behind the Cane Curtain.
O'Connell's figurative use of the expression Cane
Curtain, prompted no doubt by frequent references to the Iron
Curtain during the Cold War years, was obviously provocative.
But there was enough truth in the comparison to give his
metaphor life.

The Irish priest, who had helped to organize

^
"DP Okies and Sharecroppers," The Commonweals
L (May 27, 1999), 163-69.
"Who Said Promised Land? Sugar Land of Louis
iana," Colliers. CXXIV (July 2, 1999), 19-21 +.

sugar cane refinery workers in the late 1930’s, referred to
a wall of ignorance, segregation, prejudice, and poverty that
encircled the isolated and largely disfranchised black planta
tion workers.

He knew that the highly subsidized, paterna

listic plantation system reacted vigorously to criticism or
threats of unionization with foreclosures for debts carried
by the company store, the cutting off of water and natural
gas in the company-owned houses, dismissals, and evictions of
workers from their homes.
As he had done earlier in regard to sugar refinery
workers, O ’Connell asked E. H. Williams, President of the
State Federation of Labor, for assistance.

Williams recom

mended contacting the National Farm Labor Union, a group that
had become affiliated with the AFL in 1996, and whose presi
dent was H. L. Mitchell.

O ’Connell spoke to the former STFU

leader, whose union was soon busy organizing dairy farmers
and strawberry growers, as well as shallot, pepper, and potato
growers before launching a big drive to breach the Cane
Curtain.
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The Southern Tenant Farmers Union experienced difficult
times following its clash with the CIO’s United Cannery,
Packing, and Allied Workers of America in 1939.

"After our

^
Vincent O'Connell interview, September 11, 1970;
ibid.. VPO interview, April 9, 1972.

break with C. I. 0., we did not have much of a union left,"
M O

Mitchell said.

He apparently lost faith in the trade union

movement in general after the AFL rejected the STFU’s request
for a charter in 1940.^

"There is no basis," Mitchell said,

"for trade unionism in southern agriculture with conditions
such as prevail.

Referring to their earlier trade union

tactics, Mitchell told delegates at the STFU’s 1941 convention
in Little Rock, Arkansas:

"We were paupers trying to bargain

with paupers."51
Despite its problems the STFU succeeded in finding a
niche in agricultural circles as World War II created different
kinds of problems from those faced in the 1930’s.

Altering its

tactics, the union specialized in labor recruiting to meet the
seasonal demands of East Coast food processing plants such as
Seabrook Farms in New Jersey.^

Fearful in 1943 that United

States canneries would use German prisoners of war in their

^
H. L. Mitchell, "Workers in Our Fields: The Story
of a Union That Would Not Die," (n.p.: National Agricultural
Workers Union, 25th. Anniversary Publication, 1959), 14-15.
^

Marshall, Labor in the South, 164.

Stuart Jamieson, Labor Unions in American Agri
culture . U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Bulletin No. 836 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1945),
325.
George B. Tindall, The Emergence of the New South,
1913-1945 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1967), 421.
^

Marshall, Labor in the South, 164-65.

union plants, Leon Schachter of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters
and Butcher Workmen of North America asked Mitchell to supply
southern workers instead.

The STFU provided workers who

enjoyed conditions comparable to those negotiated by Local
56 of the Butchers.

The old tenant farmers group worked

successfully through agreement with the Farm Security Admin
istration and the United States Employment Service to supply
union workers in various areas.

This venture ended when tire

and gas rationing made travel difficult, and an amendment to
the agreement required permission from county agents before
C O

southern workers could be shipped to outside areas. J

For a

time the STFU conducted from its Memphis headquarters an
"underground railroad," circumventing the regulation that was
designed, Mitchell said, to keep a large labor supply in the
South.54
Better to reflect its new role in agricultural labor,
the STFU in 1946 changed its name to the National Farm Labor
Union (NFLU) and applied to the AFL for a charter.

William

Green, President of the AFL, agreed to grant a charter to the
NFLU on the recommendation of Leon Schacter and Patrick Gorman
of the Butchers, with whom the STFU had worked harmoniously
during the war years.

After Mitchell assured Dan Tobin that

55

Mitchell, "Workers in Our Fields," 15-16.

^

Ibid., tape-recorded interview, March 6, 1971.

his group did not plan to organize dairy plants that were under
Teamsters Union jurisdiction, the NFLU received its charter on
August 25, 1946.55
Since the 1930’s the AFL had recognized three distinct
types of farm groups:

crop unions (workers specialized in

crops such as sugar cane), general farm unions (seasonal and
casual workers), and cannery and packing house unions (pro-

re

cessing plant workers).

Mitchell and his group eventually

undertook to organize all three types.

’’Operation Dixie,”

the post-war attempt to unionize the South, and Catholic Church
leaders brought the NFLU into agricultural labor in Louisiana.
That cane cutters in 1946 received $2.45 for a nine-hour work
day, and tractor drivers $3.10, suddenly became relevant to
the NFLU.57
Amid considerable fanfare and publicity, mostly manu
factured by Mitchell’s wizardry in writing and disseminating
news releases, the NFLU held its convention in Washington,
D. C., in January, 1947.

55
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The big news was the new AFL affiliate1
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plan to embark on a campaign to organize the nation's agri
cultural workers, and Mitchell and his followers mapped out
campaigns in various sections of the country.

At the conven

tion Mitchell met Ernesto Galarza, a trained historian and the
chief of the Labor and Information Division of the Pan-American
Union, who toured the country in 194-7 lecturing on the problems
of laborers in Latin America.

The following year Galarza joined

the NFLU as its Education and Research Director.
A naturalized American citizen, Galarza was born in
Tepic, Mexico, the son of migratory farm worker parents who
came to the United States when he was eleven years old.

He

attended the public schools of Sacramento, California, and
earned his B. A. degree from Occidental College.

He took his

M. A. at Stanford and the Ph. D. in history from Columbia
University.®®

His ability to produce in-depth studies of

various labor-related problems gave the atypical NFLU a sophis
ticated research and publicity capability that was the envy of
larger industrial unions.

cq

58 Mitchell, "Workers in Our Fields," 16, 26; Farm
Labor News, March, 194B, STFU microfilm, Roll 58; Ernesto
Galarza, Merchants of Labor; The Mexican Bracero Story (San
Jose, California; The Rosicrucian Press, Ltd., 19 64-), dust
jacket blurb.
Galarza also wrote Strangers In Our Fields (Wash
ington, D. C.; United States Section, Joint United StatesMexico Trade Union Committee, 1956); Spiders in the House and
Workers in the Field (London; University of Notre Dame Press,
1970); Barrio Boy (London; University of Notre Dame Press,
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With assistance from the California State Federation
of Labor, Galarza and Henry Hasiwar, also a recent addition to
the NFLU, organized field laborers in the Bakersfield,
California, area.

Local 218 of the NFLU in October, 1947,

called a recognition strike against the huge DiGiorgio Fruit
Corporation near Bakersfield.

Strike Leader James Price

stretched picket lines out twenty miles in an attempt to circle
the 12,000-acre agribusiness complex.

DiGiorgio refused to

deal with the union and the strike lingered on into the winter
of 1948,60 for the Associated Farmers of California and other
farmer groups®^- knew that unionization would spread quickly
to other areas if DiGiorgio capitulated.

In attempting to

organize California agriculture the NFLU had tackled the
biggest operator of all, and they had reached a stalemate.
In April, 1948, the NFLU transferred its headquarters
from Memphis, Tennessee, to Washington, D. C., the center of
the agricultural bureaucracy and the seat of government on
which American agriculture so heavily depended.

Here Mitchell

utilized his talents for raising money, noting new develop
ments on the farm front, and writing short news releases to
complement the studies produced by Galarza.

Besides the

California operation, the NFLU maintained the old Memphis

Mitchell, "Workers in Our Fields," 16-18.
Jamieson, Labor Unions in American Agriculture,
40-41.

headquarters called the Mid-South office, and Mitchell looked
about for new worlds to conquer.

62

Perhaps remembering Gordon Mclntire’s reports on the
opportunities for organizing sugar cane plantation workers
or possibly responding to requests from Catholic Church leaders
Mitchell in 1947 attended the wage hearings conducted annually
in the sugar country by the Department of Agriculture.

He

reported finding extensive poverty in the cane-producing area
and suggested that if the people living there were outside
the United States, the government would organize rescue parties
to save them.

Concerning the 1948 wage rates of $3.65 for

tractor drivers and $2.90 for unskilled workers for a ninehour work day, he said:

"The Secretary of Agriculture,

Mr. Clinton P. Anderson, should hang his head in shame because
his Department approved a wage rate that amounts to slow star
vation for men, women, and children in Louisiana’s sugar cane
fields.
In March, 1948, I. Lee Parker of Lasker, North Carolina
joined the National Farm Labor Union, ostensibly to assist
in placing workers in canning factories.

Parker, who had

worked for the United States Employment Service, the Farm
Security Administration, and the U. S. Sugar Corporation, was

^

Farm Labor News, March, 1948, STFU, Roll 58.
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soon put to work on other projects as well.

With the assistance

of AFL organizer Phil Wells, the NFLU chartered Local No. 222
Cll

in the Clewiston, Florida, area

where Parker’s former employer,

the U. S. Sugar Corporation, operated the largest sugar refinery
in the world.

Mitchell’s brother Edwin, who periodically

worked for the NFLU, attended wage hearings in Clewiston in
May of 1948 with A. M. Sandlin, president of Sugar Cane Field
Workers Union Local No. 222.

They asked for a $.75 per hour

minimum wage for cane field workers and a ban on using nonCC

union labor from the British West Indies.3
I. Lee Parker attended the sugar cane wage hearings in
Thibodaux, Louisiana, on July 21, 1948, and labeled the pro
ceedings a farce since 500 cane growers showed up, including
American Sugar Cane League and Louisiana Farm Bureau officials,
but no one spoke for the workers.

Some growers suggested rates

as low as $.39 per hour; Parker recommended $.75.

When questioned

about the cost of producing a ton of cane, Parker replied
evasively that sugar growers received subsidies and additional
benefits when they experienced difficulties, while workers
received nothing extra.®®
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The National Farm Labor Union had begun the reconnoitering stages of its assault on the Cane Curtain.

Before

making a frontal attack, it would need to secure bases of
operation.

With the assistance of the Catholic Church, Mitchell

set out to explore the various possibilities in Louisiana.

CHAPTER II
BUILDING A BASE FOR THE UNION
In June of 1948 several dairy farmer groups in Louisiana
asked to join the National Farm Labor Union.

President H. L.

Mitchell sent I. Lee Parker to Louisiana to investigate the
possibilities of taking over these dairy locals that had
recently voted to disaffiliate with the Teamsters Union.

Parker

reorganized the Amite local and formed the Florida Parishes
Milk Producers Union, which became Local 236 of the NFLU on
June 12, 1948.

The dairy group elected E. V. Hano and Homer

Alford president and vice president, respectively.

Joe Phares

became president of the Franklinton local, called Southeast
Louisiana Dairy Farm Union, Local 237 of the NFLU.'*'

In late

September, 1948, Mitchell met with Parker and considered plans
to expand operations and to set up a cooperative feed-buying
plan.^

Under an arrangement established by Parker with the

assistance and cooperation of the AFL and the Louisiana

^ Farm Labor News. August-September, 1948, Southern
Tenant Farmers Union microfilm, Roll 58. Hereinafter cited
as STFU, Roll 58.
^

Ibid•« November, 1948.
- 60 -

Federation of Labor, union members purchased milk from processors who handled only products of AFL dairy farm members.
During

3

the 1930*s the AFL Central Trades Council of

New Orleans helped dairy farmers in the New Orleans milk shed
to form unions that conducted several strikes prior to 1936.
Like other groups that had become dormant during World War II,
dairymen in the post-war period renewed efforts to organize for
greater economic gain.

In 1945 the International Brotherhood

of Teamsters (IBT) chartered locals of the United Milk
Producers in Franklinton, Amite, Baton Rouge, Lake Charles,
and New Orleans.

At that time enforcement of a 1942 ordinance

requiring farmers to remodel their milking rooms and to install
coolers provoked a controversy that provided the impetus for
renewed union interest among the dairymen.

4

In 1947 a large New Orleans dairy raised consumer
prices and lowered rates paid to milk producers, causing grave
concern among union dairymen.

Because the dairy refused to

deal with the union on the matter, the United Milk Producers
went on strike on March 24, 1947.

The Teamsters affiliate

shut off the flow of milk in the New Orleans milk shed.

At

3 H. L. Mitchell to Beth Biderman, April 6, 1950, Box
64, Folder 1240 of the Southern Tenant Farmers Union Papers in
the Southern Collection of the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill. Hereinafter cited as STFU, 64:1240.
^ F. Ray Marshall, Labor in the South (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1967), 288-89.

Amite, armed union men stopped an Illinois Central train on
March 25, removed cans of milk, and emptied the contents into
ditches.

Later they halted and deflated the tires of eight

tank trucks carrying about 2,000 gallons of milk each.

In

Independence, union men at the St. Charles Dairy dumped 700
gallons of milk into the Tangipahoa River.

The strike ended

after United States marshals arrested twenty-five strikers
for interfering with delivery of the United States mail and
for theft of milk.

One union leader involved in the strike

served one year in prison and paid a $5,000 fine.
received lighter sentences.

Most others

The violence and the failure of

the strike made many dairymen distrustful of unions in general
and the Teamsters Union in particular.

c

With the prolonged DiGiorgio strike hampering California
operations for the National Farm Labor Union, Mitchell worked
diligently to make the Louisiana dairy venture a success, for
as early as February, 1949, the Louisiana dairy farmers were
the largest NFLU dues-producers.®

Mitchell, who kept careful

watch over the locals, often communicated with Parker on
minute details of union operations.

Parker contacted repre

sentatives of Roemer Dairy in New Orleans and Acadia Dairy in

5

Ibid.. 289.

® H. L. Mitchell to Hazel Whitman, February 16, 1949,
STFU, Roll 34.

Thibodaux in an attempt to expand operations but complained
that not many dairymen had joined the union.^

He reported

to NFLU members that the union was attempting to move the
milk price hearings from New Orleans to Amite and reminded
members to observe Louisiana laws which' required that milk
be cooled and delivered within hours after milking.

O

In May,

when temperatures reached ninety-one degrees, dairymen who
shipped milk in uninsulated cars by truck to New Orleans had
problems with milk turning sour.^
After consulting with the United States Department of
Agriculture about milk coolers, the dairy locals decided to
construct their own plants and started a drive to raise money
for that purpose.

The union raised $500 at a meeting on

June 14, 1949,^ and Parker planned more fund-raising gather
ings.

Even as Parker prepared to purchase milk coolers, he

noted the over-production of milk and the difficulty of finding
new outlets outside the milk shed.H

Paul G. Ricketts of

Hammond, a local pasteurizer who knew about equipment and

7 I. Lee Parker to H. L. Mitchell, February 13,
1949, ibid.

o

Local 236 mimeographed news sheet, February 14,

1949, ibid.
®

I. Lee Parker to H. L. Mitchell, May 29, 1949,

ibid.
10

Ibid., June 20, 1949.

11

Ibid., June 25, 1949.

prices, advised Parker, who purchased milk coolers in October. 12
Parker was happy over milk sales in September but complained
that the State Board of Health had shut down one substandard
plant.

Providing the stainless steel containers and the

tiled floors and walls required to bring the plant up to
standards would cost about $40,000.-^

With State Federation

of Labor officials and other dignitaries present, Local 236
celebrated the formal opening on July 2, 1950, of its cooling
plant six miles east of Franklinton on Louisiana highway 3 5 . ^
As NFLU dairy locals gained an increasing share of the
milk production in the New Orleans milk shed, the big dairies
and pasteurizers perhaps resorted to intimidating the union.
Local 236 suspected foul play when the man who usually computed
the complicated monthly reports that the State Department of
Agriculture and the State Board of Health required refused to
complete the reports.

With the assistance of the Monroe Cal

culating Company the local submitted its report before the
deadline.

At about that same time, in October, 1949, Parker

became ill from food poisoning and someone ran into his new
car.

He did not think the latter incident part of a plot, but

12

Ibid., October 28, 1949, STFU, 63:1216.

^
I. Lee Parker to Arthur Churchill, November 6,
1949, STFU, 63:1217.
H.
L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, June 28, 1950,
STFU, 64:1247; Union News. June 2, 1950, ibid.

he was inconvenienced nonetheless. 15

That same month several

members of Local 236 beat up an alleged stooge from Roemer’s
1 fi

Dairy who had infiltrated their organization.0

Later, as

Parker groped with the problem of finding ways of financing
the purchase of scales and can washers, he was called home to
North Carolina to assist his wife who had broken her arm.^
As news of the Louisiana dairy union reached the
NFLU’s Washington office, personnel there at first feared
that E. H. "Lige" Williams, who headed the State Federation
of Labor, was a crackpot,

18

but they soon benefitted from his

organization’s assistance to dairy farmers.

His colleague,

E. J. Bourg of the state labor group, attended an early fund
raising meeting in the summer of 1949.^9

Before long the

Louisiana Federation of Labor was supplying not only organi
zers and prestige but political influence as well.

Williams

and Bourg arranged for a delegation from the strawberry-producing

I. Lee Parker to H. L. Mitchell, October 28, 1949,
STFU, 63:1216.
16
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1949, ibid.
I. Lee Parker to H. L. Mitchell, June 20, 1949,
STFU, Roll 34.

Florida parishes to meet at the Capitol with Governor Earl
Long, with whom Williams was not on speaking

terms.20

The

dairymen supported legislation that would have required ice
cream producers in Louisiana to use grade A milk rather than
powdered milk in the manufacture of their product. 21

Parker

bewailed the sluggishness of the Louisiana legislature to
enact the nIce Cream Bill” into law and sought ways to raise
money to construct a plant for making ice cream mix.

In the

meantime, Local 236 plugged the ice cream legislation with
spot radio announcements in New Orleans, Hammond, and other
dairy centers. 22
A more pressing problem than the oversupply of milk
or the sluggish legislature was the financial status of the
NFLU.

Mitchell told Arthur Churchill of the Mid-South office

that the union could not pay transportation for his four-tofive-day stays with Parker and recommended that he stay two
to four weeks at a time.

23

Mitchell pointed out that the

NFLU was spending $600 per month in Louisiana and receiving
only $400 in dues and echoed the AFL hope that the dairy

20 I. Lee Parker to H. L. Mitchell, October 4, 1949,
STFU, 63:1214.
21
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^
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23 H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, August 15,
1950, STFU, 64:1250.

farmers’ locals would soon become self-sustaining.

Just as

the situation in California grew worse, the AFL, which had
spent about $50,000 the previous two years in agricultural
labor, threatened to cut its subsidy to the NFLU.

Mitchell,

the perennial optimist, expressed the hope that the dairy
farmers’ organization would soon be financially sound. 24Because the dairy farmers were so vital to NFLU
finances, Mitchell struggled to keep them in his jurisdiction
In March, 1949, the NFLU leader rather casually stated that
the dairy locals probably belonged with the Farmers’ Union,
but that the NFLU would keep them since they were already
with the AFL and wanted to stay there.2^

James G. Patton of

the National Farmers’ Union complained to President William
Green of the AFL that Mitchell’s NFLU was organizing farmers
rather than laborers.
tion.^®

Green asked Mitchell for an explana

Mitchell stretched the truth a bit when he replied

that the NFLU was mainly interested in laborers on large
industrial farms but that " . . . now and then a small farmer
joins."

He cited the case of the Louisiana dairy farmer

21+

Ibid., May 2, 1950, STFU, 64:1243.

H. L. Mitchell to Lewis Henderson, March 24, 1949
STFU, Roll 34.
William Green to H. L. Mitchell, February 28,
1950, STFU, 63:1236.

locals that .joined when the Teamsters asked the NFLU to take
them.

?7

Not satisfied that the NFLU had vaguely conceded

most farmers to his organization, Patton complained to Green
again and implied that he would fight the incursion of labor
into farm organizations.

He requested a meeting of the AFL,

the FU, and the NFLU.2** Patton labeled Mitchell's dairy
farmer venture an "ill-conceived drive" similar to John L.
Lewis* earlier unsuccessful attempt to organize dairy unions.
In November he again protested to the AFL about MitchellTs
appeals to farmers.29

Weary of trying to explain to Green

his reluctance to surrender the financially important dairy
farmers, Mitchell asked Green whether before answering Patton
he could come by for a talk,^9 possibly to spell out the old
Communist links to the FU.
Financial records of the NFLU substantiate MitchellTs
contention that his union, unlike the big industrial unions,
was not wealthy.

Total income for the NFLU in 1949 was $46,000,

27 H. L. Mitchell to William Green, March 6, 1950,
STFU, 63:1237; Ibid.. July 28, 1950, STFU, 64:1249. In July
Mitchell had written to Green stating that "11 of our 26 new
locals are dairy men."
2®

James Patton to William Green, May 2, 1950, STFU,
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Ibid., November 3, 1950, STFU, 64:1255.

64:1243.

H. L. Mitchell to William Green, November 8, 1950,
ibid.

of which $32,000 came from contributions and only $14,000 from
dues collected.

Expenditures for the year amounted to $49,000,

mostly for salaries and organizing expenses.

In 1948 the

unionTs income came to $67,000, and expenditures amounted to
$57,000.3^" In 1950 the NFLU income totaled $49,000, of which
$35,000 came from contributions.
that year.

32

Expenses amounted to $51,000

Since the AFL paid the salaries of four organ

izers working with the NFLU, plus travel expenses for Mitchell
and one other person, the total operation exceeded what the
NFLU’s budget alone could have financed.^3
The main contributor to the NFLU besides the AFL was
the National Sharecroppers Fund (NSF), the New York based
philanthropic organization that since the 1930Ts granted a
monthly stipend to the union.

The NFLU had become the major

beneficiary of NSF campaigns for funds to aid the rural poor.
Rarely was Mitchell hard-pressed to come up with dramatic
evidence of privation or injustice in rural America, evidence
on which the Sharecroppers Fund could base an appeal for
contributions.

3u. Convincing the AFL to continue grants to

Audit by A. G. Hall and Co. of Blytheville,
Arkansas, December 16, 1949, STFU, 63:1219.
32

Ibid., n.d., STFU, 64:1255.

33 H. L. Mitchell to Patrick Gorman, February 13,
1950, STFU, 63:1235.
3<+ H. L. Mitchell to Beth Biderman, September 29,
1950, STFU, 64:1252.

the NFLU that momentarily would be self-sustaining posed more
~ -

difficult problems to Mitchell.

In an attempt to remain

solvent, the NFLU developed a life insurance program designed
primarily to encourage members to pay their dues regularly.
After a member paid three monthsT dues, he was entitled to a
$250 insurance policy that remained in force as long as he
O C

remained in good standing.

Mitchell thought that a memorial

ceremony for a deceased member at which the local presented
the proceeds of his policy to his beneficiaries would demon-

07

strate positive advantages of NFLU membership. '
No contributions or schemes ever relieved Mitchell of
the chronic problem of making the NFLU self-supporting.
Working under these conditions was difficult, he admitted in
194-9, but the situation " . . . has been that way for nearly
15 years, hence I have ulcers and just canTt get rid of
them."^

In 1950, after financial problems forced the union

to reduce its office force, Mitchell was on a baby-food diet.
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^
William Green to H. L. Mitchell, December 21, 1950,
STFU, 64:1256; H. L. Mitchell to William Green, December 29,
1950, ibid.
H. L. Mitchell to Lee Arnold, September 1, 1949,
STFU, 63:1210.
^
H. L. Mitchell to F. T. Riley, September 2, 1949,
ibid.; H. L. Mitchell to J. W. Stewart, August 16, 1949, STFU,
63:1208.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, March 17, 1949,
STFU, Roll 34.
^
Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, November 29,
1950, STFU, 64:1255.

His health improved after vitamin and hormone treatment in
ti0

New York early in 1951,

but his financial problems remained.

When money matters became especially pressing, as they were
often wont to do, Mitchell prodded his colleagues in the NFLU
to greater efficiency and economy.
$62,000 for 1951,^

and exhorted:

He proposed a budget of
"Put everything you have

in getting dues paying membership.

Your job and mine is to

hp

organize workers.""^

Urging greater personal economy,

Mitchell pointed out that a single man could get by on $5.00
MO
a day. "At least I do here in Washington," he added.
While I. Lee Parker was attempting further expansion
of dairy operations in Louisiana, the NFLU strike against
DiGiorgio in California was deteriorating.

In early 1950

the NFLU considered a compromise settlement of lawsuits
resulting from the strike.

Union film makers in Hollywood,

eager to help the NFLU, produced "Poverty in the Valley of
Plenty," a feature showing deplorable conditions for agri
cultural workers in California.

Because the film did not

clearly indicate that some slum-dwelling scenes were not of
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Ibid., January 23 and 31, 1951, STFU, 65:1263.

^
H. L. Mitchell to All Vice Presidents of the
NFLU, January 26, 1951, ibid.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, n.d. /1950/,
STFU, 64:1259.
“
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Ibid., May 17, 1950, STFU, 64:1244.

DiGiorgio properties, the giant agribusiness complex sued
the union film makers and the NFLU for misrepresentation.
In April, 1950, one union lawyer recommended rejecting a
proposed settlement that would have ended the strike and have
required the NFLU to pay only one dollar in damages to
DiGiorgio.^

Nonetheless the NFLU signed an agreement with

DiGiorgio the following month that not only ended the strike
and provided a token damage settlement to DiGiorgio but that
also called for the destruction of all available prints of
"Poverty in the Valley of Plenty."1*^

Since the strike had

already failed, the destruction of the film, which had been
widely used by the NFLU for propaganda purposes, was the
biggest loss.

Mitchell had shown the film as part of his

testimony before the House Labor Committee considering
repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act.1*'® I. Lee Parker in Amite
had borrowed the film, apparently for educational work among
dairy farmers.1*'7

On May 9, 1950, Mitchell announced publicly

^
Alexander Schullman to H. L. Mitchell, April 21,
1950, STFU, 64:1214.
45
"Agreement" between DiGiorgio Fruit Corporation
and the NFLU and various film-maker unions, May 8, 1950, STFU,
64:1243.
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, March 17,
1949, STFU, Roll 34.
^
Jim Wolfe to Arthur Churchill, August 26, 1949,
STFU, 63:1209.

that he had sent a telegram to Henry Hasiwar, asking him to
call off the DiGiorgio strike.

no

The following month he told

a West Coast lawyer friend that the strike was over even
though his announcements at times seemed to indicate otherwise. 49
The strike was a major setback for the union in
California, and it caused Mitchell and his colleagues to
consider concentrating union activities in Louisiana.

"In

six months if I havenTt developed something," Ernesto Galarza
wrote from California following the DiGiorgio strike, "I’ll
turn in my chips."

In order to concentrate solely on organ

ization, the Mexican-American organizer said he would give
up all writing, research, and supporting activity.

"Our

weaknesses show more glaringly day by day," he said.
locals fold up.

The ex/ecutive/ boards disintegrate.

"Our
Our

organizers including myself run around in a circle of
meetings."^®

Mitchell informed Arthur Churchill, a Protestant

minister and the NFLU director of the Mid-South office, that
the NFLU was curtailing some operations and told him that if

^

H. L. Mitchell, news release, May 9, 1950, STFU,

64:1243.
liq

H. L. Mitchell to Alexander Schullman, June 1,
1950, STFU, 64:1246.
-’O
ibid.

Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, June 9, 1950,

Churchill wanted to help Parker in Louisiana, he should refrain
from selling or distributing religious literature.

"With the

large Catholic element,” Mitchell warned, "we donTt want to
r-i

get some controversy stirred up.”
As early as September, 1949, Mitchell discussed the
possibility of relocating some of his California organizers
in the South to work among dairy farmers and employees of rice
mills in Arkansas and cotton oil plants in Texas.52

The NFLU

president told F. T. Riley, an NFLU organizer in Florida whose
newspaper and business experience made him useful to the dairy
locals in Louisiana, to let Florida rest until it was "ripe
for a good movement. ”55
Most of the talk about moving personnel to Louisiana
after the DiGiorgio strike involved the aggressive organizer
Henry Hasiwar, who had joined the NFLU two years earlier and
had impressed his colleagues with his ability and drive.

Of

Austrian ancestry, Henry Hasiwar, who like H. L. Mitchell had
early links with Socialists, was a friend and admirer of Norman

H.
1950, STFU, 64:1252.

L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, September 29,

^
H. L. Mitchell to W. G. Trafton, September 2,
1949, STFU, 63:1210.
^
H. L. Mitchell to F. T. Riley, October 19, 1949,
STFU, 63:1215.

54 Henry, who was nearly always called Hank, completed

Thomas.'

his high school education in New York and attended Columbia
University for two years.

Before joining the United States

Army in 1943, he served as a union organizer for CIO auto
workers.

During the post-war occupation of Japan he helped

to revitalize Japanese labor unions.^

In 1947 he joined the

NFLU and was the first agricultural organizer to persuade the
AFL to hire him to work with the NFLU after it joined the
AFL in 1946.^®

Father O ’Connell remembers him as an idea

list, tough when challenged but ’’soft as butter" when confronted
with a sad story.

He made sacrifices for the union and occa

sionally even faced personal danger.

Though he was " . . .

as

honest a fellow as I ever met," O ’Connell remembers, "Hank
was not really a religious guy."

57

Although Ernesto Galarza did not think in the late
summer of 1950 that transferring Hasiwar from California would
be wise,^® Mitchell in October publicly announced that Hank

^
Vincent O ’Connell, tape-recorded interview on
September 11, 1970, in Lafayette, Louisiana.
^

H. L. Mitchell, Memorandum, n.d. /1957/, STFU,

Roll 40.
^
Ibid., tape-recorded interview on June 23, 1970,
in New Orleans.
^

O ’Connell interview, September 11, 1970.

Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, August 22,
1950, STFU, 64:1250.

would help organize dairy farmers in

L o u i s i a n a .

^

Galarza

did not protest the move and acknowledged that Hank had done

fin In November Hasiwar helped
a good job in California.00
Mitchell with fund-raising projects in New York since the NFLU
commitments from the international unions had expired at the
fi-j
end of the year. x The following month Mitchell said that
unless Hasiwar went to work for the Boilermakers Union, he would
return to the Imperial Valley of California rather than to

fiP

Louisiana.

Whatever immediate plans Hasiwar had for joining
another union or for returning to California vanished after
his exploratory investigation of Louisiana in the early part
of 1951.

"La. sure looks like the place /where/ we can build

a base for the union," he wrote.
the possibilities/./"

"I am really impressed with

He stressed the need for unity among

members and the establishment of an educational program.

The

milk plant, he said, had $50,000 in bills outstanding, was a
big headache, and might fail.

It was in the wrong location,

^
H. L. Mitchell to All Members, National Executive
Board, NFLU, October 16, 1950, STFU, 64:1253.
Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, October 24,
1950, STFU, 64:1254.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, November 6,
1950, STFU, 64:1255.
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Ibid., December 18, 1950, STFU, 64:1256.

and one girl Parker hired as a bookkeeper did not know her
job, but ". . . she did keep her dress high.”

Hasiwar had

done some publicity work for a group of fruit and vegetable
growers who were attempting to establish a credit union.
"These boys are a little weak on the race question," he
observed, "but they are trying."63
Hasiwar’s cautiously optimistic Louisiana report con
trasted sharply with I. Lee ParkerTs views on the sugar cane
situation a year and a half earlier.

Referring to sugar

cane as a "sick" industry, Parker doubted that cane workers
were a good union risk.
support a union.

He believed they were too poor to

The July, 1949, sugar cane wage hearing in

Thibodaux which he attended impressed him as being one-sided
since no one testified for the workers.

Experts from

Louisiana State University testified on cost studies of
producing a ton of cane.

These the Farm Bureau and American

Sugar Cane League cited as justification for giving no wage
increase to field workers.

One planter, W. F. Childs, proposed

amending the Sugar Act by adding a provision for penalizing
cane cutters who did not perform their jobs well.64

Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, January 18,
1951, STFU, 65:1262.
6^ I. Lee Parker to H. L. Mitchell, July 18, 1949,
STFU, Roll 34.

Soon after Hasiwar arrived in the strawberry center
of Hammond, Louisiana, on February 20, 1951, the tempo of
union activity there increased rapidly.

The newly-formed

Louisiana Fruit and Vegetable Producers Union, Local 312,
NFLU-AFL, elected Lester Felder president, George Forstall
secretary-treasurer, and Casel Jones and Lewis Edwards
sergeants-at-arms.

With help from E. H. Williams, the

local planned to picket six strawberry handlers who had not
signed union agreements.

Williams helped line up attorneys

and picketing organizations to oppose the Louisiana Farm
Bureau, which controlled two of the handlers* associations
giving Hasiwar trouble.

Williams also felt that the time

for a move on the sugar cane program was right.
Hasiwar said:

On this

’’Father O ’Connell will call me on this.”

The following week the Bogalusa dairymen went on strike, and
I. Lee Parker was called upon to testify when non-union
dairymen secured an injunction against the union.®®
Within a week after arriving in Louisiana, Hasiwar
reported on a number of activities that indicated the NFLU’s
intention of organizing more than dairy farmers.

An impor

tant part of the operation included sugar cane and the

®® Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, February 21,
1951, STFU, 65:1265.
®® Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, February 26,
1951, ibid.

Catholic Church.

Hasiwar said that getting started in the

sugar cane area would be delayed because ’’the Church is
going to need a little more time to finish their /sic7 operaf i *7

tion among the priests.”

After Hasiwar and members of the

Archdiocesan Social Action Committee decided to conduct a
campaign to organize sugar cane plantation workers, the NFLU
investigated the sugar industry in other sections of the
country.

The union, in essence, explored the possibilities of

expanding into the entire sugar industry, rather than just in
Louisiana.
Other NFLU actions seem directly related to Catholic
Church ties, not only between Hasiwar and Father O ’ConnellTs
Social Action Committee, but between the union’s national
office and Catholic clergymen outside the Archdiocese of New
Orleans as well.

Whether Catholic Church contact with the

NFLU influenced the enactment in 1949 of an anti-displaced
persons resolution by the NFLU is not certain.

However,

just two months after the appearance of an article by a Catholic
priest on the post-World War II DP’s, the NFLU passed a reso
lution asking federal authorities to stop placing DP’s in
depressed agricultural areas like the sugar country of Louis
iana.®^

One thing is certain— influential Catholic leaders

Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, February 28, 1951,
STFU, ibid.
NFLU Executive Board Resolution, July 7, 1949,
STFU, Roll 34.

who had spoken out on the DP problem maintained close ties
with the National Farm Labor Union.

69 Possibly the resolution

merely reflected the NFLU's opposition to the introduction
of foreign labor into American agriculture, for in California
the union opposed the use of braceros, and in Florida the
importation of workers from the British West Indies.

7n

In an attempt to organize the entire sugar industry
in the Western Hemisphere, the NFLU in 1950 expanded its oper
ations to include Puerto Rico.

In May, Mitchell sent organ

izer Carl Lara to enroll sugar mill and field workers in the
union even though he knew that the CIO also claimed juris
diction.

Mitchell seemed to think that because the CIO had

expelled some Communist-dominated locals in Puerto Rico,
that his AFL union could win the loyalty of the workers.

He

said that the NFLU would represent in the United States
Congress the interests of agricultural workers in Puerto
Rico.'7'*' Mitchell sent a Spanish translation of the NFLU
charter to Lara,

72

and AFL officials admonished him to sign

^
Luigi F. Ligutti to H. L. Mitchell, October 6,
1949, STFU, 63:1214; George G. Higgins to H. L. Mitchell,
November 10, 1949, STFU, 63:1217.
^
H. L. Mitchell report to Federal Advisory Coun
cil, Bureau of Employment Security, n.d. /L94£7, STFU,
63:1219.
^
H. L. Mitchell memorandum to Carl Lara, May 2,
1950, STFU, 64:1243.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, May 17, 1950,
STFU, 64:1244.

up union members and quit playing goodwill ambassador to all
organizations on the island. 7 ^
J Lara’s efforts in Puerto Rico
fell short of expectations as the CIO defeated the AFL in a
sugar workers’ election there by 506 to 3 6 5 . ^
On July 14, 1950, Father Jerome Drolet, Secretary of
the Lafourche Parish Social Action Committee, issued a state
ment on sugar cane working conditions in the parish.

The

statement was timed to capitalize on publicity for the wage
hearings conducted by the Department of Agriculture in
Thibodaux the same day.

The pastor of St. Charles Catholic

Church, located five miles below Thibodaux on Bayou Lafourche,
criticized working conditions in the sugar industry and
offered suggestions and possible solutions.

He stressed the

priority of a living wage over industry profits and said that
by increasing the retail price of sugar and passing on the
benefits to workers the current $.32 per hour rate for Louis
iana cane field workers could be raised close to the $.80
paid in Hawaii.

He called the Catholic doctrine of a living

wage a good alternative to Communism and urged sugar workers
to join the United Packinghouse Workers of America (CIO) or
the NFLU (AFL).

By joining unions, he said, workers would

^
Harry O ’Reilly to Carl Lara, June 12, 1950,
STFU, 64:1246.
^
H. L. Mitchell to William Green, December 29,
1950, STFU, 64:1256.

improve their economic lot and soon own houses of their
75
own.'
3
What started out as an NFLU attempt to develop
dairy farm unions had become, as the dairy unions faced
financial ruin, a comprehensive effort in the sugar cane
industry instead.

Mitchell, who urged AFL action to counter

the strong farm lobby, also considered the question of govern
ment subsidies for agriculture but did not suggest abolishing
them.

Protecting the consumer from high prices and taxes

and establishing meaningful minimum standards for agricul
tural workers were, to Mitchell, vital facets of the farm
subsidy p r o g r a m . M i t c h e l l sent NFLU research director
Galarza to a Denver meeting of the Colorado State Federation
of Labor to explore the possibility of organizing the sugar
beet industry.^
program,

Galarza found little interest in such a

7ft
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Clipping, n.d. /1950/, Drolet Scrapbook.

7® H. L. Mitchell to William Green, October 23,
1950, STFU, 64:1254.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, May 19, 1950,
STFU, 64:1244.
Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, June 6, 1950,
STFU, 64:1246.

By March, 1951, Hasiwar was back in C a l i f o r n i a t o
work in the Imperial Valley where the NFLU was once more
trying to gain recognition from the big growers.

Mitchell,

though discouraged about California developments, in typical
style looked for some sign of hope:

” ...

/E/ventually we

will win, though we maybe to /sic/ damned old to realize it
when we do."

on

In May he wrote an impassioned letter to

Hasiwar, stressing the importance of getting a contract from
the Imperial Valley Farmers Association, since the AFL had
cut all NFLU organizers from its payroll.

With a contract,

Mitchell said he could go to important CIO leaders for some
"real dough . . .

So far," he told Hasiwar, "my ulcers havenft

kicked up, but they probably will unless you pull off the
big deal."

8L

On learning that the California State Federa

tion of Labor Executive Board also considered cutting off
funds to the NFLU, Galarza informed Mitchell:

"The NFLU is

considered as a highly useful pawn and nothing else."

Both

Galarza and Hasiwar recommended an all-out NFLU effort to

^
H. L. Mitchell to Samuel W. Yorty, March 29,
1951, STFU, 65:1266.
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, April 12,
1951, STFU, 65:1267.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, May 5, 1951,
STFU, 65:1269-A.

prevent the use of braceros as strikebreakers in the Imperial
Valley. 82
If Mitchell and his union colleagues and church sup
porters envisioned a definite image of the type of world they
hoped to create for agricultural workers, they failed to
articulate these dreams and aspirations either among themselves
or to their union members.

They never elaborated on how a

living wage took priority over industry profits, how workers
could come to own their own homes, or how meaningful minimum
standards fitted into the larger scheme of union plans.

In

short, they did not formulate long-range objectives for
themselves.
Although Mitchell and his followers did not specify
exactly what their ultimate aims were or the type of change
they hoped to bring about, they undoubtedly felt a strong
sense of mission, a determination to make a better life for
agricultural workers.

Mitchell often spoke of "continuing

the fight" and of some day "winning the struggle” against
the lords of agribusiness.

On one occasion Hasiwar scolded

a West Coast colleague for his lack of idealism and for his
disappointment on being underpaid.

82
ibid.

"We are doing this /job/."

Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, May 17, 1951,

Hasiwar wrote, "to make the society we live in more tolerant,
democratic and abundant.”83
Perhaps the pragmatism of NAWU leaders such as Mitchell,
Galarza, and Hasiwar kept them from dreaming idly of changing
the world of the rural poor before they developed a union
that could support itself.

Like a starving man not concerned

about a balanced diet or cholesterol levels, the NAWU thought
mainly in terms of survival.

Preoccupied with financial

matters, union leaders philosophized more about subsidies
from the AFL, grants from the National Sharecroppers’ Fund,
and collecting sufficient dues to meet the payroll than
about future goals of farm workers.

Union leaders hoped they

were on the verge of winning recognition as legitimate
representatives of farm laborers in the heavily subsidized
sugar industry and in a position to obtain benefits enjoyed
by organized labor.

Then perhaps they could conjure visions

of creating a new world for agrarian outcasts.
Economic and legal problems beset the dairy farm
locals in Louisiana at the same time that the NFLU prepared
for another showdown in California.

In late May I . Lee

Parker was searching for a job, 84- and the law firm called in

^ Henry Hasiwar to William Becker, February 25,
1952, STFU, 66:1293.
Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, May 28, 1951,
STFU, 66:1269-B.

by the Louisiana Federation of Labor submitted a bill for
services rendered in defending the dairy farmers in law
suits.

85

In June Hasiwar told Mitchell he had not pulled

off the big deal and that the NFLU was suspending its Imperial
Valley strike,^® the failure of which Mitchell blamed on the
Department of Labor’s delay in removing Mexican Nationals
87
used as strike-breakers.
As he had done the year before, Mitchell presented
austerity budget proposals to NFLU officials in the summer
of 1951.

Pointing out that the union had sufficient funds

for operation through August only, Mitchell added:

"We

must make some changes or find some new sources of revenue
to continue thereafter."

Money from outside sources for

organizing would be hard to find, he said:

"Little remains

in Louisiana, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania."®®
In July Parker found employment with a stove concern
in St. Louis,

89

and Mitchell informed the law firm that had

Aubrey Hirsch to I. Lee Parker, April 24, 1951,
STFU, 65:1270-A.
®® Henry Hasiwar telegram to H. L. Mitchell, June 21,
1951, STFU, 65:1270-B.
H. L. Mitchell to Michael J. Galvin, June 25, 1951,
ibid.
OQ

H. L. Mitchell, Memorandum to NFLU officers and
organizers, July 3, 1951, STFU, 66:1271.
Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, July 20, 1951,
ibid.

defended the Bogalusa dairy local that the NFLU could pay
$500 in legal fees but only at the rate of $50 to $100 per
month.

Then, in true Micawber fashion, Mitchell brightened

at the prospects of organizing a large number of strawberry
growers in the Hammond area. 90

By the late summer of 1951

the NFLU clearly had failed to secure a base with the dairy
farm union locals in Louisiana for the proposed organizational
drive in the sugar industry.

Perhaps if the NFLU could

organize strawberry growers, the dairy farm effort would not
have been completely futile.

In that sense it could be

considered a beachhead, if not a base, for future operations.

^
Aubrey Hirsch to H. L. Mitchell, August 1, 1951,
STFU, 66:1272; H. L. Mitchell to Aubrey Hirsch, August 6,
1951, ibid.

CHAPTER III
STRAWBERRIES AND SUGAR
When Henry Hasiwar of the National Farm Labor Union
told H. L. Mitchell that the Catholic Church needed further
preparation among its priests before it launched a full-scale
effort to breach the Cane Curtain, he may have been referring
to the conference on industrial problems scheduled at Loyola
University for Catholic clergymen and industrialists in May
of 1951.

Father Vincent O ’Connell, Chairman of the Archdiocesan

Social Action Committee, presided over the two-day conference
hosted by Loyola University.*■ That the energetic Irish priest
would have missed an opportunity to present to such a large
audience his ideas for a central labor policy for the entire
Archdiocese seems unlikely.
Earlier that same year, 1951, Archbishop Rummel took
an active part in settling a strawberry dispute that arose
over a strike and a picket line in Ponchatoula, Louisiana.
Because local berry growers, who demanded twenty-five cents
per pound, refused the fifteen-cents offered by handlers of

1 Joseph Francis Rummel, mimeographed pastoral letter
to all parishes of Archdiocese of New Orleans, May 1, 1951,
in letterbook of St. Joseph Catholic Church, Thibodaux,
Louisiana.
-88-

frozen berries, a growersT organization picketed and attempted
to halt all traffic in berries in the area.

The state police,

refusing to take sides in the dispute, stood by on the alert.

2

Archbishop Rummel appealed to Charles Sinagra, a strawberry coldpack shipper, to give consideration to the growers who ” . . .

are

for the most part poor people with large family responsibilities
. . . ."

Pointing out that the offer of fifteen cents was ten

cents less than the price of berries on the stem the previous
year, Rummel surmised that God would be pleased with a sensible
settlement.^

Sinagra replied that with sixty million pounds

of frozen berries on hand, he could not offer more than eighteen
cents per pound.^

John Simpson, who dealt only in fresh-packed

crate strawberries, informed the prelate confidentially that
the packers were offering about as much as they could.

Word

of this disclosure, he said, could ruin him financially, but
he authorized the Archbishop to quote him if doing so would
solve the problem.^

On May 18 growers and frozen pack operators,

^ New Orleans Item, May 18, 1951, in Joseph Francis
Rummel Papers, ”Farmers Union” folder, Archives of Archdiocese
of New Orleans, 7887 Walmsley Avenue. Hereinafter cited as
JFR Papers.
^ Joseph Francis Rummel to Charles Sinagra, May 17,
1951, ibid.
^ Charles Sinagra to Joseph Francis Rummel, telegram
on May 18, 1951, ibid.
^ John Simpson to Joseph Francis Rummel, telegram on
May 18, 1951, ibid.

meeting in the office of Charles Anzalone, state representative
of Tangipahoa Parish, compromised at eighteen cents per pound.®
Archbishop Rummel sent congratulatory telegrams to handlers
and thanked them for sending word of the settlement to him.^
For years Louisiana strawberry growers had felt victi
mized by buyers and chain stores that they thought made most
of the profits on the perishable luxury crop.

As early as 1898

men in Ponchatoula had joined together and had shipped their
early berry crop by car lot.

By 1908 they had formed shipping

associations that agreed loosely on a minimum price.

But

buyers of large quantities of berries played one association
against the other by agreeing on a maximum price before the
bidding started and dominated the carload auctions that began
in 1923.

In the 1950Ts small growers formed a cooperative

selling agency that received assistance from E. H. Williams and
the Louisiana Federation of Labor.

Q

Father Vincent (^Connell

was the "sparkplug behind the scene" in organizing the strawberry

®

Times Picayune, May 19, 1951, ibid.

^ Joseph Francis Rummel to Marion T. Fanally and
Charles Sinagra, telegram on May 19, 1951, ibid.; Joseph Francis
Rummel to John Simpson, May 18, 1951, ibid.
8 H. L. Mitchell, mimeographed "A Letter to Judge
Barnes," June 11, 1953, Southern Tenant Farmers Union Papers,
Box 68, Folder 1327, Southern Collection, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. Hereinafter cited as STFU, 68:1327.

cooperatives, Mitchell said.®

Simply by "talking strawberries,"

O ’Connell says, the formerly hostile Catholics, Baptists,
Negroes, Anglo-Saxons, Hungarians, and Italians united and formed
a cooperative.

In time shallot, pepper, potato, and small cane

farmers, too, organized for greater economic g a i n s . E .

H.

Williams referred the strawberry farmers to H. L. Mitchell’s
National Farm Labor Union,^ which in August, 1951, reported
that 1,691 members of the vegetable and fruit producers local
in Hammond had joined the NFLU.*-^
Even though Mitchell optimistically reported registra
tion of 1,691 new members in the Hammond local and talked of
a combined effort by the Louisiana Federation of Labor and the
Catholic Church to organize cane field workers, signs in
September, 1951, indicated the resurgence of chronic economic
problems.13

In August Mrs. Mitchell sold her Alexandria,

9 Ibid.« tape-recorded interview on June 23, 1970,
in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Vincent O ’Connell, tape-recorded interview on
April 4, 1972, with Bishop Joseph Vath, Monsignor Charles J.
Plauche, and Reverend O ’Connell in New Orleans. Hereinafter
cited as O ’Connell, VPO interview, April 4, 1972.
H. L. Mitchell, mimeographed "A Letter to Judge
Barnes," June 11, 1953, STFU, 68:1327.
^
Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, August 28, 1951,
STFU, 66:1272.
H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, September 12,
1951, STFU, 66:1273.

Virginia, house, which she found "too big to keep up,"^1* and
in late October Mitchell reported:

"For the first time in a

number of years it appears that we shall not be able to meet
our monthly payroll in full."^

The next month while awaiting

dues from the Hammond local, the NFLU paid part of everyoneTs
salary, but dissention among dairy farmers over management of
the milk plant denied the agricultural union its primary source
of dues.^

In January, 1952, the NFLU laid off three employees,

ceased printing Farm Labor News, and cut its budget to $4,000
per month.
At its Memphis convention in December, 1951, the
*

NFLU changed its name to the National Agricultural Workers
Union (NAWU). The resolution effecting the change stated that
the new name would indicate to the public that the group did
not represent migratory farm workers only —

that tractor

drivers, for example, also qualified for m e m b e r s h i p . 0*Connell

I1* Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, August 28, 1951,
STFU, 66:1272.
H. L. Mitchell to all NFLU Organizers and Members
of the National Executive Council, October 29, 1951, STFU,
66:1274.
^
Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, November 1, 1951,
STFU, 66:1275.
^
H. L. Mitchell to All Members of the National Execu
tive Council, January 22, 1952, STFU, 66:1289.
"Proceedings-17th National Convention, NFLU-AFL,
Memphis, Tennessee, December 8-9, 1951, STFU, 66:1276-A.

had suggested a newer and more descriptive title for the group
with whom he worked so closely.

19

Before approving the change,

the American Federation of Labor wanted guarantees that the
modification did not alter the NFLU’s jurisdictional or territorial status. 20

While awaiting AFL approval of the change,

Mitchell’s organization used its old official title formally
and the new name informally until it was sanctioned by the
parent union. 21

In August the NAWU newspaper, the Agricul-

tural Unionist, replaced the old NFLU Farm Labor News.2?
Henry Hasiwar, the National Agricultural Workers
Union’s key man in Louisiana and a Roman Catholic, maintained
close contacts not only with Father O ’Connell but also with
Archbishop Rummel and the chancery office.

The Chancellor,

Monsignor Charles J. Plauche, recalls that Hasiwar often came
to his office.

Plauche half-jokingly tells how the Vice-

Chancellor, Monsignor Raymond Wegmann, who was less impressed

19

Vincent O ’Connell, VPO interview, April 9, 1972.

2® William Green to H. L. Mitchell, February 13,
1952, STFU, 66:1291.
21

Ibid., May 27, 1952, STFU, 67:1303.

22 The Agricultural Unionist, August, 1952, STFU,
Microfilm, Roll 58. Hereinafter cited as STFU, Roll 58.

with labor leaders than the Chancellor, accused him of
referring to Hasiwar as Saint Hank.23
In January and February of 1952, Hasiwar devoted full
time to strawberry operations in Hammond prior to the beginning
of the harvest season in March. ^

In late February the

executive board of Fruit and Vegetable Producers Union, Local
312 of the NAWU, voted to picket six handlers who had not
signed union agreements.

The local hoped to stop the movement

of berries to non-union handlers, but in Ponchatoula the
association sponsored by the Louisiana Farm Bureau posed a
serious challenge to this objective.^

Feeling more confident

now that Hasiwar was in Louisiana, Mitchell nonetheless cautioned
his colleague against becoming party to any contracts or agree-

pc
ments signed by the local.
The NAWU strategy, Hasiwar said, was to split the
opposition of non-union berry handlers and the association
sponsored by the Louisiana Farm Bureau.
action against the Farm Bureau itself:

He urged taking no
"We can . . . use the

23 Charles J. Plauche, tape-recorded interview on
March 22, 1972, in New Orleans, Louisiana.
^
Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, January 7, 1952,
STFU, 66:1287.

ibid.

25

Ibid.* February 22, 1952, STFU, 66:1293.

2b

H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, February 25, 1952,

Church to move in on them," he said.
?7

Catholic." '

"The leaders of it are

Late in February Hasiwar reported winning a big

victory over the Farm Bureau group in Ponchatoula with the
help of Father O ’Connell, who persuaded the group to accept
the union arrangement.

After the Farm Bureau acquiesced,

other handlers of fresh berries signed agreements with the
union.

The peaceful nature of the strike and O ’Connell’s

assurances that there were no Communists in the NAWU impressed
the handlers.

Predicting $2,000 per month in dues once the

union won over the frozen-pack handlers, Hasiwar told Mitchell:

no

”1 hope this makes your ulcer better.”co

By early March of

1952 Hasiwar planned to expand into the strawberry-growing
areas of Arkansas and Tennessee, and he asked Art Churchill
of the Mid-South office to familiarize himself with the straw
berry industry there.

Meanwhile, Hasiwar used political

influence in an attempt to gain clearance from the State Board
of Health for the Bogalusa dairy local.28
At the same time that Hasiwar reported success with the
new strawberry local, he probed along the periphery of the Cane
Curtain, staying at first close to the protective cover of the

27 Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, December 26, 1952,
STFU, 67:1313.
28

Ibid., February 25, 1952, STFU, 66:1293.

2^ Henry Hasiwar to Arthur Churchill, March 2, 1952,
STFU, 67:1294.

Catholic Church.

One hundred and ten cane field workers joined

the union and paid dues at a meeting in a Catholic church hall
in Reserve on January 6, 1952. 30

In February Hasiwar planned

to meet Father 0 TConnell on the "sugar cane deal," 31^ and a
few days later he added:

"Of course, you know the church will

be calling the shots in that area."

32

News of Catholic Church

support for the unionTs cane-worker drive circulated widely
and caused excitement even among union members who were Protestant preachers. 33
Archbishop RummelTs final disposition of the philo
sophical debate over whether Catholics could in good conscience
take the NAWU oath reveals features about the prelate’s prag
matic liberalism and indicates the extent of his involvement
with the National Agricultural Workers Union.

The controversy

over the oath arose after a priest inquired about the commit
ment implied by Catholics swearing to secrecy and to giving
aid, even at the risk of their lives, to fellow union members.3I+

30 Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, January 7, 1952,
STFU, 66:1287.
31

Ibid., February 22, 1952, STFU, 66:1293.

^

Ibid., February 25, 1952.

^
F. R. Betton to Arthur Churchill, January 21, 1952,
STFU, 66:1289.
3^ John L. Curran to Joseph Francis Rummel, March 5,
1952, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."

After writing to several eminent church authorities, 35 the
Archbishop told the priest that he would clarify the issue after
hearing from the experts.

In the meantime, his parishioners

could take the oath, one that was similar to the type used in
other union initiations, ” . . . with the mental reservation
that secrecy is not binding in the confessional or even in the
3
case of confidential inquiry for spiritual and moral guidance.”
Since the church scholars he had consulted informed him of some
general objections to such oaths,

37

the Archbishop forwarded

his correspondence file on the subject to Father O'Connell with
a suggestion that he use his influence to have the oath modi
fied if possible.^
what he could.39

O'Connell told his superior he would do

H. L. Mitchell assured the Irish priest that

the oath, though perhaps based in part on a Freemasonry cere
mony, had no anti-Catholic connotations.90

This apparently

Joseph Francis Rummel to Hubert Louis Motry, March
18, 1952, ibid.; Joseph Francis Rummel to John F. Cronin,
ibid.
3 fi

Joseph Francis Rummel to John Curran, ibid.

37

John F. Cronin to Joseph Francis Rummel, March 20,
1952, ibid.; Hubert Louis Motry to Joseph Francis Rummel,
March 28, 1952, ibid.
3ft

Joseph Francis Rummel to Vincent O'Connell, March
31, 1952, ibid.
39 Vincent O'Connell to Joseph Francis Rummel, April
6, 1952, ibid.
99

H. L. Mitchell, interview, June 23, 1970.

ended the controversy over the union oath until the American
Sugar Cane League decided as part of its anti-union campaign
to publicize its provisions.
Members of the Louisiana Federation of Labor invited
the National Agricultural Workers Union president to attend its
convention on April 7-10, 1952, in Baton Rouge,^ but Mitchell
hp

was unable to do so and requested that Hasiwar represent him. c
Hasiwar addressed the group and discussed the formation of Local
312 in Hammond and efforts in the cane country where workers
received less than half what unionized workers in Hawaii
earned.^

While returning from the convention with Father

O ’Connell one night, Hasiwar was involved in an accident on
the Airline Highway between New Orleans and Baton Rouge.

He

swerved his new Mercury to avoid striking another car and
turned over several times before the car stopped upside down
beside a muddy ditch.

Before collapsing with a serious back

injury, O ’Connell helped remove Hasiwar, who suffered a broken
right shoulder.^

A week later Hasiwar was up and about, making

^
E. J. Bourg to H. L. Mitchell, February 22, 1952,
STFU, 67:1293.
H. L. Mitchell to E. J. Bourg, March 11, 1952,
STFU, 67:1294.
hQ
Farm Labor News. June, 1952, STFU, Roll 58.
iiii

Dorothy Dowe to Arthur Churchill, April 14, 1952,
STFU, 67:1298; Vincent O ’Connell, interview, April 4, 1972.

his rounds in a borrowed car with his wife acting as chauffeur,
but O ’Connell's injuries kept him for a longer stay in the
hospital.^
Not all Catholic laymen or clergymen agreed with Arch
bishop Rummel’s approach to the agricultural labor movement.
In areas where clergymen sided with Catholic sugar growers
ideological clashes within the church often caused considerable
friction.

Two older priests in the sugar country, who were

unable "to take the larger view on labor matters," Monsignor
Dominic Perino of Holy Savior in Lockport and Monsignor Jean
M. Eyraud of St. Peter’s in Reserve, disagreed with the labor
views of younger priests assigned to assist them.1*® Monsignor
Perino, who was not familiar with the labor movement, was
friendly with generous Catholic growers in the area and assumed
that they paid wages as high as they could afford.

According

to Father O'Connell, T. M. Barker, manager of Valentine Sugars
near Lockport and member of a prominent Catholic family,
shocked Perino when he told Father O ’Connell that Bayou Lafourche
would run red with blood before the sugar industry would become
unionized.^

"Mister Barker does not look favorably upon any

^
H. L. Mitchell to William Becker, April 16, 1952,
STFU, 67:1298.
Charles J. Plauche, interview, March 22, 1972.
^
Vincent O ’Connell, VPO interview, April 4, 1972;
Vincent O'Connell, interview, September 11, 1970.
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attempt to organize his workers," O ’Connell wrote to the Arch
bishop; "in fact, he spoke in terms of violent opposition."1*®
Barker, who chaired the labor committee of the American Sugar
Cane League, agreed to grant O ’Connell and Raymond Witte of
Loyola University a hearing before the sugar growers, and
O ’Connell asked the NAWU to hold off organizing efforts in
the Lockport area in the meantime.11'®
Later in April, 1952, T. M. Barker appeared before
the Sugar Cane League’s executive board committee and
presented O ’Connell’s promise, made to the AFL convention
in Baton Rouge, to organize farm workers of the state.

Barker

read to the committee a statement drafted by his Labor Commit
tee in response to O ’Connell’s declaration.

Wallace C. Kemper,

veteran member of the organization, urged avoiding a war of
words with the articulate and aggressive O ’Connell prior to
the wage hearing scheduled for July.

His observations indicate

the type of assistance that Louisiana State University agri
cultural economist J. Norman Efferson rendered, as well as
some League members’ lack of confidence in their wage policies:
We do not have a good case. If I thought we
had a good case I would love to go in and swing
and make our case public. Our case is bad. If
you answer them again very definitely you have

Vincent O ’Connell to Joseph Francis Rummel, April
6, 1952, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."
“9

ib id .

invited an attack, whereas, at the minute, in the
absence of an answer, it is dead. At the meeting
it was discussed how it was best to answer and
with the advice of Dr. Efferson who hopes to give
us some figures on labor costs and other facts we
hope to have a good case to present at the hearing
in July.
Even after Barker had won a 9 to 7 vote of approval for his
proposal, he had misgivings himself because so many members had
doubts about giving O ’Connell another chance to fire verbal
blasts at the League.
the priest and said:

Barker agreed to postpone responding to
"Dr. Efferson is endeavoring to obtain

the Bureau of Agricultural Economics statistics on wages paid
by the cotton, rice, and other industries throughout the
southeast.
T. M. Barker said recently that he did not remember
any fiery exchanges with O ’Connell, but recalled disagreements
over labor matters with Father Jerome Drolet and with Father
Roy Patterson, Monsignor Perino’s young assistant pastor at
Holy Savior.

In view of the fact that Valentine Sugars already

had a union, Barker wondered why O ’Connell attributed to him
the statement about resisting unionization.

Barker respected

the young assistant for his dedication and idealism but felt
that he did not understand the problems of the sugar industry.

American Sugar Cane League, Minutes of Executive
Committee Meeting, April 30, 1952, pp. 3-6. The Sugar
Archives, Microfilm, Reel 11.

He recalled that some growers quit going to church because of
Patterson's pro-labor sermons and admits that he probably
dodged the young priest's comments by attending a mass at a
different hour.^

Parishioners of Holy Savior Parish generally

believed that Father Patterson did not remain long in the
parish because of his differences of opinion with the pastor
and with sugar planters, some of whom defiantly walked out of
church during his sermons.
Farther north along Bayou Lafourche in the cane country,
Father Drolet, too, differed with some members of his congre
gation for his even more pointed and direct remarks about
labor and strikes. 52

On one occasion Drolet received intimi

dating threats, and Lewis Edwards and Casel Jones, the burly
Baptist sergeants-at-arms of Local 312, came over with their
C O

shotguns to gurad the CIO padre at the St. Charles rectory.
Drolet feels that this intimidation has been exaggerated, that
at most "O'Connell’s boys" spent a night watching over the area

^
T. M. Barker, tape-recorded interview, May 10,
1972. The union Mr. Barker referred to was the Valentine
Independent Union, a company union.
52
^

Vincent O'Connell, VPO interview, April 4, 1972.
Ibid., interview, September 11, 1970.

and that one of his parishioners spent about a week at the
rectory with him.^^
Hasiwar’s accident delayed the union’s Louisiana
operation and led to consideration of alternative proposals
by H. L. Mitchell and his two most trusted lieutenants,
Galarza and Hasiwar.

By the end of April Hasiwar was

recovering from his injuries, but he was running behind
schedule in organizing sugar workers.^

In evaluating the

union’s financial status the NAWU leaders toyed with the idea
of leaving the AFL and asking Walter Reuther of the CIO for
CC
money to continue operations in the Imperial Valley. ° But
the NAWU triumvirate apparently decided that Galarza would
join Hasiwar in Louisiana where a big union drive would be
, 57
made.
In November the Justice Department notified Louisiana
Fruit and Vegetable Producers Union, Local 312 of the NAWU,
that it would examine records of the union for alleged violations

^
Jerome Drolet, interview, March 20, 1972, in New
Orleans, Louisiana.
^
Henry Hasiwar to Arthur Churchill, April 22, 1952,
STFU, 67:1299.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, April 21, 1952,
STFU, 67:1298.
^
/Ernesto Galarza7 to Henry Hasiwar, June 3, 1952,
STFU, 67:1304.

C O

of the anti-trust laws.

George Forstall, President of Local

312, reported that Federal Bureau of Investigation agents had
come by and looked at correspondence, minute books, and contracts
in his office, and he wondered whether Mitchell could determine
the reason for the investigation.

cq

Mitchell suggested to the

AFL director of organization in the South that Senator Allen
Ellender might have encouraged the move.

As if to reassure

himself, Mitchell said that since the union was a cooperative
marketing project which guaranteed producers the right to
organize, bargain, and market their products cooperatively
within the jurisdiction of the Capper-Volstead Act, nothing
would come of the probe.

He added ominously:

"It may be

necessary however to set up the marketing arrangement as a
cooperative association separately."^

He admitted that the

union controlled the auction of strawberries in conjunction
with handlers in violation of the anti-trust laws and told
Forstall to send copies of records the FBI had confiscated.

H. G. Morison to Louisiana Fruit and Vegetable
Producers Union, March 28, 1952, STFU, 67:1302.
cq
George Forstall to H. L. Mitchell, May 22, 1952,
ibid.
H. L. Mitchell to J. L. Rhodes, May 27, 1952,
STFU, 67:1303.

Answering this charge, he acknowledged, ” . . .

could be a

tough one for us . . . ." ^
From time to time Local 312 picketed strawberry hand
lers who had not signed union agreements or those who reneged
on their earlier commitments.

jn June, 1952, Father John L.

Curran, Pastor of St. Joseph's Parish in Ponchatoula, whose
tone indicated an anti-union attitude, reported to the Arch
bishop that Local 312 had pressured his parishioner Cyprian
Dufresche, Sr., a small buyer in the area.

Curran enclosed a

clipping from the anti-union Denham Springs News that criti
cized Casel Jones and Lewis Edwards for picketing Henry Wall,
who signed and later broke his agreement with the union.

Most

shocking of all, Curran said, a Catholic priest stood in the
union picket line.®^

No doubt aware of Father Curran's views,

the Archbishop pointed out that newspaper clippings often
revealed little about a controversy and suggested that Curran
and other priests in the area form a committee to consult with
C h

the opposing sides in the dispute. ^

6*- H. L. Mitchell to George Forstall, May 28, 1952,
ibid.
^
Henry Hasiwar to Arthur Churchill, June 5, 1952,
STFU, 67:1304.
CO
John L. Curran to Joseph Francis Rummel, June 14,
1952, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."
^
Joseph Francis Rummel to John L. Curran, June 18,
1952, ibid.

In June, 1952, Local 312 picketed Henry Wall for repud
iating an agreement he had signed earlier.

Local 312 answered

Wall’s charge that the union did little besides collect dues
by pointing out that the new auction arrangement brought higher
prices for berries.^

The movement against Wall soon spread

and became a general attempt to halt the shipment of berries.
The two-week effort ended after authorities arrested union
members and jailed them briefly in Ponchatoula.®®

Union leaders,

whose overnight stay in jail was inconvenienced by bedbugs,
offered $100.00 to clean up the town’s lockup if some civicminded person or organization matched their contribution.
Hoping not to become involved in a court case but not really
expecting conciliation to resolve the impasse, Hasiwar reported
that handlers were unwilling to negotiate until the union
removed all pickets.

With little settled by the end of the

strawberry season after the first week of July, Hasiwar planned
to return to organizing sugar cane workers and shallot (green
cn

onion) farmers as well.

Handbill of Louisiana Fruit and Vegetable Producers
Union, AFL, June, 1952, STFU, 67:1305.
®®

H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, June 24, 1952,

ibid.
Agricultural Unionist, August, 1952, STFU, Roll 58.
Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, July 1, 1952,
STFU, 67:1306.

The Catholic Church participated actively in organizing
shallot farmers and heard complaints from Catholics who felt
that unionization was against their economic interests.

Father

Roland Boudreaux, pastor of Our Lady of Prompt Succor Church
in Chackbay, a shallot-growing center near Thibodaux, cooper
ated with farmers interested in banding together for their
mutual interest after World War II.

Later when O ’Connell and

the NAWU became active and encouraged growers to market their
own shallots, the Lafourche Parish Farm Bureau and shippers
and buyers protested.

Some anti-union parishioners stopped
CQ
coming to church for a while.
Jac Bokenfohr, a fresh-vegetable shipper, complained

to Archbishop Rummel that Father 0 TConnell, who knew nothing
about the shallot industry, told a group of growers in Chack
bay that they should join the union because shippers and
handlers in the Thibodaux area cheated them.

Bokenfohr, who

mentioned his own Catholic background and education, called
0 ,Connellts actions un-Christian and said he hoped that at
future meetings priests would not resort to the same propa
ganda.^®

After nearly a month’s lapse, Bokenfohr, who received

69

Roland Boudreaux, interview on April ty, 1972,
Lutcher, Louisiana.
Jac Bokenfohr to Joseph Francis Rummel, July 19,
1952, JFR Papers, ’’Farmers Union.”

no response from the Archbishop, wrote:

"As a member of your

flock, I believe I am entitled to a r e p l y . T h e Archbishop
then checked with O ’Connell who told his superior that he had
indeed encouraged farmers to join the NAWU at the meetings held
in parish halls at the invitation of local pastors.

Shippers

and handlers attended and heckled the speakers, he said, but no
one said what ” . . .Mr. Bokenfohr seems to wish that I had
said."

O ’Connell ended with a request for an opportunity to

discuss farm labor matters with the Archbishop at his convenxence.72
After organizational meetings at Our Lady of Prompt
Succor Church in Chackbay, Local 312 formed the Lafourche
Union Cooperative Growers’ Association.

In their spare time

members L. C. Bourgeois and others constructed a 20-by-10*i foot
packing shed, and on October 12, 1952, Auxiliary Bishop L.
Abel Caillouet dedicated it in Thibodaux amid considerable
fanfare.

Father Drolet, acting as master of ceremonies, said

the occasion marked the beginning of a new deal for shallot
growers.

Hasiwar also spoke to the group, and Thibodaux

College, the local Catholic high school, provided band music.

^
7P

Ibid., August 11, 1952.

Vincent O ’Connell to Joseph Francis Rummel, August
23, 1951/27, ibid.

Joseph Geralomo of Kenner marketed the produce of the fortytwo-member cooperative.7 8
With the help of priests the co-op idea spread rapidly.
In December Father Alexander Sigur of Lafayette conducted a
meeting of shallot growers in the Lafayette-St. Martinville
area, and Father Boudreaux took a bus load of people from
Chackbay to a meeting in Cecilia, near Lafayette.

The south

west Louisiana shallot farmers joined Local 312 after the
meetings.^

In addition to Drolet, Boudreaux, and Sigur,

other priests active in the movement were Reverend Marvin
Bordelon of Simmesport, Reverend Adelard Auclair of Cecilia,
Reverend John R. Timpany of Arnaudville, and Reverend John
Coyne of Breaux Bridge.

In meetings on December 17, 22, and

29, 1952, the priests, together with E. H. Williams of the
Louisiana Federation of Labor who sat in on one session, Hank
Hasiwar and members of the Hammond local, along with vocational
agricultural teachers Roland Bordelon, J. Oubre, and Joe
Guidry, hammered out an agreement for membership in the biracial co-operative.^

A . Jackson, unidentified clipping, n.d., Drolet
Scrapbook; The Union Farmer, October, 1952, STFU, Roll 58.
^

The Union Farmer, January, 1953, STFU, Roll 58.

^
Catholic Action of the South, January 8, 1953,
in Drolet Scrapbook.

Hasiwar asked the AFL to assign a French-speaking
organizer among the shallot farmers and pointed out that
" . . . these Frenchmen are a little more complicated to deal
with than the Hammond group."

7 fi

In publicizing plans for

organizing Louisiana, Mitchell, too, stressed the need for
French-speaking organizers that would be assisted by " . . .
the Catholic Priests in the area who are anxious to stop the
victimization of the shallot growers."77

In August of 1952

Hasiwar reported needing organizers badly, especially those
who could understand "that bastard French,"

70

as he described

the Cajun French patois spoken in South Louisiana.

"Shallots

going slowly," he wrote, "because of language barrier." 7Q3

In

December he mentioned meeting cabbage farmers in Breaux Bridge:
"These boys jumped at our set up," because buyers had " . . .
ganged up on them."
he reported:
stops."80

In speaking of the Breaux Bridge situation,

"We will also have the priests along as the back

Seven priests attended the meetings and helped in

Henry Hasiwar to Lew Rhoades /Rhodes/, August 20,
1952, STFU, 67:1309.
U
H. L. Mitchell, "Agricultural Organization in Louis
iana," /19S3/, STFU, 69:1343a.
78 Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, December 26, 1952,
STFU, 67:1313.
79

Ibid.. August 19, 1952, STFU, 67:1309.

80

Ibid., December 6, 1952, STFU, 67:1313.

the French translations.

"Otherwise," Hasiwar wrote, "I would

have been lost."®-*Joe Guidry, "a regular Cajun" and the leader in the
Breaux Bridge area, seemed like a natural-born organizer to
Hasiwar, who sought ways to hire him on a full-time basis.
Guidry, a World War II air force captain who flew missions in
the South Pacific, studied at Southwestern Louisiana Institute
to become a vocational agricultural teacher.

It was also in

Lafayette that he later helped the first black man to integrate
his alma mater. 82
In August, 1952, the agricultural labor movement in
Louisiana suffered a major setback when Father O ’Connell left
for a new assignment in St. Paul, Minnesota.

His leaving,

Hasiwar wrote, would "severely cramp our organizational pattern
for the plantation workers in the sugar cane industry . . . .
Actually, I feel that without the active support of the Church
in sugar cane, it makes it almost impossible to go ahead with
our plans in the sugar industry.

Father O ’Connell was our all

important anchorman in this drive."

Convinced that O ’Connell's

labor activity prompted his reassignment at the urging of
Dixiecrats and anti-union pressures, Hasiwar felt that the union

^

Ibid.. December 20, 1952.
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Ibid., December 26, 1952; Henry Fleischman, mimeo
graphed National Labor Service news release, March, 1958, STFU,
Roll 39.

should I'ight back, but did not know how.88

Mitchell, likewise

sure that O ’Connell had been ’’kicked upstairs,” spoke to
Monsignor George Higgins who told him that any action by the
union in church affairs could reflect unfavorably on Father
O ’Connell.84
O ’Connell no doubt harbors mild resentment about the
circumstances of his being assigned pastor of a big parish in
St. Paul.

If he believes Catholic laymen and conservative

clergymen in the Archdiocese of New Orleans exerted pressure
and had him removed since they objected to his labor views,
he does not discuss these opinions publicly.

Because his

provincial in Minnesota told him not to become involved in that
’’labor stuff," he became a spectator until a new superior, who
came along later, had no objection to his active participation
in the affairs of the Farm Labor Party in Minnesota. 85
Of one thing O ’Connell is more certain--that as a
member of a religious order he enjoyed for about twelve years
more independence than regular diocesan priests assigned to
particular parishes, where they were sometimes subject to
direct pressure from the parishioners.

Once he had been assigned

88 Henry Hasiwar to George Higgins, August 1, 1952,
STFU, 67:1308.
84

H. L. Mitchell, interview, June 23, 1970.

88 Vincent O ’Connell, interview, September 11, 1970;
Ibid., VPO interview, April 9, 1972.

chairman of the Social Action Committee, he became the person
to whom pastors brought problems related to race and labor.
Priests deferred to him, knowing that he had the knowledge and
training to handle such matters and the trust and support of
the Archbishop behind him.^®

As a teacher at Notre Dame

Seminary O ’Connell could use his classroom as a forum and
sounding board for discussing sensitive matters. ^
Fortunately for Mitchell’s union, Archbishop Rummel
QO
found a capable replacement for Father O ’Connell.
The
Archbishop, too, had relied on and trusted in the judgment and
ability of Father O ’Connell, who could be forceful at times,
yet tactful and diplomatic when the situation called for
magnanimity.

His replacement as chairman of the Social Action

Committee, the Jesuit Louis J. Twomey, in time won the same
respect from Archbishop Rummel, whom he personally represented
on numerous social action matters.^®

Twomey came to Loyola

mainly because O ’Connell’s teaching job in the seminary prevented
his accepting the post at Loyola as head of the Industrial

Ibid., VPO interview.
Joseph Vath, VPO interview.
H. L. Mitchell, "The People at the Bottom of Our
Agricultural Ladder," October 7, 1952, STFU, 67:1311. The
NAWU presented O ’Connell a gold membership card "for his out
standing services to the Union."
Charles J. Plauche, interview, March 22, 1972,
and VPO interview, April 4, 1972.

Relations Department.

To fill the vacancy the Reverend Thomas

Shields, President of Loyola, asked that Twomey be transferred
from Tampa, Florida.

He then sent Twomey to St. Louis Univer

sity for training before assigning him as head of the Industrial
Relations Department.

When Twomey arrived in New Orleans,

O ’Connell introduced him to many labor leaders, industrialists,
and priests active in the Archdiocesan area.90
In August, 1952, the NAWU conducted meetings among
shallot growers, and Hasiwar reported success in organizing
sugar cane workers.

After signing up one hundred new members

in Raceland along Bayou Lafourche, he commented:
are hot. "91-

"These boys

He told AFL officials that he had picked up 350

members on several plantations without any trouble and predicted
that within a year the NAWU would be set to "move in" on the
sugar industry.92

The National Sharecroppers Fund, a major

contributor to the NAWU, based its fund-raising appeal on the
Louisiana sugar cane workers and enjoyed success even before
Q O

the union did.

90

The American Sugar Cane League took up the

Vincent O ’Connell, VPO interview.

9^ Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, August 19, 1952,
STFU, 67:1309.
92 Henry Hasiwar to Lew Rhoades /Rhodes/, August 20,
1952, ibid.
93 National Sharecroppers Fund, "Minutes of Board of
Directors Meeting," June 18, 1952, STFU, 67:1305.

matter of the National SharecroppersT Fund pamphlet at several
sessions of its executive committee meetings.

In May T. M.

Barker recommended asking for some kind of government investi
gation of the pamphlet."

In August the group had gathered

evidence with which it hoped to prove that the NSF, by distri
buting fallacious information, had employed fraudulent means
of soliciting money. 95

Prior to the annual wage hearings

conducted by the Department of Agriculture in July to determine
wages for the approaching sugar cane season, Hasiwar gathered
data from workers in Louisiana while Mitchell in Washington
studied the legal ramifications of the Sugar Act.

The NAWU

president wondered what personal interest Louisiana Senator
Allen Ellender had in the sugar industry."
Mitchell shared with his colleagues knowledge gained
from years of dealing with the agricultural bureaucracy as the
NAWU moved closer to a confrontation with the sugar interest
in Louisiana.

At the hearings that summer Hasiwar and Ray

Witte, Loyola University Professor and member of the Catholic
Committee of the South, told officials at the Thibodaux meeting

94 American Sugar Cane League, Minutes of Executive
Committee Meeting, May 28, 1952, p. 4, The Sugar Archives,
Microfilm, Reel 11.
"

Ibid., August 27, 1952, pp. 5-6.

h . L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, July 3, 1952,
STFU, 67:1306.

that setting wages at starvation rates without giving workers
a chance to be heard was unjust and immoral.^

The USDA

people, Mitchell cautioned, were mainly Farm Bureau appointees.
He also told Hasiwar that farm workers had short memories and
that he should act while they were fired up with enthusiasm.
But he warned that Hasiwar should not become too involved in
their affairs and become too much one of them.

Mindful of

Hasiwar's personal sympathy for the poor, Mitchell told him
not to become unduly concerned about cane workers who lost
their jobs for joining the union, since, ” . . .

if they are

driven out, they will be a damn sight better off personally
no

than they are now."30

To Galarza, Mitchell expressed hope

that the NAWU would prosper and that the research director
could soon relieve the president of the tedious and technical
QQ

task of studying the Sugar Act, a job Mitchell did not enjoy. 3
Mitchell said that the 1952 sugar report he sent to
the Secretary of Agriculture presented facts not brought out
at the wage hearing in Thibodaux in July.

He justified higher

wages for workers on the grounds that the sugar industry was
heavily subsidized and that the USDA adjusted growers' contracts

^

The Union Farmer, October, 1952, STFU, Roll 58.

H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, August 9, 1952,
STFU, 67:1308, August /2/0, 1952, STFU, 67:1309.
99 H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, August 28,
1952, STFU, 67:1309.

when

sugar

prices fell.

He pointed out that Florida sugar

workers received higher wages than their Louisiana counterparts,
heretofore not adequately represented at the hearings.
In Assumption Parish along Bayou Lafourche the NAWU
organizational campaign moved on a confrontation course with
Clarence Savoie, a wealthy and influential planter who was also
a member of the state legislature.

With help from the Catholic

Church the union won a pyrrhic victory in this first encounter
with Savoie, who resented the influence of local priests that
assisted the NAWU.

In Bertrandville, near Napoleonville, the

Josephite priest, Harry J. Maloney of St. Benedict the Moor
Church, a black Catholic parish, encouraged his parishioners
to join the u n i o n . T h i s angered some local Catholic growers
who requested that Archbishop Rummel remove Maloney. 102

Local

priests had given Savoie conflicting reports on the likelihood
of his pressuring the Archbishop to oust the Josephite.
Instead of removing Maloney, the prelate called him in
for a conference.

The priest reported that Savoie was about

H. L. Mitchell Memorandum to Charles F. Brannan,
August 29, 1952, ibid.
Charles J. Plauche, interview, March 22, 1972.
^-02 Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, October 31,
1952, STFU, 67:1311.
1 03

Notes of report by Harry J. Maloney to Joseph
Francis Rummel, in New Orleans on October 31, 1952, JFR Papers,
"Fa rmers Union."

seventy-five-years-old, controlled many thousands of acres in
Assumption Parish, and suffered from a serious heart condition.
He had been away from the sacraments for twenty-eight years
when he went to Hotel Dieu Hospital for treatment, where
Father Henry Holleman brought him back into the fold.^01*
Encouraged by Archbishop Rummel’s refusal to remove
Father Maloney, Hasiwar told E. H. Williams that if he saw
Clarence Savoie he should ask him if he was ready to sit down
and negotiate with the NAWU.

"We got his people organized,"

Hasiwar said with obvious delight.105

To facilitate organi

zational work in the cane country Hasiwar and his followers
had formed the Sugar Cane Workers Organizing Committee earlier
in 1952.106

In August, 1952, Hasiwar reported that thirty-

five laborers signed union application cards for membership
following a meeting near Plattenville. 107

Workers signed up

by the committee became members of Local 312.

Ibid.; T. Harry Williams, Huey Long (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1969), 261, states that Savoie, even in the
late 1920’s, was wealthy and paternalistic, but through
flattery Huey Long made him a supporter at times of economic
measures contrary to his own self-interest.
105 Henry Hasiwar to E. H. Williams, November 19,
1952, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."
H. L. Mitchell to Members of National Executive
Board, October 3, 1952, STFU, 67:1311.
107 Henry Hasiwar, "Weekly Report," August 31, 1952,
STFU, 67:1309.

The local offices of the Department of Agriculture,
such as the Production and Marketing Administration, presented
obstacles to the NAWU.

"These parish PMA’s are really

terrible," Hasiwar wrote.
themselves."I®®

"Hell, they’re violating the Act

Hasiwar informed the Sugar Branch of the

USDA that Moise Hymel, Chairman of the St. James Parish
Production and Marketing Committee, was violating the Sugar
Act on his Gramercy, Louisiana, plantation by not giving
workers a specific lunch hour, for collecting for a group
insurance policy that did not cover the workers, and for failing
to specify other deductions made from workers’ wages.

In

Thibodaux and in Napoleonville, Production and Marketing
Administration officials refused to make unpaid-wage-claim
forms available to the NAWU.

The Lafourche and Assumption

parish offices told Henry Pelet, a CIO sugar factory worker
who helped organize field workers, that only individuals could
secure these forms.

The union, Hasiwar said, would use its own

forms containing the same information.!®®

1®® Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, November 25,
1952, ibid.; Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting, January
27, 195*+, p. 5, Sugar Archives, Microfilm, Reel 11, Gilbert
Durbin discussed at a League meeting the replacement of a
State FMA committee member, preferably a man who grew both
rice and sugar cane.
1®® Henry Hasiwar to Thomas Allen, November 3, 1952,
JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."

When Mitchell wrote to Hasiwar stating that he would
check with the Sugar Division concerning Moise Hymel, he
commented on Hasiwar’s possible ulcers and cautioned him to
follow his doctor’s orders and get some rest:
case /of ulcers/ in this outfit is

e

n

o

u

g

h

.

"

H

0

"/O/ne damn
Responding to

Mitchell’s letter saying that Hasiwar had fainted, Ernesto
Galarza said if Hank had not passed out from martinis, he was
worried, adding ”If it was /the martinis/, I'm still
worried.

Later Hasiwar reported that he did not have

ulcers, and that he was feeling better since he had cut down
on his smoking and had begun taking Sundays off.H2
After the death of AFL President William Green in
November,

1 9 5 2 , m

Mitchell tried to figure ways to convince

George Meany, the new AFL leader, to continue subsidizing the
NAWU.

He planned to emphasize Catholic Church support for the

NAWU to Meany who was a Catholic.il1* The NAWU had decided at
an executive board meeting the month before to charter a sugar

HO
1952, ibid.

H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, November 28,

Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, December 1,
1952, STFU, 67:1313.
Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, December 2, 1952,
ibid.
113

Ibid.. November 22, 1952, STFU, 67:1312.
h

ibid.

. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, November 2M-, 1952,

workers local and to include sugar workers in Puerto Rico.
Hasiwar felt encouraged by CIO Packinghouse Union refinery
workers1 support of NAWU efforts among field workers
Through church influence, he felt, the NAWU would in time gain
jurisdiction over refineries and raw sugar mills as well.
lie

Mitchell doubted that this would happen,

but he nonetheless

asked Galarza what he thought of asking Walter Reuther and the
CIO for money for a union of agricultural and processing
workers if the AFL took away all NAWU subsidies.^7
Two CIO sugar refinery workers interested in the cause
of field workers aided Hasiwar in actually getting out in the
field and meeting the plantation workers.

Henry Pelet, whose

father came from Switzerland to Bayou Teche where Henry was
born, later moved to the sugar country of Bayou Lafourche.
The elder Peletfs liberal views rubbed off on his son, a
member of Local
worked from

14-22 at Supreme Sugars

six o Tclock in the morning

in Labadieville.Pelet
until two in theafter

noon at the plant and spent much of his free time contacting
workers whom he invited to union meetings at church halls, such

US
October 24,

"Minutes,” National Executive Board of the NAWU,
25, 1952, STFU, 67:1311.

H. L. Mitchell to William Becker, December 17,
1952, STFU, 67:1313.
117
1952, ibid.

H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, December 19,

as the one at St. Benedict the Moor in Bertrandville, where
Father Harry Maloney provided encouragement.

In one year

Pelet traveled 60,000 miles by automobile, organizing mostly
black workers without receiving even expense money for his
efforts. 11 8

Similarly, in the Reserve area along the Mississippi

River, Frank Lapeyrolerie, a black who worked at the Godchaux
refinery, called workers to meetings at Our Lady of Grace
Church, a black parish in Reserve, where Father Joseph G.
Turner, also a Josephite, assisted in explaining what the
labor movement could mean to workers. 119
^
As early as August, 1952, Mitchell spoke of asking
AFL President William Green to hire Henry Pelet to help Hasiwar
in Louisiana.

i?n

In November Mitchell endorsed Hasiwar's

appointment of Lapeyrolerie as secretary of the rapidlydeveloping sugar l o c a l . T h e next month Hasiwar asked for
expense money for Pelet and Lapeyrolerie, whose assistance he
i

said was invaluable.

"Both these boys haven't asked for a dime

in expense," he wrote, "and they are using gas as well as plenty

Henry Pelet, tape-recorded interview on February
29, 1972 in Thibodaux, Louisiana.
H. L. Mitchell, interview, June 23, 1970.
H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, August / 2 7 b , 1952,
STFU, 67:1309.
121

Ibid.. November 21, 1952, STFU, 67:1312.

of time." 122

On numerous occasions late in 1952 the NAWU

discussed various schemes for using George Stith, the black
organizer, in the sugar country. 1“
As the NAWU advanced in its campaigns among sugar cane
field workers and shallot farmers, H. L. Mitchell did not lose
sight of the threat posed by anti-trust action against the
strawberry local.

In December, 1952, he seemed confident that

the Louisiana strawberry growers qualified for anti-trust
exemptions afforded cooperatives under the Capper-Volstead
A c t .

129- He felt sure that a federal marketing order allowed

setting a minimum price for farm

p r o d u c t s

.-*-25

But after

consulting lawyers, Mitchell feared authorities would file a
suit against the union for conspiring to fix prices, since
Local 312 had both growers and processors on its co-ordinating
1pc
committee.
Convinced that Local 312 faced no anti-trust
convictions, Hasiwar assured him that the union did not fix
prices but merely set a minimum and that handlers were neither

-*•22 Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, December 26,
1952, STFU, 67:1313.
123

stfu,

Box 67, passim.

12U

H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, December 10,
1952, STFU, 67:1313.
■*•25

Ibid., December 16, 1952.

•*^®

Ibid.. December 17, 1952.

processors nor buyers.

127

Mitchell replied that setting mini

mum prices could be construed as price-fixing and added:
"Neither you, nor I are lawyers so we ought to get some good
legal advice . . . ."1-28
In January, 1953, MitchellTs lawyers had convinced him
that ” . . .
and " . . .

the operation now is a price fixing device . . . ”
we may get an injunction stopping the operation

once the season gets under way."I29

His attorney friend Daniel

Pollitt, after clarifying several points on the Capper-Volstead
Act, agreed to make the necessary changes in the strawberry
charter at a fee of $600 and transportation expenses to
Hammond, Louisiana .-^0

Later in the month Mitchell told union

members he was going to Hammond to set up a "bona fide co-oper
ative marketing arrangement" for Local 312 so that the union
could set minimum prices without fear of prosecution under the
anti-trust laws. 131

The note of finality in the message, indi

cative of his having finally solved the problem, perhaps

127
1952, ibid.

Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, December 20,

128
1952, ibid.

h
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1953, ibid.

. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, December 22,

Ibid., January 14, 1953, STFU, 68:1319.
Daniel Pollitt to H. L. Mitchell, January 19,

1^1 H. L. Mitchell to "Dear Sir and Brother," January
23, 1953, STFU, 68:1320.

reflected wishful thinking on the part of the NAWU leader, for
the impoverished agricultural unionfs anti-trust difficulties
were just beginning.

CHAPTER IV
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING OR CATHOLIC ACTION?
The National Agricultural Workers Unions Sugar Workers
Organizing Committee did its job well, and in January of 1953
the NAWU chartered Local 317, a sugar workers1 local.

Once

again the Catholic Church participated directly in the union
effort.

In discussing the role of priests, H. L. Mitchell wrote

to a union colleague:

"They do everything except sign up the

members and collect the dues.

There is no fear of loss of

jobs by union members, the cane planters don't dare fire them
because of the possibility of encurring £sic/ the wrath of the
church."

Mitchell said that from three to a dozen priests

attended the various union meetings at which 562 workers joined
Local 317.1
Mitchell personally presented Local 317 its charter at
its installation ceremony at Our Lady of Grace Church Hall in
Reserve on January 30, 1953.

Father Louis Twomey delivered

the principal address to union members representing sixteen
sugar-producing parishes with district offices in Napoleonville,

1 H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, February 3, 1953,
Box 68, Folder 1321 of Southern Tenant Farmers Union Papers,
in the Souther Collection, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill. Hereinafter cited as STFU, 68:1321.
-126-

p

Raceland, and Reserve.

Father Harry J. Maloney of Betrand-

ville provided school busses to transport members from the
Napoleonville area to the meeting hall provided by Father
Joseph Turner, the pastor.

The local elected Paul Chaisson,

a white, and Frank Lapeyrolerie, a black, president and vice
president, respectively.
After the sugar local became a reality, the NAWU
decided to make Louisiana the center of its operations.

In

its request for aid from the AFLTs Catholic leader George
Meany, it planned to publicize support for the NAWU from the
church in Louisiana.

Mitchell said that a diplomatic letter

to Meany from "someone high in the New Orleans Diocese"
suggesting that the AFL continue its subsidy to the NAWU
would help.

He also specified that if Meany sent someone to

investigate conditions in Louisiana, he should meet priests
like Louis Twomey, Alexander Sigur, and the Archbishop if
possible, for " . . .

he would be more impressed with the

church angle than with the workers themselves."

Though not

giving up in California, Mitchell stressed that the NAWU must

2

The Union Farmer, February, 1953, Southern Tenant
Farmers Union microfilm, Roll 58. Hereinafter cited as STFU,
Roll 58.
^

Ibid., March, 1953, ibid.

" . . . make it plain that the first job is to be done in
LL
Louisiana and afterwards Calfiornia."
Hasiwar reported later that he had asked the Chan
cellor of the Archdiocese of New Orleans and E. H. Williams of
the State Federation of Labor to write to George Meany along
the lines suggested by Mitchell.^

Mitchell requested aid for

a campaign about twice the size of anything the NAWU had
mustered over the previous years and told George Meany:

"The

support given by the Catholic Church to the Union*s campaign
in rural Louisiana is not to be discounted."®

When someone

mentioned that in the past other religious groups had contri
buted significantly to the NAWU, Mitchell replied:

"However,

we have never had any sort of local support of the type the
Catholic Church is in the position to give in rural Louisiana."
The NAWU nearly lost Henry Hasiwar, its key man in
Louisiana, in April, 1953.

Depressed by news that his father

in New York was suffering from a fatal illness and discouraged

H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill (carbon copies
also to Ernesto Galarza and Henry Hasiwar), February 9, 1953,
STFU, 68:1321.
®

Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, February 11, 1953,

ibid.
® H. L. Mitchell to George Meany, /January 6, 1953/,
STFU, 68:1318.
7 H. L. Mitchell to Nelson Cruikshank, February 16,
1953, STFU, 68:1322.

by setbacks and sacrifices demanded of him and his family,
Hasiwar planned to retire from the union to manage his
fatherTs New York oil-distributorship.

He told Galarza that

the NAWU was an anachronism. Maybe, he said, it was in ’’the
O
wrong historical slot."
The following month Mitchell told
Galarza that Meany planned to cut off all NAWU organizers.
Mitchell, who had spoken to the CIO sugar workers about joining
the NAWU, observed:
go to hell."

"If it ever works out we can tell AFL to

In the meantime Mitchell wanted Galarza to

conduct an educational campaign among the agricultural workers
in Louisiana who were inexperienced in labor matters.

They

reminded Mitchell of sharecroppers he organized in Arkansas
in 1934 and Mexican-Americans in California when Galarza first
started working there.

Hasiwar decided in early summer to

remain with the union and moved to Reserve even though Mitchell
had suggested that he settle in New Orleans.

”/Y/ou know Hank

/.He/ has to be in the center of a three ring circus to be
happy," Mitchell said.^
In June George Meany quit paying the salaries of three
NAWU organizers and instead pledged a grant of $1,200 per month

8 Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, April 29, 1953,
STFU, 68:1325.
^ H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, /May, 1953/,
STFU, 68:1333b.

to the union For one year."^

On hearing this news Galarza

told Mitchell to do everything he could to keep Hasiwar, who
had considered resigning, on the payroll:
will walk the plank."

He added:

"The rest of us

"I1!! go to Louisiana just

as soon as I am satisfied that we have burned out /our7 last
match out here and it won’t be long now."^

Mitchell

regretted having to abandon six years of work in California
but commented on union finances in his usual Micawberesque
manner.

He jokingly worried about Hasiwar, who had suggested

that George Forstall postpone his wedding plans in order to
map out strategy for organizing sweet potato farmers.
must not have any sense of humor," Mitchell said.
1p
how he keeps going without a little.

"Hank

"Don’t see

After Galarza left California in mid-summer of 1953,
the NAWU had no other organizer on the West Coast.^

For a

time the union considered sending Hasiwar to California again
and letting Joe Guidry, the Cajun organizer, supervise the

George Meany to H. L. Mitchell, June 18, 1953,
STFU, 68:1328.
Ernesto Galarza to H. L. Mitchell, June 17, 1953,
ibid.
^

H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, June 22, 1953,

ibid.
^
H. L. Mitchell to F. R. Betton, July 31, 1953,
STFU, 68:1330b.

entire Louisiana operation.^

Later at an executive board

meeting in September the NAWU apparently decided to abandon
California in favor of Louisiana and gave Local 317 jurisdic
tion over workers west of the Mississippi River and Local 312
authority over those east of the river.

Dorothy Dowe, Mitchell*

wife and the NAWU Secretary-Treasurer for many years, resigned
her position but stayed on as office secretary in the Washington
D. C. office that the union decided to maintain because legis
lation, publicity, and contacts with other labor organizations
were essential.
In December, 1952, the National Agricultural Workers
Union took its first step toward negotiation with the big
sugar interests.

Hasiwar wrote Godchaux Sugars and requested

a session to discuss wage-claim forms of union members working
for the big sugar corporation.

Noting good relations between

the company and CIO factory workers, Hasiwar expressed the hope
that the same would be true for the NAWU-Godchaux Sugars
association.*-®

The NAWU claimed that the cane growers violated

the Sugar Act by paying workers for nine hours and making them

H. L. Mitchell to C. Paul Barker, August 31, 1953,
STFU, 68:1333b.
Minutes of Executive Board Meeting of the NAWU in
New Orleans, Louisiana, September 12-13, 1953, STFU, 69:133*+a.
1C

Henry Hasiwar to Walter Godchaux, Jr., December 3,
1952, STFU, 67:1313.

put in nine and a half.*^

The union, hoping that the Department

of Agriculture would curtail benefit payments to growers until
the wage dispute had been resolved, filed charges against sugar
growers for back pay totaling $32,000.1®
felt confident this tactic would succeed,

In February Mitchell
19

but in April he

criticized the USDA for dismissing the wage claims against the
big planters.
In a rather detailed letter to Archbishop Rummel the
next month, Hasiwar reported on the progress of Local 317 and
outlined tentative plans prior to the fall cane grinding sea
son.

He acknowledged the importance of Father Harry Maloney

to the success of the movement that now claimed a membership
of over 1,000 who paid one dollar each month in dues.

Local

317, he said, maintained executive boards and field stewards
in Reserve, Raceland, Thibodaux, Houma, Labadieville, Klotsville,
and Central that permitted union members, eighty per cent of
whom were black, to attend meetings near their homes.

Also

the local maintained good race relations, and blacks held
important positions, but growers fired workers for joining the

17

H. L. Mitchell, news release, December 17, 1953,

ibid.
The Union Farmer» January, 1953, STFU, Roll 58.
1^ H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, February 3, 1953,
STFU, 68:1321.
H. L. Mitchell, news release, April 23, 1953, STFU,
68:1325.

union.

Anticipating proposed meetings with industry spokesmen

in June, union leaders studied various aspects of the sugar
industry.

21

At the July wage-price hearings conducted by the
Department of Agriculture in Thibodaux, the NAWU and other
groups called for higher pay and better working conditions
for plantation workers.

The American Sugar Cane League and

the Louisiana Farm Bureau proposed a five per cent increase
over the previous yearTs wage rates to ,Tinsure a better labor
supply."

The Catholic Daughters of America and union repre

sentatives presented facts in support of the workers1 viewpoint.

22

A Napoleonville paper objected to union demands of

one dollar per hour for skilled workers and $.75 per hour for
unskilled workers and in an editorial complained about unions
that held a "public be damned a t t i t u d e . M i t c h e l l disliked
the idea of minimum rates, for " . . .
maximum rates paid."

24-

minimums become the

For the first time spokesmen representing

21 Henry Hasiwar to Joseph Francis Rummel, May 20,
1953, Joseph Francis Rummel Papers, "Farmers Union" folder,
Archives of Archdiocese of New Orleans, 7887 Walmsley Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana. Hereinafter cited as JFR Papers.
22
P3

The Lafourche Comet (Thibodaux), July 23, 1953.
The Assumption Pioneer (Napoleonville), July 24-,

1953.
2^ H. L. Mitchell, news release, August 14-, 1953,
STFU, 68:1332.

labor questioned the validity of Louisiana State University
cost studies that perennially served as the sole authority in
the entire sugar industry and the basis for Sugar Cane League
contention that growers could ill afford wage increases.

Loyola

Professor Rudolf CoperTs criticism raised doubts about evidence
from so-called impersonal witnesses after an L. S. U. professor
became flustered by CoperTs questions about his accounting
procedures.

A black woman reported on housing conditions on

sugar cane plantations. 25

°

After Loyola Professor Raymond Witte admitted that he
could not distinguish between a stalk of cane and a stalk of
corn, T. M. Barker of the Sugar Cane League considered it ludi
crous of the professor to discuss economic phases of the sugar
industry.^

Hasiwar, speaking for the NAWU, recommended a four-

point program that included, in addition to the wage increases,
features to assist small farmers, provisions for greater super
vision of the sugar industry by the USDA, and efforts to stabi
lize the labor force in sugar cane and improve the education of

25 Raymond Witte to Joseph Francis Rummel, July 2M-,
1953, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."
26
1972.

T. M. Barker, tape-recorded interview, May 10,

the workers.

27

He sent a copy of his proposal to Archbishop

Rummel.^
In July, 1953, Local 317 sent to the biggest sugar
producers in Louisiana registered letters requesting that they
enter into collective bargaining with the union over wages and
pq

working conditions. J

The sugar growers denied that Local 317

represented plantation workers and refused to meet with its
leaders.^

The local complained that sugar planters did not

wish to bargain collectively and quoted popes from Leo XIII to
Pius XII on the right of workers to be "organized and recog
nized as an organization by their employers."^1
In mid-August the conciliator for the Louisiana Depart
ment of Labor, to whom the union had appealed, informed Local
317 that he would meet with its leaders on August 19, 1953, to
obtain detailed information regarding the controversy with sugar

27

Henry Hasiwar, "Statement," July 16, 1953, STFU,

68:1329.
2R

Henry Hasiwar to Joseph Francis Rummel, July 17,
1953, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."
29

Frank Lapeyrolerie, identical letters on July 29,
1953, to Charles A. Farwell, Walter Godchaux Jr., William McCollam, J. J. Munson, Francis Robicheaux /sic/, L. J. Rodrigue,
Clarence Savoie, Moise Hymel, and Felix Savoie, STFU, 68:1330b.
^
Godchaux Sugars« Inc. v. Chaisson et al., So. 2d
673 (1955), at 678; see also STFU, 68:1331, passim, for replies,
some of which were identical in content, from the various growers.
31 Local 317, mimeographed sugar workers bulletin,
_
/August 12, 195V , STFU, 68:1332.

growers.^

Then, in order to imply that it was already bar

gaining with the growers and had reached a stalemate, the
union, in another batch of letters to the growers, stated:
"We appreciate a point of contention raised in your letter
regarding the recognition of our union.”

To settle this

dispute, Local 317 suggested conciliation talks with officials
of the Louisiana Department of

Labor,

^3 who informed the

growers of what union records the NAWU agreed to make avail
able^1*' and scheduled a meeting with the sugar planters for
August 26, 1953, at the Civil Courts Building in New Orleans.^
Because agricultural workers were not specifically
mentioned in Louisiana laws under the definition of "employee,"
the NAWU was unable to demand that the Department of Labor
OC

compel sugar growers to attend conciliation meetings.

"We

do not believe that it would be to our agricultural employees*
best interest to be represented by such a union," a Godchaux

A. P. Harvey to Frank Lapeyrolerie, August 13,
1953, ibid.
33

Frank Lapeyrolerie to nine sugar growers (see fn.
29), August 18, 1953, STFU, 68:1333a.
A. P. Harvey to nine sugar growers (see fn. 29) ,
August 19, 1953, ibid.
L. H. Simmons to nine sugar growers (see fn. 29),
August 20, 1953, ibid.
3 fi

Godchaux Sugars, Inc. v. Chaisson et al., So. 2d
673 (1955), at 678; Frank Lapeyrolerie to Luther Simmons,
August 10, 1953, STFU, 68:1332.
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Sugars representative wrote.

Another company official stated

that holding a union election would serve no useful purpose,
because "our workers" do not want union representation and no
contention between management and labor exists.38

Claiming an

obligation to protect workers who did not wish to belong to
any union, the Godchaux official turned down conciliation
attempts by citing Louisiana law which "prohibits anyone from
taking any action whatever which would have the result of
coercing an employee to become a member of union organization."
The other growers contacted earlier refused to attend for
various reasons, and Local 317 contacted Paul Hebert, Dean of
the Louisiana State University Law School and Chairman of the
State Labor Mediation Board, for assistance in bringing about
conciliation.^
Just one day after the appeal to Dean Hebert, Hasiwar
wrote to Archbishop Rummel, detailing how Local 317 had
written letters to nine sugar producers, requesting collective
bargaining which the growers refused.

The union then turned

37 Richard McCarthy Jr. to Louisiana Department of
Labor, August 25, 1953, STFU, 68:1333b.
38 William McCollam to Frank Lapeyrolerie, August 21,
1953, STFU, 68:1333a.
3^

William McCollam to L. H. Simmons, August 23, 1953,

ibid.
^
Frank Lapeyrolerie to Paul Hebert, August 27, 1953,
STFU, 68:1333b.

to the Louisiana Department of Labor for conciliation but again
failed to entice planters in for talks.

’’The Service has no

compulsory or mandatory powers,” Hasiwar insisted, and growers
simply refused to negotiate.

The NAWU vice president mentioned

the union letter to Dean Hebert and explained to the Archbishop
that growers who had been contacted by the union raised their
wage rates at least one dollar per day.

This raise was an

indication, he felt, that T. M. Barker*s statement that growers
could not even afford a five per cent increase was completely
unfounded.

Hasiwar said that since voluntary pay increases

by the growers failed to dampen union fervor, planters such
as Clarence Savoie fired some workers and threatened to evict
others for their union activity.^

The Archbishop invited

Hasiwar in for further discussion on Friday, September 4,
1953.42
At the same time that Local 317 of the NAWU pursued
its plan for collective bargaining sessions with nine of the
largest sugar cane producers in the state, Local 312 in Hammond
grappled with anti-trust problems associated with its straw
berry marketing agreements.

On February 11, 1953, Hasiwar

expressed hope that attorney Daniel Pollitt had completed the

^
Henry Hasiwar to Joseph Francis Rummell, August
28, 1953, ibid., and in JFR Papers, ’’Farmers Union."
UP

Joseph Francis Rummel to Henry Hasiwar, September
1, 1953, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."

new handlers’ agreement, which had been planned since the first
threats of anti-trust action appeared, so that union members
would not be operating under an illegal agreement when the
strawberry harvest started the following week. M-3 A few days
later Pollitt explained that under the new setup the union
cooperative hired handlers to act as its agents.

The co-op

could require these agents to give their exclusive attention
to its members and prohibit them from handling strawberries
grown by non-union members.^

The union newspaper explained

that the changes had been made because the State of Louisiana
would grant a charter of incorporation to a co-op, but not to
a labor union.^
On May 15, 1953, C. Paul Barker of the New Orleans
law firm of Dodd, Hirsch and Barker, informed H. L. Mitchell
that the Justice Department contemplated anti-trust action
against Local 312.

Assistant Attorney General Henry Stucky

told attorney C. Paul Barker of pending action against Local
312.

Barker informed Stucky that the members were his clients

and that he would tell them to cooperate in any investigation
and make any changes necessary to comply with the anti-trust

^3 Henry Hasiwar to H. L. Mitchell, February 11, 1953,
STFU, 68:1322.
^
Daniel Pollitt to George Forstall, February 13,
1953, STFU, 68:1322.
^

The Union Farmer, March, 1953, STFU, Roll 58.

statutes.^

That same week a federal grand jury summoned

Hasiwar to appear with all of Local 312*s records, for
preliminaries to a criminal indictment against the union.
Mitchell felt that a jury trial would afford an excellent
opportunity to publicize conspiratorial practices to chain
stores and sugar planters.^

Convinced that the suit resulted

from pressures generated by union opponents, Mitchell discussed
with Hasiwar plans for a big publicity campaign exposing the
anti-union tactics of the Justice Department, which had recently
dismissed anti-trust suits against big oil companies.

Public

relations, Mitchell thought, ”if handled right could help get
a favorable decision.
A. Jackson, the union public relations man who had
been producing the kind of material Mitchell had in mind, died
in the early part of May, 1953.

Mitchell admitted that

replacing the eccentric editor of the Union Farmer would not
be easy.1*'® Several months earlier Jackson had written feature
stories explaining that prior to the formation of the strawberry

^
C. Paul Barker to H. L. Mitchell, May 15, 1953,
STFU, 68:1326c.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, May 18, 1953,
STFU, 68:1326c.
^

H. L. Mitchell to Henry Hasiwar, May 19, 1953,

ibid.
H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, May 11, 1953,
ibid.

local, big handlers conducted rigged auctions in which prices
had already been d e c i d e d . E v e n in death the radical journ
alist attracted considerable attention from tourists who saw
his elaborate funeral conducted by Monsignor Charles J. Plauche
at the St. Louis Cathedral in Jackson Square.

A. Jackson,

lashed to a board, was buried in his Franciscan habit.^
After conducting an investigation of Judge Stanley
Barnes of the Anti-Trust Division, who was handling the case
against the strawberry local, H. L. Mitchell planned to air
the anti-trust case in public.

"If he isn't what he seems to

be," Mitchell wrote, "we are ready to blast his division in
the newspapers; but we don't want to do it if he is the kind
of man who is fair and square.

Still unsure about Judge

Barnes, he later told a West Coast lawyer:
be rather a

liberal, but I don't trust

"He pretends to

any of theseRepubli

cans who are hanging onto the Cadillac Crusade by the General
—
— 53
/Eisenhower/."

Mitchell told the union attorney that he was

^
A. Jackson, The Union Farmer, February, 1953,
STFU, Roll 58.
^
Charles J. Plauche, tape-recorded interview on
April 4, 1972, with Bishop Joseph Vath, Monsignor Plauche, and
Reverend Vincent O'Connell in New Orleans. Hereinafter cited
as Plauche,
VPO interview, April 9, 1972.
^
H. L. Mitchell to James E. Murray, June 11, 1953,
STFU, 68:1327.
h . L. Mitchell to Alexander H. Schullman, June 29,
1953, STFU, 68:1328.

checking on ways to pressure the Justice Department, and, in
the meantime, he was withholding some of his best propaganda
against Judge Barnes.

Some material Mitchell considered ’’too

good to pass up,” and he released a story of government
prosecution of people with low incomes.^
For a while, at least in June and July of 1953, Mitchell
felt his charges of undue government pressure against the weak
strawberry local would bring relief to Local 312.

He pointed

out to North Dakota Senator William Langer the folly of prose
cuting such a small group and asked the senator to see what he
could do about having Attorney General Herbert Brownell drop

rr

the indictment. 3

After meeting with a group of Biloxi,

Mississippi, fishermen who faced similar anti-trust charges,
Mitchell asked his attorney to talk to Judge Barnes and find out
his views on the entire m a t t e r . O n July 1, 1953, Barnes
wrote that the Justice Department did not intend to "break up”
the NAWU locals as Mitchell had implied. ^

Mitchell also

spoke to Louisiana Senator Russell Long, who promised to consult

^

H. L. Mitchell to C. Paul Barker, June 12, 1953,

ibid.
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H. L. Mitchell to William Langer, June 18, 1953,

ibid.
^

H. L. Mitchell to C. Paul Barker, June 22, 1953,

ibid.
^
Stanley Barnes to H. L. Mitchell, July 1, 1953,
STFU, 68:1329.

with Congressman James Morrison before taking any

action.

^8

Later in the month Mitchell, who assumed that his letter to
Barnes had had some effect, told an attorney friend that the
Justice Department might not indict the union.
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A week after MitchellTs optimistic speculations a
federal grand jury indicted Local 312 and its officials,
including Henry Hasiwar and charged conspiracy to restrain
trade and commerce, conspiracy to fix prices, and compulsion
and coercion of processors and handlers to enter price and
fee-fixing agreements.

Almost immediately Mitchell leveled

verbal blasts at the Justice Department the way he had
originally planned.

Labeling the Attorney General*s actions

’’union busting,” Mitchell said:

’’Brownell is out to make a

record for his Department by persecuting the poor and needy.
His first act as Attorney General was to dismiss the antiCl
trust actions against the international oil cartel."
Mitchell informed members of Congress that the Justice Department

^

H. L. Mitchell to C. Paul Barker, July 3, 1953,

ibid.
^
H. L. Mitchell to Daniel Pollitt, July 22, 1953,
STFU, 68:1330a.
United States of America v. Louisiana Fruit and
Vegetable Producers Union, Local 312; Lester C. Felder, eit
al., July 29, 1953, STFU 68:1330b; Department of Justice
mimeographed news release, July 29, 1953, ibid.
H. L. Mitchell, news release, July 30, 1953, ibid.

cp
pressured small farmers.

To Senator Paul Douglas of Illinois

he stressed the possible connection between the strawberry
indictment and attempts to break up the sugar cane local.
Later he reassured Senator Douglas that the NAWU had nothing
to do with the violence associated with a strawberry strike in
1951, since " . . . w e adopted the tactics of Ghandi . . . and
adhered to the principles of non-violence . . . .
Despite Mitchell's verbal barrage against the govern
ment's anti-trust policies, the NAWU and its attorneys
attempted to reach an understanding with the Justice Depart
ment for future operation of the strawberry local.

One such

discussion dealt with a "no picketing or coercion" agreement
as a way of settling the matter.®^

In September Mitchell

revoked the charter of Local 312 and made changes in its
status in an attempt to comply with the Capper-Volstead Act. °
While this went on, union attorney Barker and Judge Barnes

^
H. L. Mitchell, identical letters to Paul Douglas,
Hubert Humphrey, Russell Long, Wayne Morse, and James
Morrison, July 30, 1953, ibid.
H. L. Mitchell to Paul Douglas, August 14, 1953,
STFU, 68:1332.
64

Ibid., September 30, 1953, STFU, 68:1334b.

^
C. Paul Barker to H. L. Mitchell, August 13, 1953,
STFU, 68:1332.
H. L. Mitchell to Lester Felder, September 15,
1953, STFU, 69:1334a.

exchanged letters concerning the possible settlement of the
indictment with a consent decree from the union.

Barnes gave

the strawberry local until October 15, 1953, to work out the
C*7

legal entanglements.
Meanwhile MitchellTs union laid the groundwork for its
offensive against the sugar industry, whose harvesting season
began in October.

Archbishop Rummel agreed to meet with Henry

Hasiwar in September, 1953, following the refusal of sugar
planters to bargain collectively with the union.

The Arch

bishop apparently promised to try to change the minds of the
recalcitrant growers.

They demurred even after the State

Department of Labor offered conciliation service.

Several

days after the scheduled meeting with the church leader,
Hasiwar sent him a list of the nine growers who had refused
to meet with the union and included photostatic copies of their
letters to Local 317.®^

A week later the Archbishop invited

the nine sugar men in for an informal discussion of "certain
problems" in the sugar industry.

The Archbishop said that no

representatives of organized labor would be present, " . . .

_
C. Paul Barker to Stanley Barnes, /September,
1953/, STFU, 69:1339b; Stanley Barnes to C. Paul Barker,
October 5, 1953, STFU, 69:1335.
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Henry Hasiwar to Joseph Francis Rummel, September
R, 1953, STFU, 69:1339a and in JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."

but only three or four nonpartisan priests and laymen, whose
counsel in matters of this kind I regard with confidence."®^
One laymen whose counsel the Archbishop considered
invaluable was Charles Logan, former regional director of the
National Labor Relations Board and labor consultant for many
years to church leaders whenever the Archdiocese became
involved in labor disputes. 7ful A few days after the prelate
wrote the nine sugar growers, Logan, who knew about the pro
posed meeting, gave a step-by-step outline of how he felt the
Archbishop should conduct the meeting.

First of all, Logan

said, having anyone besides Monsignor Charles Plauche, the
Chancellor, and Monsignor Lucien Caillouet, the Vicar General,
present could ruin the chances for success as the growers
might resent outside participants.

Logan felt that the church

leader should not start off by asking for a labor contract;
instead he should simply pledge to work toward settling some
problem such as housing or greater worker efficiency.

In

confidence Logan told the Archbishop that Godchaux Sugars liked
the idea of this informal approach.

In the event that the par

ticipants requested an impartial referee, Logan said that he

CQ

Joseph Francis Rummel to Charles Farwell, F. A.
Rodrigue, Clarence Savoie, W. C. Kemper, Roland L. Toups, Sabin
Savoie, Walter Godchaux, Jr., Moise Hymel, and F. A. Robichaux,
September 17, 1953, JFR Papers, "Farmers Union."
H. L. Mitchell, tape-recorded interview, June 23,
1970, in New Orleans.

would serve without pay if the Archbishop desired.71

To make

certain the Archbishop understood the subtleties of choosing
an impartial referee, Logan wrote a second letter the day
after his first.

He suggested that the Archbishop allow the

growers to choose the impartial referee, and only if they could
not find one, should the Archbishop recommend him.

This, Logan

said, would prevent the prelate from being accused of imple
menting his own preconceived

p

l

a

n

.
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The church leader, like the NAWU, found the sugar
growers reluctant even to discuss the sugar industry with him.
One planter said he was not aware of unusual or novel problems
confronting the industry and refused to meet for fear of
stirring up new issues.

73

A Lafourche Parish refinery manager

said he would not discuss any controls on the cane industry
and complained that Father DroletTs labor comments appearing
in the press amounted to a "provocation for violence."7^
Southdown Sugars sent its attorney to confer with the Arch
bishop several days before the scheduled September 2M-, 1953,

71 Charles Logan to Joseph Francis Rummel, September
17, 1953, JFR Papers, ’Tarmers Union."
^

Ibid.. September 18, 1953.

73

Charles Farwell to Joseph Francis Rummel, September
23, 1953, ibid.
7^ Roland L. Toups to Joseph Francis Rummel, September
22, 1953, ibid.

meeting,^ and one planter simply gave no reason for not
accepting the invitation.76

Fearful that the prelate would

force him to accept unionization that would bankrupt him,
one planter went to his parish priest and inquired about
rumors that a large church donation would free him of labor
problems.77

Archbishop Rummel informed the priest, who had

relayed his parishioner’s concern, that he would not use
coercion and that rumors of unusual church-labor collusion
were untrue.78
While Catholic Church leaders tried to reason with
sugar growers, the NAWU attempted to make inroads in the
Bayou Teche area of Louisiana in the western portion of the
cane country.

Hasiwar, Henry Pelet, Joe Guidry, and Irving

Upton, a black organizer from Houma, scheduled a meeting at
the Odd Fellows Hall in Franklin on September 25, 1953, but
were disappointed with the attendance.79

After some menacing

7^

Joseph M. Jones to Joseph Francis Rummel, September
23, 1953, ibid.
76 F. A. Robichaux to Joseph Francis Rummel, telegram
on September 23, 1953, ibid.
^
George Meiluta to Joseph Francis Rummel, September
21, 1953, ibid.
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Joseph Francis Rummel to George Meiluta, September
23, 1953, ibid.
79 The Lafourche Comet (Thibodaux), October 1, 1953;
Henry Pelet, tape-recorded interview on February 29, 1972 in
Thibodaux, Louisiana.

looks from well-dressed men, Hasiwar suggested that they make
a hasty departure.

Cars followed them down the highway for

some distance to make sure that they would not r e t u r n . J o e
Guidry reported several days later that St. Mary Parish was
1Tfully or partly organized," despite intimidation of would-be
union members by growers in Franklin.

Planters accused Guidry

of making exaggerated statements to entice workers into joining
Ol
the union.
In late August, 1953, Hasiwar told H. L. Mitchell that
the large sugar growers had begun recruiting workers of Mexi
can descent in Texas for the express purpose of breaking the
sugar local in the fall.

They may, Hasiwar said, even offer

these workers wages higher than the going rate.

He feared

that the effort would lead to a strike before the union was
ready for one.

In the meantime Local 317 conducted a strike
O p

vote and assessed its members two dollars for a strike fund.oc
Mitchell informed a union colleague at this time that " . . .
there is sure to be a strike in the cane f i e l d s . A week
later he told Ernesto Galarza on the West Coast that Hasiwar

80
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Henry Pelet, ibid.
The Times Picayune, September 26, 1953.

8^ H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, August 20, 1953,
STFU, 68:1333a.
H. L. Mitchell to Arthur Churchill, August 21, 1953,
ibid.

thought the chances for success in Louisiana looked good and
that both the union president and Galarza should go there to
help out.

Mitchell felt that avoiding a premature strike was

Hasiwar^ responsibility.®1* He also wrote to labor leaders in
Cuba, requesting that they apply pressure in behalf of the
NAWU by threatening to withhold Cuban raw sugar from Louisiana
refineries if the NAWU went on strike.®®
During the final week of September, 1953, Joe Guidry,
NAWU leader in the Lafayette area, scheduled a meeting for
September 27 at Bertrandville in Assumption Parish where the
union would promulgate the results of the secret strike
balloting conducted after September 7 ’’under the auspices of
clergymen.’’ Guidry said that if a majority of Local 317
members voted to walk out, the union would choose a strike
committee to set a date for the work stoppage.®®

On September

27 Local 317 announced a vote of 1,808 to 8 in favor of a
strike the date of which, Hasiwar said, would be set if the
big growers did not negotiate with the union.

Unaware of

the militant strikes in sugar cane fields in the 1880Ts, one
local journalist reported that for the first time in Louisiana

®^ H. L. Mitchell to Ernesto Galarza, August 26,
1953, STFU, 68:1333b.
OC
H. L. Mitchell to Eusebio Mujal, August 31, 1953,
ibid.
®®

Baton Rouge Morning Advocate, September 25, 1953.

history, workers threatened to strike a major crop.

American

Sugar Cane League officials for the time being had no comments
07

on the union proposals.
In late September the NAWU sent letters to fifteen
additional sugar plantations requesting collective bargaining
sessions on matters of wages and working conditions just as
it had requested earlier of nine big sugar concerns.

The
D O

union asked that the growers reply before October 9, 1953.
In early October a follow-up letter to both groups of sugar
growers approached earlier asked that the planters reconsider
their original position and emphasized that the strike vote
mentioned in the press was correct but was not a threat.
Asserting that the NAWU was anxious to prevent a work stoppage
Hasiwar promised that the union, if recognized, would work for
QQ

harmony in the sugar industry.
Once again the sugar interests refused to meet with
the NAWU.

One grower, in stating the basis for refusing to

87 Ibid.., September 28, 1953; The Times Picayune,
September 28, 1953; The Houma Courier. September 29, 1953;
Lafourche Comet, October 1, 1953; The Assumption Pioneer,
October 2, 1953; The Donaldsonville Chief, October 2, 1953;
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